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EDITOR'S NOTES

As in previous issues, the May issue highlights several
philosophical themes in such areas of philosophy as existential
Marxism, legal philosophy, phi losophy and global ization, philosophy
of education, philosophy of language, political postmodernism, and
a book review. We have one entry for each category except on
philosophy and globalization, which has two.

In "Remythologizing Heidegger: Capitalism, time, and
authenticity," Anne F. Pomeroy makes use of Heidegger's ideas in
Being and time to "deepen our understanding of the foundational
existential and ontological impact of the alienation present,, in
capitalistic social relations. She believes such an understanding will
help us emphatize more with suffering workers within capitalism
and, by stressing their strengths, open ways towards their liberation.

George Mousourakis, in "Legal empiricism, normativism, and
the institutional theory of law," analyzes both the British legal theory
of philosophical empiricism and the Continental legal philosophical
tradition in terms of the basic distinction between is and ought.
The British legal theory preconditions validity of legal and moral
normativism on the verifiabi Iity of experience. The author explores
the extent to which both British and Continental legal theorists
succeeded in formulating a "workable marriage between the two
traditions."

Two articles on philosophy and globalization, which discuss
terrorism and a new philosophical paradigm, come from Africa
and North America. on the one hand, Francis offor's article entitled
"Global order or tension? Rethinking the phenomenon of
globalization in an age of terrorism," argues that the current global
tension is generally the reaction to "perceived injustices ofthe present
globalization phenomenon." There is a conflict between a dominant
single over-arching cultural system, ,.by which all societies could
be judged," and a liberated cultural pluralism, .,in which alternative
cultures are free to plot their own future courses.,, The author argues
that terrorism can be mitigated if the latter position is properly
understood, appreciated, and respected. On the other hand, George
F. Mclean's article entitled "A philosophical paradigm for global
times" contends that the transition from the modern to the
contemporary global times requires a novel perspective. It is
necessary that the Eurocentric modern times of individualism,
objectivisrn, and secularism should be supplanted by a broader
paradigm of thinking "in terms of the whole [by] opening human
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subjectivity."This paradigm can pave the way to a'trermenetrtics ofmutual
understanding and cooperation for a global community. "

In "Philosophy and humanism," Peter Collins argues that the
meaning of the concept of humanism inevitably relies upon various
philosophical categories. He supports this thesis by clarifying the
basic differences between the philosophical humanisms of Auguste
Comte and Blaise Pascal and by extending his analysis to John
Dewey and Cardinal Newman-who were, respectively, associated
with Comte and Pascal. At the end of the paper, he considers
philosophy of education more as a branch of philosophy than of
education.

In "Speech acts and poetry," Leni Garcia applies the
categories of speech acts on the love poems of a Filipino poet,
Elynia Mabanglo. She relies on C. Carroll Hollis's argument that,
contrary to John Austin's view, poets use illocutionary acts in a
meaningful way. This renders speech acts as a form of literary
criticism. Garcia concludes that while illocutionary acts are not
used in ttle "normal" way, "the mimetic character of certain poetry
does allow the use and fulfillment of illocutionary acts."

In the last article, "The republic and the kingdom: A Filipino
postmodem reflection on Thailand as a parallel other," Antonio
Contreras maintains that in identity politics the position of the other
delineates "what one is not" and "where one differs." In considering
Thailand as the "parallel other" of the Philippines, Contreras attempts
to locate Filipino identity formation "through the lens of the Thai
experience" as a coequal though "different modality for finding social
meaning."

Finally, in his book review of Jonathan Israel,s Radical
en li ghte nm en t : P hi I os ophy and the maki n g of mode rni ty, I 6 5 0 - I 7 5 0,
Patrick Filter considers the work as "a delicious, bounteous banquet
of facts," which convinces him that the Netherlands, as Israel has
argued, was the "clearing house of modem ideas in the 17th century',
and that Spinozism was the "intellectual backbone of the European
Radical Enlightenment." The enlightened ideas of Spinoza were
radical in terms of being "[s]hocking, threatening the moral and
political order, patently destructive of the wrderpinnings of religious
faith, Iand] diabolically dangerous. "

These are all for this issue. The editorial board of this journal
hopes, as usual, that the readers will not only find the ideas herein
thought-provoking but enjoyable reading as well.

Rolando M. Gripaldo
Quezon City
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REMYTHOLOGIZING
HEIDEGGER: CAPITALISM,
TIME, AND AUTHE,NTICITY

Anne F. Pomeroy
R i c h a r d St o c k, 

;; *. l,:::;

Taking a cue from John D. Caputo's 1993 work,
Demythologizing Heidegger, the author. pursues a
" re my tho I o giz in g " of H e ide gger s Being and time t hat exp lores
and develops the ffinities between that work and Karl Marx s

critique ofcapitalism based upon their respective expositions
on inauthen.ticity and alienation. She suggests that
Heidegger s work can deepen our understanding of the
foundational existential and ontological impact of the
alienation present within the capitalist form of social
relations, lead us to a more adequate solidarity with those
who suffer within it, and highlight the overlooked strengths
of its victims thereby suggesting paths toward liberation.

In his 1993 work, Demythologizing Heidegger, Iohn Caputo
undertakes a painstakingly thorough examination of Heidegger's thought.
As a result of that examination, he maintains that Heidegger's unfortunate
kehretowardthe Germanico-Greek rnyth of Being, that supporled both his
involvement in the National Socialist Parly and a totalizing discourse on
Being, has many of its roots in Heidegger's earlier work. It is Caputo,s
contention Lhat Being ctnd time, with its formal ontological exposition
dependent upon .rorg,e and individual kampf instead of kardia and,
openness to the call of the victim, marks a passage thror,rgh which the
elitism of the later Heidegger is able to emerge. In fact, Caputo (1993, 142)
says

...that Heidegger's path of thought has been governed from
the very start by what I would call here a certain
"phainesthetics." His thinking has always turned on the
experience of Being as phainesthai, as the self-showing ofthe
phainomenon, as that which shows itself frorn itself as it is in
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itself, first discussed in the opening pages of Being and Time
($7a).

Thus, what emerges in the later thought as the self-destining of the
"original" Greek Being and its self-revealing to the "chosen,, Germanvolk,
was nascent in Being and time'.the space through which this dominating
myth was able to flow lay open all along.

I do not entirely disagree with Caputo's assessment of the actual
development of Heidegger's thought and I should make it perfectly clear
that this essay in no way means to serve as apologetics for either
Heidegger's life or published works. A substantial body of literature has
already addressed his certain involvement with the German National
Socialist Party and undoubtedly this involvement manifests itself into
his writing in various ways. It is of particular importance, therefore, that
the reader understand that what follows is indeed a work of interpretation.
I would like to ask here whether Caputo's is the only myth that can
emerge from the text of Being and time. If the ontolo gy of Being and
time presents an opening for the possibility of Heidegger's unfortunate
turn, could it not also be seen to allow for other possible phenomenal
and ontic readings? Caputo (1993, I 10) himself points out that the
National Socialist Party was wary of Heidegger's thought, fearing that it
implied "permanent struggle" and "an endless succession ofrevolutions"
that might eventually turn upon the very party that they supported.
Does this not in itself suggest that Heidegger's "revolutionary thought
par excellence" couldjust as easily be applied to other and very different
revolutions? It is my conviction that it is precisely the ontological
neutrality and formality of Being and time that allows for multiple ontic
manifestations, witnessings, realizations; that one need not necessarily
move from Being and time to a constricting philosophical ultimatum
regarding the only valid origin of Being (the Greek or pre-Socratic), or the
only valid people with destined access to that origin (the Germanvolk.)
It is possible that whatAdomo ( 1973, 20,93,95) condemns as Heidegger's
"hands-off," "prudish" attitude toward the "merely ontic" is in fact the
space that may allow a constructive association of Being and time with
a more liberatory discourse.

Almost fifteen years have passed since the publication of Caputo's
work and in that time we have witnessed the extension and incursion ofUS
capitalism into foreign labor, productive, and consumptive markets.
International trade agreements and loans to developing nations have
opened the doors of the global economy and the phenomenon of
globalization has been a mainstay of intellectual discourse for many years
now. Yet this expansion has certainly not proceeded altogether peacefully.
Protests against neoliberalism and "free-trade" policies have raged in major
cities across the globe: Prague, Seattle, Quebec, Genoa, etc. Some
intellectuals have declared the end of history and the triumph of
neoliberalism and the unchained Iiee market while others decry the injustice
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of the New World Order-the praise and the critique of the empire sit
uneasily side by side. Most recently, neoconservatives in the US have
declared the necessity for "American global leadership" and have shown
their willingness to use preemptive military strikes to "carry out [their]
global responsibilities."r Many wonder whether these "responsibilities"
do not extend to oversight ofthe natural and human resources ofother
nations. It should not, therefore, seem strange that the past decade has
witnessed a resurgence of interest in the work of Karl Marx. Word seems to
have emerged from conservative, liberal, and radical camps alike: Marx
may indeed be more relevant than ever.2 Given this current situation, I
thought that the time was indeed ripe for a remythologizing of Heidegger's
Being and time. Therefore, in the pages that follow, I underlake a Marxian
inscription of some of the primary categories and observations of
Heidegger's early opus.

Whether Heidegger himself would approve of such an affrliation may
appear questionable to some, but I would maintain that this project is
justified on Heidegger's own grounds. In Being and time Heidegger
acknowledges the necessary connection between the ontic and ontological
projects as founded in the very Being of Dasein.3 For not only does

Dasein [tum out] to be, more than any other entity, the one
which must first be interrogated ontologically[, b]ut the roots
ofthe existential analytic, on its part, are ultimately existentiell,
that is, ontical. (Heidegger 1962,34)

This seems to support in a general fashion the task of linking an
ontic discourse with Heidegger's fundamental ontology, but there is a
more specific reason for thinking that Heidegger would support this
endeavor. ln his "Letter on humanism," he (see Krell 1971 ,219-20) says,

What Marx recognized in an essential and significant sense,
though derived from Hegel, as the [alienation] of man has its
roots in the homelessness of modern man...Because Marx by
experiencing Ialienation] attains an essential dimension of
history, the Marxist view of history is superior to that of other
historical accounts. But since neither Husserl nor-so far as I
have seen till n6y7-gs;11e recognizes the essential importance
of the historical in Being, neither phenomenology nor
existentialism enters that dimension within which a productive
dialogue with Marxism first becomes possible.a

This passage directly implies two things. First, that Heidegger
himself, unlike Husserl and Sartre, recognizes the "importance of the
historical in Being," and second, that such recognition is tantamount to
engaging in a "productive dialogue with Marxism." lndirectly, of course,
the passage implies that a productive dialogue with Marxism is desirable
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and, in conclusion, that it is via Heidegger's philosophy that such a dialogue
could begin.

Therefore, in the following pages I will attempt to reveal what I believe
is a deep affiliation between Heidegger and Marx based upon their
respective expositions on inauthenticity and alienation. It is my hope that
such an alliance can uncover another possible thought path from Being
and time-one that brings the ontological formality down from its
"phainesthetic" perch into the disturbing ontic reality of capitalism; one
that reveals inauthenticity as taking on a particularly pernicious, self-
mystifuing ontic form; one that, this time, does not exclude the victims;
one that we might say, Heidegger should have taken. Perhaps Caputo
(1993,186) is correct and Heidegger's Being is too silent when the cries of
the victims are heard. Perhaps, worse yet, it stifles or ignores those cries.
If "demythologizing inevitably turns out to be a matter of mythologizing
differently," then I can only hope that a synthetic remythologizing of
Heidegger's notion of inauthenticity by linking it with Marx's analysis of
capitalism and alienation will be productive of a "Being" with more acute
hearing and a strong voice to support the victim.

In undertaking such a project, I am following the lead of Marcuse
(1928), who argues that Being and time provides the ontological
foundations for Marx's theory of history. Karel Kosik (see Zimmerman
1984,211), who maintains that Being and time describes the world that "is
the universal surface level of twentieth century reality," and Michael
Zimmerman (1 97 9, I 02), who suggests that " [t] he critique of inauthenti city
in Being and time is an implicit critique of the 'ethic' of capitalism, which
holds ego-interest to be the way to the highest mode of life." Wedding
these claims to one another, I wish to show that Heidegger provides the
ontological foundation to serve as a basis for the fourfold alienation ofthe
human being from the natural world, others, productive activity, and
species-life that Marx claims is the result of a capitalist economic structure.
In addition, I will demonstrate how Heidegger's phenomenologico-
existential categories of inauthenticity are ontically exhibited not only in
Marx's analysis, but in the further developments of our own late capitalist
society. In this way, I hope to illustrate how Heidegger's ontology of
fallenness grounds Marx's claims regarding alienation and how Marx's
historical materialism bears witness to Heidegger's analysis of
inauthenticity as an existential condition of human life. In this manner,
each can serve as the phenomenological test ofthe other. It is my claim
that Marx's analysis of alienation has its finger directly on the ontic pulse
of das Man.

MARX ON ALIENATION

Marx's exposition ( 1 988, 69-85) of the phenomenon of alienation in
capitalist society appears primarily in The economic and philosophical
manuscripts. However, I believe thal it is important not to make the mistake
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ofmany Marxist scholars who claim a strict distinction between the earlier
writings of "Marx the idealist" and those of the later "Marx the political
economist." Inlhe Manuscripts Marx (1988,69) clearly states thatthe
theme of alienated labor begins with the

presuppositions of political economy...private property, the
separation of labour, capital, and land, and likewise of wages,
profit, and ground rent; also division of labour; competition;
the concept ofexchange value, etc.

These presuppositions are precisely the detailed form ofsocial
relations that are analyzed in depth in the later economic writings. In fact,
both the Grundrisse and Capital indicate that alienation actually arises
from and itself strenglhens and supports the capitalist economic system.5
Therefore, in the analysis of alienation that follows, I will be treating the
fourfold alienation as intimately conjoined with the capitalist mode of
production that includes the process of exchange (commodities and money),
the sale and purchase of labor as a commodity, the utilization of labor in
the production process that produces surplus-value, and escalation and
intensification of exploitation effected by the modification workplace
conditions. It is this mode of production that creates, nourishes, and
amplifies the pervasive objectification, abstraction, and quantification of
individual human labor and thereby provides the material conditions for
the specific ontic fonn of inauthenticify in contemporary capitalist society
that Marx designates as alienation from nature, from others, ffom the act of
production, and from species-life.

Heidegger (1 962,78) states that Being-in-the-World is the constitutive
state of Dasein's Being. Butthe Being-in-the-World of Dasein occurs in
relation to two different kinds of "world": the being-alongside entities in
the world of nature (the Umwelt), and the being-with (other) Dasein in the
world of public interaction(the Mitwelt). The mode of Dasein's being-
alongside entities inthe (Jmwelr and being-with others inthe Mitwelt are
therefore distinguishabie though not distinct. Taken together they
constitute Dasein's mode ofBeing-in-the-world. Therefore, ifthe specifi c
ontic manifestations of being-alongside and being-with display deficient
modes of concern and solicitude, respectively, then Dasein,s own ontic
being wil I be constituted as a defi cient mode of care (S orge.) Since,,Dasein's
Being is care" (Heidegger 1962, chap.6), such a mode of being-in-the-
world (ontically) would amount to a deficient mode of being-related-to
one's own Being (ontologically): an alienation ofDasein,s being from its
own Being, an alienation of the self frorn the Self: in-authenticity. Thus, to
uncoverthe ontic mode ofbeing-in-the-world ofDasein in capitalist society
it is necessary to discover the ontic modes of Dasein's relatedness to the
umwelt, as alienation from nature and the products of capitalist production,
and to the Mitv)elt, as alienation from others. These two forms will then
unfold into human alienation from the act of production and from species-
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life. Ultimately Dasein itself will be disclosed as alienated from its own
self/other/world-productive activity; as displaying an injurious ontic form
of inauthenticity.

ALIENATION FROM NATURE

According to Marx, nature serves the laborer in two ways: first, it
provides the tools and raw materials for the act of production itself, and
second, it provides subsistence for the physical life ofthe laborer in the
form of food, clothing, shelter, etc. On this analysis it would appear that
nature is providing the equipment (Zeug) for Dasein's livelihood. This
equipment is ready-to-hand for Dasein to use in order to sustain its
productive activity and physical well-being but is nature in capitalist society
really presented as ready-to-hand for the laborer?

A totality of equipment is constituted by various ways of
the'in-order-to', such as serviceability, conduciveness,
usability, manipulability. In the 'in-order-to'as a structure there
lies an assignment or reference of something to something.
(Heidegger 1962,97)

What exactly is the "in-order-to" of the equipment inthe Umwelt of
the laborer within the capitalist society?

The means of subsistence provided by nature are utilized in-order-to
maintain Dasein's physical being for productive activity in the capitalist
economic system. The raw materials and tools are used in-order-to produce
commodities. But neither the productive activity of the laborer, nor the
commodities produced belong to this Dasein: labor-time has been sold on
the market as a commodity to whomever can pay the price, and the products
of labor belong to whomever owns that labor-time. The laborer owns
neither his means ofproduction nor his,4ter means of subsistence. Thus,
the in-order-to and the towards-which of the totality of equipment in a
capitalist economic system do not belong to the laboring Dasein. Its
"assignment has become disturbed" (Heidegger 1962, 105)by being given
over to another and this equipment cannot therefore engage the
circumspective concem of Dasein except as something thoroughly hostile,
alien, and obtrusive. The equipment is ready-to-hand "inconspicuously"
only for another but for the laboring Dasein it is in a very peculiar sense
"something un-ready-to-hand which is nolmissing at all and nolunusable,
but which'stands in the way' of [its] concem" (Heidegger 1962,103). Thus,
the entities encountered in the (Jmwelr (the world of nature) of labor stand
over and against labor as present-at-hand. They have become obtrusive
and recalcitrant, serving labor's bondage to the capitalist system. Dasein
is alienated from nature. The mode of being-withthe Umwelr displays an
antagonistic ontic form in which entities in the world do not "work"-for,
but only work-against the laboring Dasein.
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ALIENATION F'ROM OTHERS

...along with the work, we encounter not only entities ready-to-
hand but also entities with Dasein's kind of Being----entities for
which, in their concern, the product becomes ready-to-hand.
(Fleidegger f962,100)

The preceding section revealed that the entities of the Umwelt of
laboring Dasein do not belong to that Dasein as ready-to-hand equipment
but it also indicates that they do belong to another. Who then is this
other? We could say that it is the specific 'employer'in a specific work-
situation however, when labor throws itself into the marketplace as a
commodity, the identity ofthe purchaser does not really matter. It could be
anyone who owns the means of production and is thus able to buy the
labor-time of Dasein. It is the capitalist qua capitalist.

Thus, ifthe product of [Dasein's] labor, his \abor objectified,
is forhim an alien,hostile,powerful object independent ofhim,
then his position towards it is such that someone else is the
master ofthis object, someone who is alien, hostile, powerful,
and independent of him. Ifhis own activity is to him an unfree
activity, then he is treating it as activity performed in the service,
under the dominion, the coercion and yoke of another man.
(Pomeroy2004,80)

Thus, the capitalistto-whom labor is sold, for-whom labor's physical
well-being is maintained, and toward-whom the product of labor is given,
stands over and against the laboring Dasein in a relation of domination.

But this is not merely a mode of being-with in which one Dasein
leaps in and dominates another in the manner of taking "over for the Other
that with which he is to concem himself' (Heidegger 7962,1 58). It is by no
means a positive mode of solicitude that appropriates a situation and
accomplishes it for another; in the relation of laborer to capitalist the latter
is not in any way disburdening the former. Quite the contrary, the laborer
is being retained by the capitalist in order to produce surplus-value for
her/him. This relation is, at very least, an indifferent mode of solicitude in
that, for the capitalist, any qualified Dasein can fulfill the productive act.
At worst, it is a deficient mode of solicitude in that it displays no concem
for the concem of the Other. The owner of the means of production does
not either leap in and take over the matter of concern for the Other, neither
does s/he leap ahead in order to give that care back to the Other
authentically. Rather, s/he removes the very possibility of the Other's care
by co-opting the in-order-to, and the for-the-sake-of-which of the (Jmwelt.

Additionally, the laboring situation itself is set up in such a way that
those who labor-with one another do not "devote themselves to the same
affair in common, their doing so [being] determined by the manner in which
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their Dasein, each in its own way, has been taken hold of ' (Heidegger 1962,
159), because that work upon-which, for-which, and towards-which they
"devote themselves" is not for-the-sake of their own Dasein and thus
does not afford the opportunity for taking hold of one's own Dasein.6
Those who labor-with one another do not do so in the manner of working-
together to accomplish something for themselves but rather do so in the
manner ofperforming-alongside one another in service of a contract. They
are merely co-workers, for the most part indifferent to one another and
passing one another by or, when seeking work, they are rival commodities
in a "human race" to secure a job-suspicious of one another's abilities-
looking to usurp one another's "possibilities."

ln this manner the modes of being-with ofbeing-there in the capitalist
economic system are always deficient or indifferent modes. Ifthe Being-
in-the-World of Dasein is constituted by its forms of Being-alongside
entities inthe Umwelr and Being-with Others inthe Mitwelt,thenwe can
only conclude that the being-in-the-world of Dasein in a capitalist society
is also manifest only as an indifferent or deficient mode of Care: "[T]he
worker's activity is not his spontaneous activity. lt belongs to another; it
is the loss of his self'(Marx 1988,74).

ALIENATION FROM THE ACT OF' PRODUCTION

It is Marx's contention that the act of production is simultaneously the
act ofself-production. Through productive existence, the human life creates
its essence. When capitalist productive activity is the ontic form of being-
alongside and being-with and the in,order-to, towards-which, and for-the-
sake of-which are therein coopted by another, Dasein is alienated from its
own existentiell act of self-production. Labor, in selling itself to work for
another, is thereby handing its own essential possibilities for self-creative
activity to that other and is thereby alienated from the productive activity
itself. Those relations ofbeing-alongside and being-with that are constitutive
of Dasein's own essential possibilities are sold on the marketplace as
commodities. Dasein's own existentiell-essential being-in-the-world is
bought by anyone who can affbrd the price ofthis labor-commodity, but the
"price" for any Dasein so bought is Dasein itself. When the act of capitalist
production is Dasein's form of being-in-the-world, it rises up against the self
as that whereby and wherein the self is lost.

ALIENATION FROM SPECIES-LIFE

"[I]ffateful Dasein, as Being-in-the-world, exists essentially in Being-
with-Others, its historizing is a co-historizing and is determinative for it as
destiny fCeschickl" (Heidegger 1962,436). As Dasein produces itself and
its relations of Being-in-the-world, so it produces the destiny of its own
species-being. As relations of being-alongside and being-with display
themselves as deficient modes of concern and solicitude and
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consequentially as individual Dasein's being-in-the world displays
impoverished modes of care, so the human species stretches-along with
one another as somehow less than hurnsn-lsss than Dasein whose very
Being is Care. The ontic situation ofturning one,s own fateful being-in-
the-world over to another can only be, on the large scale, a production of
the destiny ofhuman-species life as alienated from its own Being(s).

LABOR AND TIME

So far, I have tried to display some of the ways in which Marx,s
ontic-historical account of alienation in capitalist society bears witness to
deficient modes of care that determine the Being-in-the-world of Dasein
but this analysis has not yet reached the real core ofthe connection between
the capitalist mode of production (that results in alienation) and the
inauthenticity of Dasein. what exactly is itthat makes the sale and purchase
of labor an ontic form of fallenness into das Man-the',they',? The answer
to this question lies at the essence of Dasein's Being and at the ground of
capitalism-time.

The care-structure itself is rooted in temporality: ,,Tbmporality reveals
itself as the meaning of authen.tic care" (Heidegger 1962,374). Dasein,s
own distinctive potentiality-for-Being depends essentially upon its
relationship with its past (as thrown facticity), present (as existence), and
future (as potentiality). When time is taken merely as a series of ,.nows,"

Dasein reduces its temporality to "pure presence" and hence constricts its
care-structure which makes understanding the self as a temporal project
increasingly problematic. Heidegger characterizes this making-present as
public time-the time of everydayness. As he (1962, 469-70) says:

Saying "now," however, is the discursive articulation of a
making-presentwhich temporalizes itself in a unity with a
retentive awaiting. The dating which is performed when one
uses a clock, turns out to be a distinctive way in which
something present-at-hand is made present.

...this means that for everyone at any time the standard, in
its stability, must be present-at-hand.

It is precisely this stable, standard, present-at-hand character ofthe
time of laboring Dasein that is galvanized as the very basis of the purchase
of labor.

The laborer comes to the capitalist marketplace without raw materials
or tools to produce commodities, without money to buy commodities,
without a product to sell, with nothing but a desperate need to feed and
support self and family. S/he is therefore forced to sell the only item
available-labor power or the capacity to labor. The question in this
purchasing situation becomes: What is the ,,peculiar,' commodity of labor
power worth? In order to determine the value of any commodity one must
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compute the socially average quantity of homogeneous, abstract labor-
time that goes into the production of the commodity: the exchange-value
ofthe commodity. When labor power is the specific commodity in question,
its exchange-value is determined by the cost of the subsistence necessary
to produce the individual laborer in a "normal" state capable of productive
activity for a given period oftime (see Marx 1977 , l: chaps. 1-6).

The measure of labour is time. Only because products are
labour can they be measured by the measure of labour, by the
labour time, the amount of labour consumed in them. They are
objectified labour.? (Marx 197 3, 61 3)

What is particularly important to note in connection to the present-
at-hand quality of time in this process, is that the exchange-value paid by
the capitalist for labor is not measured by the necessary subsistence for
the particular, individual laborer who is hired, but for average,
homogeneous labor in general. Labor-time is thus given at any particular
historical moment as an abstract exchange-value. The purchaser does not
pay for the individual Dasein whose quality of work s,{he buys, but for the
quantity ofaverage social labor congealed in such beings overall. Each
individual laborer is levelled-down to the value of any other comparable
laborer. The value of the time of one Dasein is equivalent to the value of
the time of any other. My span of "now" is measured in exactly the same
manner as your span of "now."

In the everyday way in which we are with one another, the
levelled-off sequence of "nows" remains cornpletely
unrecognizable as regards its origin in the temporality of the
individual Dasein...The only time one knows is the public time
which has been levelled-off and which belongs to everyone-
and that means, to nobody. (Heidegger 1962,471)

This "everyone" who is also "no one" should look all too familiarto
anyone acquainted wilh Being and time-it is the "they.,' It is das Man.

Everyone is the other, and no one is himself. The ,,they,,'

which supplies the answer to the question of the ,,who,' af
everyday Dasein, isthe"nobody" to whom every Dasein has
already surrendered itself in Being-among one-other.
(Heidegger 1 962, 1 65-66)

Dasein, selling its labor in the capitalist society, has turned its
productive time into the public time ofdas Man and in so doing has reduced
its ownmost potentiality-for-Being to presence-at-hand. Furthermore,
because the care-structure of Dasein is grounded in its temporality, this
definition ofDasein's time (and likewise ofDasein itself) as public, levelled-
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out, and present-at-hand, belonging to everyone and to no one, serves as

the basis forthose indifferent and deficient modes of concem and solicitude
that emerged in the analysis of alienation. This can only lead one to
conclude that the capitalist mode of production, which by definition requires
the sale and purchase of labor, produces and re-produces Dasein's
fallenness into das Man, the self-definition of Dasein as the "they"-self,
and a thoroughgoing deficient care-relation as Dasein's form of Being-in-
the-world.

The foregoing exposition has concentrated on the being-in-the-world
of laboring Dasein, but I believe it is imperative to point out that this does
not imply that the owner of the means of production, the capitalist, is
exempt liom such inauthenticity : "...everything which appears in the worker
as an activity oJ'alienation, of estrangement, appears in the non-worker
as astate of alienation, o.f estrangement" (Marx 1988. 83). How is this
possible? It would appear that the capitalist, the purchaser of the labor-
time, is Dasein who possesses the in-order-to of entities in the world, and
the towards-which ofthe prodtrctive laboring activity but we must remember
that such ownership entails an indifferent or deficient mode of solicitude
towards others. Additionally, I would maintain that the "possession" of
the in-order-to and the towards-which of entities in the world (cornmodities)
is ultimately a being-possessed-by the most abstract, public, present-at-
hand form ofthe "they."

What the "non-worker" purchases is labor power. I have claimed
that labor power is given within the capitalist society as equivalently
represented by a specified quantity of the congealed, homogeneous,
abstract labor-in-general that goes into the production ofthat "commodity."
But this is not the entire story. We must ask why the value of any commodity
must be conceived in this abstract, public form. This conversion of the
value of a commodif to its exchange-value via a caiculable, general formula
is necessary so that all commodities can be represented in the same form.
The tirne of each laboring Dasein, the time taken to produce different
commodities, mLlst be reduced to a single formula so that they can be re-
presented by the same mediurn. As Marx (1911 ,l :162) says:

The specific l<ind ofcommodity with whose natural fonn the
equivalent form is socially interwoven now becomes the money
comrnodity, or serves as tnoney. It becornes its specific social
function, and consequently its social monopoly, to play the
parl of universal equivalent within the world of commodities.

This replacement of all activity and products of activity by the
universal form of money is so taken for granted that we hardly hear what
we are saying when we speak the credo of the capitalist society: "Time is
money." Tir-ne must be taken as a present-at-hand series of equivalent
"nows" so that it can be re-presented in the single form of money. The
laboring Dasein works in-order-to attain money; the capitalist employs
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labor in-order-to make money. For both the laboring Dasein and the non-
laboring Dasein, the for-the-sake-of-which of their being-in-the-world of
capitalism is the universal, public exchange-medium; money. Dasein's very
potentiality for being is potentiality as and for money.

That which is for me through the medium of money-thatfor
which I can pay (i.e., which money can buy)-that am I the
possessor of the money. The extent ofthe power of money is
the extent of my power. Money's properties are my properties
and essential powers-the properties and powers of its
posessor. (Marx 1988, 137)

INAUTHENTICITY OF DAS MAN

If the capitalist economic system is one that enforces, reinforces,
and is at its very core dependent upon time as public for-the-sake-of the
universal, abstract exchange-medium of money, then Dasein within this
system is self-productive as the public-selfi a being for-the-sake-ofthe
"they"-self. This being the case, we should then be able to witness in
contemporary capitali st soci ety onti c manifestations of Heidegger's
ontological modes of inauthentic discourse as idle talk (Gerede),
understanding as curiosity (Neugier), and interpretation as ambiguity
(Zweideutigkeit). It would indeed be a lengthy undertaking to bear witness
to all such manifestations in capitalist society. However, at present I would
like to explore several particularly pervasive contemporary ontic examples
of inauthentic discourse, understanding, and interpretation: the mass media
and the entertainment industry.

Those Iiving in late capitalist society are continuously assaulted by
the mass media. We are inundated with information from newspapers,
magazines, billboards, television, telephones, fax machines and computer
networks, etc., but what is most striking about these means of
communication is that they are, for the most part, monologual. They do
not consist of face-to-face dialogue with one another in which one Dasein
Iistens to and discourses with another but rather, they constitute an
incessant anonymous voice dictating what we read, hear, and see as ..they"

would have it: "The 'they'prescribes one's state-of-mind and determines
what and how one 'sees"' (Heidegger 1962,213). In this way, the mass
media dominates communication, takes away the possibility of Dasein's
own interpretation, prescribes the public opinion as the opinion of all,
without giving Dasein a chance to respond. The mass media is idle talk
"par excellence" that, by speaking at everyone and for everyone, "presents
every judgement and decision as its own, [and] deprives the particular
Dasein of its answerability...Thus the parlicular Dasein in its everydayness
is di s b ur d e n e d by Ihe'they "' (Heidegger 1 9 62, I 6 5).

The newspapers will tell us what we should care about in the world
and the way that events "really" happened. The television will tell us that
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life is "normally" like a sit-com or a soap opera. The magazines will tell us
what we should wear and how our homes or bodies ought to look. The
mode of communication is dominated by heresay. "Because of this, idle
talk discourages any new inquiry and any disputation, and in a peculiar
way suppresses them and holds them back" (Heidegger 1962,213) This
particular mode of discourse (if it can really be called that at all) not only
disburdens Dasein of its opinions and judgments, but also at the same
time mystifies and covers-over the very possibility of such independent
thought.

However, in a late capitalist society the mass media has another
important function to perform-one that strengthens and reproduces the
capital relation. Dasein as fallen into the "they" develops a peculiar
fascination: "...because the phenomenon of the world itself gets passed
over in this absorption in the world, its place gets taken by what is present-
at-hand within-the-world, namely, Things" (Heidegger 7962,168). The idle
talk of the media encourages this absorption into Things through
advertisement. Advertisement operates in the same autocratic public voice
as the information industry, telling us what things we should or must have:
what "one" must buy. The advertising media feeds on the "mere wishingl'
produced by leveling-down Dasein's possibilities (Heidegger 1962, 239).
Products are marketed on unbelievable claims of hidden powers that will
fulfill our dearest wishes-for power, for popularity, for leisure, for
"freedom." The right car will take us to beautiful and remote locations, the
correct rug deodorizer will miraculously produce smiling neighbors bearing
gifts, the proper exercise club will make you an expert rock-climber, the
appropriate clothing will procure the ideal spouse or pa.rtner.

In a desperate flight in the face of such inauthenticity, Dasein seeks
out ever new things. It is a constant race for the next new product or the
next new experience.

When curiosity has become l}ee, however, it concerns itself
with seeing, not in order to understand what is seen (that is, to
come into a Being towards it), but just in order to see. it seeks
novelty only in order to leap from it anew to another
novelty...curiosity is concerned with the constant possibility
of di str act ion (Heidegger 19 62, 21 6)

The entertainment industry feeds on this curiosity. There is always
a new movie that must be seen, a new bestseller that must be read, and a
new video game that is more realistic, more "interactive" than the last.
Soon we are facing the prospect of high-tech virtual realities in which
experience (Being-in-the-world) itselfwill be publicly reproduced. Reality
TV (and oxymoron if there was ever one) is not only the precursor of the
mass-marketed "life, " but seeks to break down the distinction between the
real and the performance. We eagerly await our chance to see what is
"really" happening to these survivors or housemates or family members. If
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curiosity is the inauthentic mode of understanding, then we are being fed
our form of understanding by our reproductions ofthat world. Needless
to say, all the above listed items are also commodities and the fallen curiosity
that seeks them out has a promotional role in the capitalist society.

The idle talk of the mass media and the curiosity nourished by
entertainment do not act independently ofone another. They support and
sustain the public mode of interpretation of the world-ambiguity. That
which is presented as publicly availabie in the media and entertainment
industries is "the sort ofthing which is accessible to everyone, and about
which anyone aan say anything" (Heidegger 1962,217). The tragedy of
the functioning of idle talk and curiosity in a late capitalist society through
media and entertainment is that they incessantly reinforce the ambiguous
fascination with things present-at-hand. These things, as commodities,
are equivalent to a certain amount of money, but at their root they are the
congealed labor-time that has been abstracted ffom each and every leveled-
down individual Dasein.8 They are reflections of our own alienation. Thus,
the inauthentic modes of discourse, understanding, and interpretation
intensify the fetishization of commodities and the commodification of human
life resulting in deficient, alienated modes of care.

Everydayness takes Dasein as something ready-to-hand to
be concemed with-that is, something that gets managed and
reckoned up. 'Life' is a'business', whether or not it covers the
costs. (Hei de gger 1 9 62, 33 6)

Reproducing the capital relation is therefore performed at the "cost"
ofthe authenticity of Dasein. The price is too high. "Modem mankind is
the inauthentic individual 'writ large"' (Zimmerman 1981,225).

LIBERATION AND CLASS CONSCIOUSNESS

There is adeep compatibility between Heidegger's formal ontological
exposition of inauthenticity and Marx's ontic presentation ofthe alienation
involved in capitalism. However, to terminate the discussion at this
juncture-at the negative moment of inauthenticity or alienation- would
be a grave injustice to both Marx and Heidegger. This is because, for both
thinkers, the ultimate appeal is liberatory, based upon the dialectical nature
ofBeing.

Heidegger (1962,69) repeatedly states thatwhat is ontically proximal
for that entity with the character of Dasein is at the same time ontologically
the farthest. Inauthenticity, covering-over, and the "they"-self may be
ontically the closest for us, but ontologically it is the farthest from Dasein,
whose ownmost possibility for Being is authentic, uncovered, and "mine."
The inauthentic ontic modes of being-there are always ontologically
grounded in the authentic Being-Dasein. Giving ontological priority to the
everyday proximal modes of Being-in-the-world is the equivalent of
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accepting capitalism's ideology. Just as Heidegger insists that Dasein,s
ontological Being constitutes the dialectical foundation of any specific
ontical manifestation of fallenness, so Marx insists that the capitalist
political economy is not in itself an original or "natural" condition of
mankind (as the "vulgar" political economists would have it) butjust one
specific historical-material manifestation of it--one that had a beginning
and so can have an end. Just as Heidegger founds authenticity on a call of
the self to the Self, so Marx calls upon labor to recognize its plight and
realize its own possibilities.

The public way of Being-in-the-world is not something that is
"imposed" upon Dasein from outside. It is an essential part of Dasein's
Being itself: Dasein rs fallen. Dasein exists as fallen.

In the structure ofthrownness, as in that ofprojection, there
lies essentially a nullity. This nullity is the basis for the
possibility of inauthentic Dasein in its falling; and as falling,
every inauthentic Dasein factically is. Care itself, in its very
essence, is permeatedwith nullity through and through. Thus,
'cs61s"-pssein's Bein g-rneans, as thrown proj ection, Being-
the-basis of a nullity (and this Being-the-basis is itself null).
This means that Dasein as such is guilty... (Heidegger 1962,
33r)

...what does it mean to 'summon one to Being-guilty'?

...the "summons to Being-guilty" signifies a calling-forth to
that potentiality-for-Being which in each case I as Dasein am
Already. Dasein need not first load a 'guilt' upon itselfthrough
its failures or omissions; it must only be,guilty,
authenticalfu-'guilty' in the way in which it is. (Heidegger
t962,333)

The "guilty" (schuldig) here should be read also as ..responsible',

but ifwe hear what Heidegger has said in the passages above, that reading
should be automatic. I am already in my thrownness fallen, therefore, my
fallenness is something that I already am. r cannotremove the condition
of fallenness but I am still guilty/responsible for it, ie., for myself. The call
summons Dasein to its own guilt/responsibility.

Likewise in Marx there is a call to historically locate Dasein. The call
also appeals to Dasein to understand its guilt/responsibility for the ontic
condition of its own inauthenticity/alienation. A capitalist political economy
is not a condition that is imposed upon human life from the outside. Even
though any given Dasein is factically thrown into this particular historical-
material condition, Dasein is at the same time living that condition and,
therefore, is itselfthe basis of its own fallenness-guilty and responsible
because capitalism at its very core depends upon labor. The continuation
of its functioning requires human Dasein as levelled-out, as reified, as the
human labor that has been abstracted into a temporal exchange-value, that
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is temporally present-at-hand. "Yet presence-at-hand is the kind ofBeing
which belongs to entities whose character is n o/ that of Dasein', (Heidegger
1962, 150, italics mine). Therefore, Dasein as fatlen is truly the,.basis of a
nullity." I am-we are-das Man, but das Man is everyone and no one.
The call is not one that will allow Dasein to simply cease Being-as-fallen,
for we cannot merely step outside of our factical skins. The public form of
Being-in-the-world is an existential ofhuman life; however, the call entreats
Dasein to realize whatever ontic-factical possibilities of choosing it does
indeed possess and those include the existentiell modification ofthis form.
"In understanding the call, Dasein ts in thrall to fhorig| its ownmost
possibility of existence. It has chosen itself." ',To hear the call
authentically, signifies bringing oneself into a factical taking-action,'
(Heidegger 1962,341).

Heidegger (1962,344-45) tells us that one Dasein can ,,become the
conscience of Others," that resoluteness "is always the resoluteness of
some factical Dasein at a particular time," and that ,,the resolution is
precisely the disclosive projection and determination ofwhat isfacticalty
possible at the time." I would maintain that Marx's appeal is just such a
factically located, resolute call to the Other. It is what Heidegger (1962,
449) calls "authentic historiology"that

becomes a way in which the "today" gets deprived of its
character as present; in other words, it becomes a way of
painfully detaching oneself from the falling publicness of the
"today". As authentic, the historiology which is both
monumental and antiquarian is necessarily a critique of the
'Present'.

Marx's discourse deprives the today of its character by revealing the
inner workings of capitalism and ultimate illogic: it is monumental in that it
reaches forward to the futural possibilities beyond capitalism; it is
antiquarian in that it discloses the historical origins of the capitalist
economy therein revealing that it is not "always this way"-1hu1 there are
other possible ways of Being-in-the-world-ones that need not include
private property, exploitation, and alienation. It allows those to whom it
speaks to come face-to-face with their present facticity, retrieve the past as
revealing other historical possibilities, and face the future as the realm of
authentic choice.8

CONCLUSION

I began this essay by suggesting that reading the text of Being and
timettvoughthe ontic eyes ofMarx's critical philosophy could provide a
more liberatory discourse from that text than Heidegger himself ultimately
chose. It has been a "search for [a different way] to continue,,, a different
way of "critically reinscribing...the Sache of 'Being and Time','(van Buren
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1944, 562) that does not need to condemn the text itself as destined to
produce the later totalizing myth of Germanico-Greek Being.

It is a reinscription that allows us to speak of those exploited and
oppressed persons who are ground under in the capitalist economy. It
does not need to ignore "the scenes of praxis and afflicted flesh" (Caputo
1993, 65). This inscription allows us to feel the suffering of the factory
worker who must "leam to adapt his own movements to the uniform and
unceasing motion of an automaton," and for whom the mechanized
workplace produces "chronic misery" (Marx 19'77,544 and 557). It does
not need to ignore the "grief of those who go unclothed, who dress in
rags, who leave nothing behind when they die, who vanish without a
trace..." (Caputo 1993,66). This inscription draws our attention to the
"lowest sedirnent ofthe relative surplus population": "paupers," "orphans
and pauper children," "the ragged and those unable to work," "the mutilated,
the sickly, the widows, etc." (Marx 1917,797). But this inscription not only
speaks o/those persons most marginalized it does not simply display its
empathetic kardia for all to see. It speaks /o the margin alized andfor ttre
marginalized. It speaksy'ozn the margins.

Caputo (1 99 3, 67 ) seem s to suggest that the authenti city of B e in g and
timebelongs only to the strong, the "able-bodied artisans," and the..busily
engaged but thoughtless bourgeoisie" who are the "knights ofanticipatory
resoluteness." But I believe that the Marxian reinscription of Being and time
opens the possibility of authentic rnodification to address a very different
class ofpeople. We need to ask ourselves: Who in the capitalist society are
closest to their ownmost possibility of death? Would it not be those who
are forced by this public way-of-being to live in urban slums where the
bullets fly at night where, all too often, extreme poverly drives individuals to
lives ofdangerous and destructive desperation? would it not be the homeless
and helpless? And who in a capitalist society are closer to their own factical
thrownness? Would it not be those who are born into poverty, who must
live daily with the realization that even a lifetime ofthe hardest work may
never give them the most basic of life's necessities? Or would it be those
who are born with such severe physical or psychical challenges that they
are shunned altogether by the workplace? There can be no group ofpersons
more allied with their own thrownness and their own death than those who
are cast aside to the fringes of capitalism's public existence, those of whom
and to whom the idle chatter never speaks. For whom then is anticipatory
resoluteness more of a possibil ity?

Human Dasein in a capitalist society identifies its very self by its
labor. We say : I am a mechanic, I am a doclor,I am a teacher, I am abus
driver, and so on. But is there truly a place in the language of das Man to
give a name to the homeless and the members of the "industrial reserve
army" (Marx 1977,chap.25) of poverty stricken? How are these human
beings to identif, themselves? How are they to answer das Man's question:
What do you do? "I do nothin*"-iaccording to ,.their', definitjon of
accornplishment.) Who are you? "l am no one',-(according to ..their"
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definition of a person as labor or capitalist.) We can and should feel their
pain, but the Marxian-Heidegger does more than this.

The inability of the most wretched to identify themselves in the
language of das Man's discourse is an empowerment. Those who are
farthest from the tranquilizing voice of the "they" are those who cannot be
"like everybody else," those who cannot afford to buy what everyone
"needs" to buy, those to whom the idle talk of advertisement does not
beckon, those who cannot afford the continual distraction oftheir curiosity
in the newest movies, videos, or computer games, those who "have time"
just to be silent. The "busily engaged but thoughtless bourgeoisie" are
exactly that-busily engaged in their insatiable curiosity and thoughtless
as they allow idle talk to think for them. In our reinscription, these bourgeois
Dasein are precisely those to whom the call is least accessible. It is those
who cannot "afford" to listen to das Man, those for whom the public way
of being-in-the-world does not apply, those who have the "time" to be
silent who are closest to the call. The "bringing oneself into a factical
taking-action" will begin, when it does, from the margins (Heidegger 1962,
34 1 ). They are the revolutionary force par exce llence.

The plea for kardia is of utmost importance and draws our attention
to the desperate need and plight ofthose who are abandoned by society
but it is only halfthe story of positive solicitude. The hand ofthe Other
that gives food, clothing, and shelter to those in need is one that "leaps
in" and takes away those ready-to-hand concerns. The voice ofthe Other
that gives those in need the power and resources to feed, clothe, and
shelter themselves "leaps ahead" and liberates them to take back their own
concerns. Welfare measures alone can too often appear as systemic
"therapeutocracy" (Habermas I 987, 2:363) and liberating discourse alone
can too often appear as care-less idealism. Authentic Mit-Sein would need
to combine the best elements of both but such authenticity itself is premised
on overtuming the ontic way-of-being of inauthenticity itself.

NOTE S

1. These quotations come from Ihe Stqtement of principles of the
Projectfor the new American century. Among its signers are ElliottAbrams,
William J. Bennett, Dick Cheney, I. Lewis Libby, Donald Rumsfeld, and
Paul Wolfowitz-all prominent figures in the administration of President
George W. Bush (see Internet).

2. As an example ofthis newfound popularity-forthe celebration of
the l50th anniversary ofthe Marx and Engel's Communist manifesto.Yerso
Books released a special "anniversary edition" ofthe text suitable for
display on one's "coffee table." See Cockbum ( 1 998) and Ehrenreich ( I 998).

3. In keeping with the style of the Macquarrie and Robinson
translation of Being and time,l will not italicize the German word Dasein.

4. I have substituted the term "alienation" where Capuzzi and Gray
have translaled Entfremdung as "estrangement." I should note that I
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disagree with Heidegger about Sartre's commitment to the historical.
Surely, the notions of facticity and transcendence functi onin Being and
nothingness as modes of being toward the given and the possible, i.e.,
modes possible only for a being that is "essentially" historical. One might,
therefore, argue that there are two senses ofessence functioning in the
writings of Sartre: essence as the being that emerges out ofthe individual's
existence (the "what I am") and essence as the transcendental conditions
for the possibility of existing as we do-being existential.

5. See ChapterOne of my Marx and Whitehead: Process, dialectics,
and the critique of capitalism (2004) for a complete explanation of the
connections between Marx's early and later writings.

6. This situation does not mean that there is no possibility for
laborers to "work together," but this possibility would entail a "laboring"
situation in which they are working together for their mutual self-
production and will be dealt with in the later discussion of authenticity
and liberation.

7. It should be noted, especially for those familiar with the works of
Marx, that I have, for the sake of this particular discussion, chosen not to
highlight the inequity that takes place when the labor power (as a capacity
to labor) is actually put to use in the sphere of production as productive
labor. It is this difference between the exchange value of labor and the use
value of labor that constitutes the exchange as invalid.

8. Sadly, the ambiguity of our interpretation is perhaps nowhere so
manifest as in our attitude towards political and social change itself.
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Much ofcontemporary Brttish legal theory has its roots in
the tradition of p hi los oph ic al empir ic is m-the philos ophical
position that no theory or opinion can be accepted as valid
unless verified by the test of experience. In this context
normativity, both in law and morals, is understood and
explained in terms of social practices observable in the world.
The nineteenth-century jurist John Austin, for example,
defined law in terms of a command supported by a sanction
and as presupposing the habitual obedience of the bulk of a
community to the commands of a sovereign himself not
habitually obedient to anyone else. Similarly, Hart's
conception of legal obligation, although somewhat more
complex, derivedfrom the observation of people s actual
practices analyzed in terms of " the internal point ofview "
crucial to their comprehension of and participation to these
practices. It is within this framework that we must consider
the distinction betyveen is and ought as used by British
positivist theories and which is so essential to positivist
jurisprudence. In this respect a chief dffirence between the
British and the Continental traditions in legal theory prevails.
This paper aims to re-examine some main themes of
contemporary jurisprudence and explore the extent to which
contemporary theorists, both British and Continental, have
succeeded in developing a theory of law that would create a
workable marriage between the two traditions.

The Continental understanding of the distinction between ls and
ought derives from the Kantian distinction between the phenomenal world,
the province of the ls, and the world ofthe right wherein the categorical
imperative reigns, the province of the ought. According to Kelsen (1992),
we can perceive the world around us in two distinct ways. We can explain
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it in scientific terms and through scientific laws, which invoke the domain
of the zs where the mode of explanation is causal. we can also look at the
world in normative terms and this introduces the domain of the ought
wherein the mode of explanation is no longer causal but imputational.
There is no logical connection between these two ways of perceiving the
world and so we cannot employ methods appropriate to one domain to
interpret the other. An act in the world is a natural event that is the subject
ofcausality. This is the proper subject ofthe natural sciences that, according
to Kelsen, include sociology, psychology, and such. In this context,
appropriate explanations resemble the fzpe: ifA happens, then B will follow.
Normative science, on the other hand, seeks to discover the meaning of a
natural act. In this respect, explanations are organized under the principle
of imputation, i.e., if A is the case, then B ought to be (e.g., if the traffic
light glows red, then the cars ought to stop). Kelsen regards legal science
as a normatiye science.' a science that constitutes knowledge of a
normative order. Normative science is not concemed with causal messages
but rather with representations of what ought to be done, for example,
according to positive law. The constatives of normative science are
precluded from becoming entirely prescriptive judgments as they are
created from a "hypothetical " viewpoint-Kelsen's basic norm-i ntroduced
solely for the purposes ofnormative science (see Raz 1979, ch. 7 ; for a
critical discussion of Raz's views, see Wilson 1982,46). From this point of
view, the norm-which in the law is a direction to officials to apply sanctions
if someone engages in prohibited behavior-is a scheme of interpretation
that imparts meaning to a natural causal act. Kelsen recognizes that law is
something that sets a standard of conduct (i.e., its nature is normative or
prescriptive), but he denies that law owes its normative quality to social
practice. Kelsen denies, in other words, that the standard of behavior is
based in somg way on the regularity ofbehavior (as Austin and Hart argue).
Forhim (1992,13), the sociology oflaw is apossible mode of explanation
but it cannot be construed as normative science for

...cognition in legal sociology is not concerned with the legal
norrn qua specific meaning; rather, it is directed to certain events
quite apart from their connection to norms that are recognized
or presupposed as valid. Legal sociology does not relate the
material facts in question to valid norms; rather, it relates these
material facts to still other material facts as causes and effects.
(Paulson & Paulson 1992, 13)

According to Kelsen, a particular legal provision has an objective
character because it is placed in the context of a legal system. we can trace
the legal provision up the chain of validity until we cannot proceed any
further. In Kelsen's terms, we encounterthe historically first constitution.
But how do we know if that is valid? Kelsen answers this question by
considering whether the behavior ofthe first Parliament can be interpreted
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as having the objective meaning of law-making behavior. We must
presupposethatthe activity ofParliament's members was intended as some
form of law-making behavior. Only if we assume this basic norm can we
declare that norms created in the system have an objective validity. In
other words, we can interpret a social order from a legal perspective only if
we presuppose a basic norm-or grundnorm-which asserts that the
meaning ofthe historically first constitution shall be understood to imply
that all acts made pursuant to it should be treated as valid.

In the British tradition the distinction between ls and ought is
associated with the famous passage of the eighteenth-century philosopher
David Hume ( I 978, bk. III, I, 469) wherein he denies the prospect of deriving
moral premises from statements of fact. In the context of this tradition the
is-ought distinction adverts to the possibility ofcritical and censorial
comment on the law but appears to lack any deep epistemological qualities.
In this respect, the critical evaluation ofthe law emanates from one's moral
premises, whatever their basis, but does not affect what the law actually is.
According to Jeremy Bentham (1970),one could divide jurisprudence into
two distinct areas, an area where one stated the law as it is and an area
where one looked at the law as it ought to be. Indeed, for Bentham the
distinction between law as it is and law as it ought to be is a necessary
condition for the sound appraisal and intelligent reform of positive law.
This approach to addressing the matter is essentially an assertion of the
difference between law and morality, and that while morality can provide
the basis for the critical evaluation ofthe law there is no necessary
connection between the two. The Continental approach, by contrast,
does not rule out the necessary connection of law and morality, for it
views both as normative systems inhabiting the world of the ought.
Moreover, according to Kelsen and others in the Continental tradition,
an adherence to legal positivism implies a noncognitivist theory of ethics,
which postulates that ethics is not a matter of knowledge but of attitude.
From this viewpoint, it is said that in moral reasoning there can be no
rational solutions as we cannot "objectively" know what is right or wrong.
Some scholars argue that the British tradition, if it is to be regarded as
positivist, must also imply the same. However, neither Bentham norAustin
seem to accept that moral judgments are inherently arbitrary. Although
both are seen as committed positivists and upholders of the distinction
between positivistjurisprudence and critical jurisprudence, they proceed
from what is described as a cognitivist theory of ethics, namely,
utilitarianism.

For Hart and his followers, the British empiricist approach hinges upon
understanding what converts practices in the world into rules of obligation.
This question is answered by first showing how the idea ofhabits (relied on
by Bentham and Austin, and which relate to observed regularities of extemal
behavior) cannot offer an adequate explanation ofthe notion ofrules. To
understand the normativity of rules we must reflect upon the human attitude
to the acts of people as a rule. In Hart's words (1994, 55):
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[I]f a social rule is to exist some at least must look upon the
behaviour in question as a general standard to be followed by
the group as a whole. A social rule has an 'internal, aspect, in
addition to the external aspect which it shares with a social
habit and which consists in the regular uniform behaviour which
an observer could record.

Hart rej ects the idea that rules are phenomena that are connected with
merely an externally observable habit of obedience. Instead, he draws our
attention to the social dimension ofrules; in other words, to the way members
of society perceive the rules and their intemal stance or attitude towards the
rules. To understand the nature of rules we must examine them from the
viewpoint ofthose who "experience" these rules. It is this intemal aspect
that distinguishes a social rule from a mere habit. One may even say that
accepting a rule involves not only a belief in a good reason for complying
with it, but also a commitment to the values which the rule reflects (Duff
1 980, 6 I ). From this perspective deviation is seen as conduct that is open to
criticism and that criticism is considered justified or legitimate.

Hart informs us that in aprimitive society only obligation-imposing
prima.ry rules prevail, i.e., rules prohibiting forms of conduct to which human
beings are tempted by nature (such as the use of violence, theft, and
deception) but which they must repress in order to live together in society.
In such a society no clear distinction is drawn between morality and law.
But, as society becomes more complex, dispute-settling procedures may
develop and generate institutionalized systems, with enforcement
procedures and institutions for authoritatively making decisions. As society
progresses, certain activities become socially and morally institutionalized;
but some, as in the case of contract, can become further institutionalized
by their introduction within the sphere of adjudication-the sphere of
judicial institutions. Then, we might say that moral rules and legal rules are
the same but that legal rules should be construed as doubly
institutionalized. In the process of the institutionalization of certain rules
as legal rules it is of course possible that they will diverge from the morality
of various groups in society. So the question invoked is why or whether
people should morally obey the rules laid down by the institutions of
positive law (Hart1994,ch. 5). In other words, law is separated from morality
by its special institutionalization. According to Hart, the way this
institutionalizationoccurs is based on a social practice that does not need
to involve more than a small group of people, namely, those whom Hart
labels the "officials ofthe system." For Hart (l 994,109 ff.) the validity of
the secondary rules, as well as the rule of recognition, depend on the fact
that they are accepted by the officials of the system ,,from the internal
point of view." Although Hart emphasizes that the law must be discerned
from the intemal perspective and not regarded as based on bare command,
it is the normative practice (with the internal point of view) ofthe officials
that constitutes the legal system, nothing more is required from the rest of
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the community than the habitual obedience of its members. So the practice
that in Hart's theory accounts for an"rle ofrecognition is only distinguishable
from morality by its institutionalizalion as a rule of law. But what does
"institutionalization" mean in this context and how can the nature of legal
rules be explained on this basis?

To gain insight into this matter it is necessary to consider, briefly,
John Searle's theory of "institutional facts." According to Searle there are
some entities in the world that seem to exist wholly independently of human
institutions, and he designates these as "brute facts." Their existence appears
in no way dependent on our will, nor do they result from our practices and
contrivances. Other entities, by contrast, do not seem to exist in this way.
For example, consider a goal in a football match. If someone asks me what
that is, I cannot point to anything in the material world that I can speci$r as

a goal. I cannot point to a ball crossing the line and say, "that is what I mean
by a goal." And yet, I can intelligibly articulate the existence of a thing such
as a goal. Accordingto Searle (1969, 5l; seeAnscombe 1957-58), these facts
may be called institutional facts:

[They] are indeed facts; but their existence, unlike the existence
of brute facts, presupposes the existence of certain human
institutions. It is only given the institution of marriage that certain
forms of behaviour constitute Mr Smith's marrying Miss Jones.
Similarly, it is only given the institution ofbaseball that certain
movements by certain men constitute the Dodgers beating the
Giants 3 to 2 innings. Even at a simpler level, it is only given the
institution of money that I now have a 5-dollar bill in my hand.
Take away the institution and all I have is a piece of paper with
various green and gray markings.

Legal entities appear to exist and behave in a similar way to our goal in
a football match. For example, every time I board a bus a contract is formed
between myself and the bus company, but I cannot point to it in the material
world. I cannot point to myself getting on the bus and buying the ticket, and
say "that is the contract." And yet I can, and legal practitioners do all the
time, intelligibly allude to a contract. To declare that a contract exists
presupposes the adoption ofa particular view ofa particular relation between
two people, namely, that which is set within the frame of reference of certain
organised groups of people, such as the legal profession, judges, and
enforcement agents. From this point of view, it is possible to say what the
"institution" itself is. On this basis, MacCormick and Weinberger developed
the theory of Law as Institutional Fact.

According to MacCormick ( 1986, 66), three types of rules shape our
use of legal institutions, such as wills, trusts, and contracts: (a) "institutive
rules," i.e., separate rules of law prescribing the conditions vital to the
existence ofan instance ofany such institution; (b) "consequential rules,"
i.e., the set ofrules that specify the consequences, in the form ofrights,
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liabilities, powers, and duties arising from the establishment of an instance
of any such institution; (c) "terminative rules," i.e., rules providing for the
termination of instances of institutions at a particular point of time. In this
respect, the term "institution of law" denotes those legal concepts which are
organised on the basis of institutive, consequential, and terminative rules,
with the effect that instances ofthem are properly construed to exist over a
period of time, from the occurrence of an institutive act or event until a
terminative act or event transpires. Further, a distinction must be drawn
between the institution itself and instances ofthe institution-there is a
difference between the institution of marriage and a marriage. The existence
of an institution as such is relative to a particular legal system, and depends
upon whether or not that system contains the appropriate institutive,
consequential, and terminative rules. If it does, then the occurrence of
particular events or the execution ofcertain acts has, on the basis ofthe
rules, the effect of creating an instance ofthe institution. The institutional
theory of law is particularly interesting as it is the product of a joint effort of
two theorists who are representatives of different traditions in legal
philosophy. MacCormick represents the British School; Weinberger speaks
for the Continental one.

As noted earlier, the British perspective expounds that the only feature
differentiating legal rules from moral and other rules is their special
institutionalization, and this presupposes some rules of the appropriate
"institutive" type. It is generally assumed that all valid legal acts necessarily
presuppose some rule that is constitutive of the act as it is in the law, or
which confers the power exercised by executing the act in question. Not all
legal rules can be regarded as deriving from acts ofthis kind, for that
would lead to an unacceptable regressus ad infinitum.At the highest level
there must be some rules that are capable of being substantiated
independently. What are these rules and what is their ontological status?
At this point there appears to be a clear difference between the British
empiricist tradition and the Continental, Kantian tradition. From the
viewpoint ofthe latter tradition, there is more to normativity than the British
empiricist approach accepts. ln describing the "rule of recognition,,, Hart
declares that the practice-with the internal aspect-whereby judges
recognize rules as legally binding on themselves and others is all that is
required. He proceeds to criticize Kelsen's conception ofthe hypothetical-
"presupposed but not posited"-basic norm in the following way. He invites
us to consider, as an example, the standard meter bar in Paris. The standard
meter bar defines the meter. So far as it constitutes what a meter is, is there
any point in asking ifthat is valid? In the same way, one may say that the
historically first constitution, Hart's ultimate rule of recognition, defines
what valid law is. Since it constitutes law, what is the point of asking
whether it itself is valid? Hart ( I 994, 1 0 5- 1 06) elaborates :

We only need the word 'validity', and commonly only use it,
to answer questions which arise within a system ofrules where
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the status of a rule as a member of the system depends on its
satisfzing certain criteria provided by the rule of recognition.
No such quqstion can arise as to the validity ofthe very rule of
recognition which provides the criteria; it can neither be valid
nor invalid but is simply accepted as appropriate for use in this
way. To express this simple fact by saying darkly that its validity
is 'assumed but cannot be demonstrated', is like saying that
we assume, but can never demonstrate, that the standard metre
bar in Paris whiih is the ultimate test ofthe correctness of all
measurement in metres, is itself correct.

A reply to this argument may be presented using Hart's meter bar
example. Although the metre bar defines and constitutes a meter we can
still ask the sensible question, ought we or anyone else use this as a unit
of measurement? In more general terms, we can still ask the sensible
question ofevery practice, ought it be continued? Kelsen and others
adherents ofthe Continental, Kantiantradition deny that any social practice
is itself constitutive of an ought. From this viewpoint, the transition to the
ought is seen as a transition into another sphere of thought. Does
Weinberger also subscribe to this view?According to him, we can articulate
the reality of ideal or thought objects, such as the norm, but there is also a
connection between it and material existence. This connection has two
types: (a) observable proceedings that can be characterised according to
their ideal aontent; and (b) such observable relations that facilitate the
linkage between temporal coordinates and observable actions. Weinberger
then specifies the relations that appear to reflect the existence ofthe norm.
Thus we find diverse institutions, including the state, whose existence is
associated with norms; the collective consciousness of the citizens; the
efficiency of norms as determinative of conduct; the consequences of
punishment or reward that provide further motivation for acting according
to the norm; and the way our behavior, even though we are unaware of it,
is determined by norms and institutions of a normative nature. In
Weinberger's words (see MacComick and Weinberger 1986, 113):

Institutional facts. . .are in a peculiar way complex fa cts: they
are meaningful normative constructs and at the same time
they exist as elements of social reality. They can only be
recognised when understood as normative mental constructs
and atthe same time conceived of as constituent parts of social
reality. As a meaningful norrnative construct, the law is the
object of hermeneutic analysis. The real existence ofthe legal
system is conditioned by amultitude of different circumstances:
the law exists in the consciousness of people, meshes in with
interconnections of behaviour-patterns and expectations, has
standing relationships towards social institutions and
observable events.
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Although this perspective on the issue introduces a connection
between the norm and the material world that perhaps Kelsen had not
envisaged, it still appears quite difficult to state that it is compatible with
the British tradition represented by Hart and MacCormick. Weinberger
examines these facts in the material world as evidence of a norm that is still
in anothermode ofreality, while the British "rule" tradition would construe
many ofthe empirical signs mentioned above as constituting the norm and
not as merely evidence for it. The British side to the institutional theory of
law adopts a more sociological approach and still views the is/ought
distinction as one concemingthe difference between critical and positivist
jurisprudence, as propounded by Bentham, rather than the Kantian
difference between two modes of existence. The situation, according to
the British view, is ultimately a theory of moral rules that depends upon
cognition, upon observing what people actually do in the world. From this
viewpoint, critical jurisprudence is contingent upon selecting one set of
practices against another legally institutionalized set. The British, Hartian
position is that the concept of validity is applicable only within the context
ofthe rule ofrecognition (Hart 1994, 105); onthe other hand, Kelsen,s idea
ofprescriptive bindingness is applicable quite apart from this context, for
his proposed ontological theory places the norm in a different, logically
unconnected world. Weinberger's thesis seems to depart from the pure
logic of Kelsen's position, but it still treats norm and practice as located
within distinct domains, though in some vague way connected to one
another. on the other hand, Maccormick alludes to the distinct ontological
status ofthe norm, but does not appear to depart from the social practice
approach. According to MacCormick (and Weinberger 1986, 138-39):

[The] approach which says that laws are actual existent
features of human societies, available for hermeneutic
understanding and description, is one which preserves for the
jurist the position also of moral critic. What laws exist, here
there or anywhere, is determinable by reference to criteria of
validity set within this, that or the next system. What laws
ought to exist is a question of critical morality...To be a so-
called positivist in this mould is not to assert the superiority of
law to moral considerations nor to treat it as a morally indifferent
phenomenon. Rather, it is to present law as a form of social
practice or social institution which has to be subjected to a
permanent moral critique...

What is the connection between the two approaches then? The
question is explored in the next section.

According to the British approach, law and morality are both forms
ofpositive morality which, we may add, can be judged from the viewpoint
of an ontologically different morality. It is in this context that the two
traditions fit together. There are practices with the intemal, critical reflective
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point of view that constitute law and morality. But there is also a moral
point of view which can be applied critically to these practices. This moral
perspective might ontologically be construed as belonging to the Kantian
world ofthe ought and also be regarded as a pure distillation ofthe critical
reflective attitude. Indeed, Hart's theory of critical morality seems to
recognize that morality would be inconceivable without considering certain
factors, such as intemal coherence and universalibility. This argument has
some aspects of the Kantian transcendental argument that these elements
are necessary because they are presupposed by both our positive morality
and our law. One might compare this "transcendental presupposition" to
Fuller's conception of the "inner morality of law." Although Hart criticized
Fuller's approach on the grounds that the "inner morality of law" represents
nothing more than the rules for efftciency, his more critical moral thinking
appears to imply thatthere are more aspects to it and thatthis presupposition
of "legality" is one that the officials ought to have or, as a matter of
historical fact, do have. One may say that law can only be perceived as
another practice, a form ofpositive morality, whose moral point of view is
labelled "legality." It is legality that appears to be the most likely meeting
ground ofthe two traditions I have discussed.

The concept oflegality is best expressed in the form ofa series of
maxims such as: all persons are equal before the law; the courts ofjustice
are open to all; crirninal laws do not apply to punish acts executed before
their introduction (the principle of nonretroactivity); criminal offences
should be clearly defined and labelled (the principle ofmaximum cedainty).
Thus legality sets a great premium on legal certainty, the knowledge that
there is a fair andjust procedure for applying a general rule to a particular
case. However, rules by themselves cannot determine all possible outcomes
since there is a limit to the guidance general langr-rage can provide. We
cannot frame a rule so that it could cover all potential outcomes definitely.
If we counteract this by composing a very vague rule, then how are we to
know that it applies to the particular case? lf, in answer, we reason
purposively and determine the meaning of a rule from its purpose or
intention and not by what it literally says, then how can we tell in any
rational and objective way what the purpose of any particular rule is and
thus recover the intersubjectivity that legality tried to introduce? One way is
to view the system as a whole and allow determinations that have a coherent
"fit" within the whole system. This method of achieving objectivity places
emphasis on the role ofthe judicial personnel, those who work in the system
all the time. In this situation, significance is accorded to the professionalism
and the professional skills ofthejudiciary. So, in practice, the liberal ideal of
"government of laws and not of rnen" becomes the govemment of a small
group. We can detect the contradiction in a liberal democracy based on the
rule of law. ln order that the main moral imperative of that society ("the
govemment of laws and not of men") will flourish, the important value of
participation must be partly negated. One can observe this in the tension
between efficiency and democracy where efficiency, in the shape of speed,
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reliability, and constancy, is construed as continually subverted by the
demands of democratic and, therefore, inefficient participation.

The problem regarding democracy may be tackled by looking at the
way we can render judicial decisions more rational. According to Dworkin
(1986), the fact thatjudges violate the principle of democracy does not
matter ifthere exists a right answer. But we do not have to adopt such an
extreme solution as rationality is not a final end. It is a basis of our practical
reasoning but nevertheless, what we regard as acceptable discourses of
practical reasoning depends also upon our views as to what is right and
practical. We cannot only study rationality in the philosophical abstract
without considering how discourses fit into society, the relations between
different discourses and their potential effect on the future development
of society. Only on this basis can we explore the choices as to what are
acceptable forms of life and laq and surely that is the point of Iegal science.
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This paper examines the prospects for global order in an
environment of globalization. It analyzes the current practice
in which globalization crystallizes in the universalization of
Western culturalvalues, and identifies in this practice, a major
source of all the conflicts currently plaguing the contemporary
world. It argues that qcts of terrorism and other similar acts
are reactions to the perceived injustices of the present
globalization phenomenon. This paper studies these crises
because of their cultural underpinnings.

Drawing on the postmodernist philosophy, which not only
rejects a single over-arching scheme by which all societies
could be judged and advocates a thoroughgoing cultural
pluralism inwhich alternative cultures arefree to plot their
ownfuture courses, the essay believes that acts of terrorism,
like similar other reactions to the present conception of global
reality, can be mitigated if eJforts are directed at
understanding, appreciating, and respecting the traditions
and cultural values of distinct societies, rather than
submerging them under one dominant culture.

INTRODUCTION

Recent happenings across the globe convincingly give us the picture
of a world in chaos. In various parts ofthe world such as Somalia, Congo,
Yugoslavia, and Czechoslovakia, we have witnessed either the breakdown
of governmental authorities orthe break up of states. In some other parts,
like inAfrica, there have been tribal, religious, and ethnic conflicts to the
extent that many of the states in Africa are under constant threats of
disintegration and collapse. The proliferation ofnuclear and other weapons
ofmass destruction constitutes yet another slot in the picture of our chaotic
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world. Of all these crises, however, none seems to be as ferocious and
heinous as the phenomenon called "terrorism."

Since the last two decades, the phenomenon of terrorism has posed
a new challenge in conflict studies at the international level. Before then,
earlier approaches to conflict studies focused mainly on conventional and
nonconventional tactics of warfare (that is, of civil wars, ethnic conflicts,
and inter-state wars), in orderto understand the causes, management, and
possible ways ofterminating such conflicts. However, the present upsurge
in terrorism as well as the various new dimensions ofconflicts at the inter-
state level has betrayed the inadequacy ofthe conventional strategies and
tactics to which states have hitherto been accustomed. The 2001 September
l lth episode inAmerica, the2004 attacks on the United States and Israeli
embassies in Uzbekistan, the 2005 attacks in Russia (see Bowers, Derrick,
and Olimiv 2004,261), the 2005 London bombings and the various
bombings in Iraq, Afghanistan, India, and Pakistan are few ofthe numerous
acts of terrorism that readily come to mind. All these happenings are,
however, taking place in a world where "globalization" is the defining
feature.

In this essay, attempt is made to identify a new dimension to
understanding the causes and possible resolution ofthe problem of
terrorism. The essay examines the globalization phenomenon and identifies
a dominant flaw in the underlying logic ofthe present popular conception
of global reality. That is, the present effort of globalization resulting in the
convergence of values and the emergence of a world hegemon, which has
arrogated to itselfthe responsibility of ensuring order and administering
justice across the nooks and crannies ofthe globe. This is the view of
globalization we have described elsewhere as the "Hobbesian perspective
on globalization" (see Offor 2005, 133).

Drawing on the postmodernist philosophy which advocates ..a

thorough going cultural pluralism in which altemative cultures are free to
plot their own future courses" (see Siegel 1933,334), the essay rejects this
dominant idea ofthe current era and the underlying beliefthat problems
affecting societies can be resolved using certain definite standards, not
minding the differences among the world varied societies as shown in their
conception of reality, revealed through their customs, beliefs, values,
traditions and other cultural traits. This, the essay contends, is at the root
cause ofmost ofthe conflicts presently plaguing our world. Terrorism and
similar other acts, the work argues, may more fundamentally be viewed as
the manifestations of a people's resentment to the perceived injustices of
the present global conception of reality. Such acts would only be mitigated
when a people's peculiar values, traditions, and norms are accorded due
recognition in the understanding and resolution of problems affecting them
as a people. Unless this is done, the essay argues, the emerging global
order will, contrary to the expectations of many, continue to be that of
crises, violence, and conflicts, not only between groups and states, but
even among groups from different cultures and states from different
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civilizations. While noting that the idea of objective, universally valid
standards that are independent ofthe cultural values and traditions of
distinct societies (which the current globalization effort encourages) can
hardly be defended on rational grounds, the essay concludes that the
present attempt by globalization at evolving a universal set of values,
according to which problems affecting distinct societies are to be
understood and resolved (which has elicited reactions that today go by
various names), amounts to submerging such societies under the tyranny
of one dominant culture. And this, as in all cases of tyranny, is bound to
elicit reactions from such societies.

DEFINING TERRORISM

The world today confronts wide-ranging varieties of conflicts.
Terrorism is one, albeit, the most challenging ofthese conflicts. But, the
practice of terrorism is as old as history could record. Traces of what is
today described as terrorism occurred at different times in the history of
many societies. As far back as the first century, the Bible records the story
of the zealots who conducted a fierce and unrelenting terror campaign
against the Roman occupiers of the eastern Mediterranean. Their targets
were not only Romans but also their rich Jewish collaborators and others
who were friendly to the Romans. Barrabas was one of such zealots (Lk. 23:
t7:25).

Also, the period between 1793 and 1795 inFrance, during which the
ruling "Committee of Public Safety" made extensive use ofthe guillotine,
was labeled "the reign ofterror." In fact, historical references to the term
"terrorism" were believed to have first appeared during this period. It is
also on records that as far back as 1 867, acts ofrepublican terrorism had
already become a recurrent feature of British history.

In the mid- 19th century in Russia during the Tsarist refonns, the
intelligentsias were also recorded to have launched a campaign ofterror
against the state. This climaxed in the assassination ofTsar Alexander II of
Russia in 188 I . In Greece, as far back as 1 893, the Macedonian Revolutionary
Organization had acquired a reputation for ferocious attacks.

The point ofthe foregoing is to show that terrorism is not culture-
bound and that no historical cord binds terrorism to any particular
civilization or religion. The questions now concern how we can define
terrorism in modern parlance and why people resort to terrorism.

Indivi dual scho I ars, govemm ent agenci es and international political
organisations have all been involved in the attempt at defining terrorism.
For Brain Jenkins, "Terrorism is the use or threatened use offorce designed
to bring about political change" ("Terroist attacks...,,, 2005). James poland
defines terrorism as the "premeditated, deliberate, systematic murder,
mayhem and threatening ofthe innocent, to create fear and intimidation in
order to gain a political or tactical advantage, usually to influence an
audience" (Wi kiped ia 2005).
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The American Heritage Dictionary has the following entry under
its definition of terrorism: the "unlawful use or threatened use of force
or violence by a person or an organized group against people or
property with the intention of intimidating or coercing societies or
govemments, often for ideological or political reasons." In section 2331
of chapter I 13b of the United States Code of Federal Regulation,
terrorism is defined as

. . . activities that involve violent...or life-threatening acts...that
are a violation of the criminal laws ofthe United States or of
any State and...appearto be intended (i) to intimidate or coerce
a civilian population; (ii) to influence the policy of a
government by intimidation or coercion; or (iii) to affect the
conduct of a govemment by mass destruction, assassination,
or kidnapping; and...(C) occur primarily within the territorial
jurisdiction of the United States...[or].. (C) occur primarily
outside the territorial jurisdiction of the United States...
(Wikipedia 2005).

Although one cannot point to any one definition of terrorism as the
accepted one by the United Nations, the following definition provided
by A. P. Schmid and A. J. Jongman (see Wikipedia 2005) reflect the
organization's academic consensual position, which has gained wide
usage among international relations analysts and social scientists:

Terrorism is an anxiety-inspiring method ofrepeated violent
action employed by semi-clandestine individuals, groups or
state actors for idiosyncratic, criminal or political reason,
whereby in contrast to assassination, the direct targets of
violence are not the main targets. The immediate human
victims of violence are generally chosen randomly (target of
opportunity) or selectively (representative of symbolic
targets) from a target population, and serve as message
generators.

Though the opinion has been expressed that no agreement exists
on the appropriate definition of terrorism, we can, however, identify
certain features that run through the various definitions listed above.
First is that these definitions admit that terrorism involves violent, life-
threatening actions. Second, they indicate that terrorism is meant to
intimidate or coerce, with the purpose to influence or gain political, social
or economic advantage. Third, implicit in these definitions is the fact that
terrorism lacks moral strictures against the use of violence. Finally, there
is nothing in these definitions to suggest that terrorism is to be identified
with any specific religion, culture or civilization. The opinion often
expressed that terrorism, for it to reflect its truest meaning must be
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connected to some specific culture, religion or religious sect is therefore
unfounded.

We can locate about three types of terrorism on a continuum (see
Lake2002,I 8). At one end, we have those whose goals are ill-defined
and whose proximate aim is the simple extortion of resources. To achieve
this, such terrorists often resort to hostage taking for a ransom. This
exactly is what presently obtains in the Niger-Delta area ofNigeria, where
restive youths have resorted to taking as hostages, expatriate workers of
the multinational companies operating in the area.

In the middle of the continuum are those that can be described as
the moderates. This category usually has well-defined political aims and
their positions are somewhat more widely shared within their societies.
Rather than taking hostages for a ransom, this group is often willing to
negotiate and to compromise on possible grounds. They are, however,
aiso ready to use violence to spur or sabotage negotiations the moment
they suspect that the outcomes will be to their own advantage.

At the far end of the continuum are the extremists. The defining
features ofthis group are that they lack broad backing, possess unpopular
goals which are usually beyond their reach, and yet refuse to settle for
anything less.

The question now is, why do people resort to terrorism? Ali Khan
(see Wikipedia 2005) captures the answer to this question with these
words: "Terrorism sprouts from the existence ofaggrieved groups." The
issues over which terrorist groups are aggrieved vary. But groups usually
resort to terrorism when other avenues for change, including economic
campaigns, protests, public appeals, and even in some cases, standard
warfare, hold no hope of success. In this wise, terrorist acts are calculated
to disrupt the existing order and provoke conflicts, in the expectation
that the outcome will create a new order more favorable to their interests.

Over the years, targets of terrorism, especially states, have
attempted to respond to this ugly phenomenon at three different Ievels.
First, whenever the terrorists strike, what most target states do is to
increase their internal security in order to prevent future attacks. At
another level, some stronger states, in addition to increasing their internal
security, go a step further to attempt to capture the terrorists in a limited
police action. Finally, the target can attempt to eliminate the terrorists
and destroy their organizations in a war fighting strategy. This strategy
may also seek to destroy regimes that harbor terrorists, in the hope of
making it difficult for terrorists to find friendly territories ffom which to
operate.

Virtually all states that have been targets of terrorism have
responded at the first level. Recently, much stronger states, like the United
State of America have responded at al I three levels, especially in her
response to the 2001 September 1 1 attack. Surprisingly however, none of
these strategies have succeeded in eradicating terrorism or even deterring
future attacks. The numerous attacks on America's interests the world
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over, especially in Afghanistan, Pakistan, and the Middle E,ast, attest to
this fact. The reason for this has been provided by David Lake (2002, 18):
It is that the United States and other target nations have been unable to
manage the tradeoff between the success that will result from such
responses and the possible effects such responses might have in, for
instance, radicalizing moderate terrorists, thereby expanding the support
and power of terrorism. The need therefore arises for this problem to be
looked at from a new and more holistic perspective; a perspective that
identifies in the present globalization phenomenon, the likely causes and
ingredients for terrorism and similar other acts.

GLOBALIZATION AND THE QUEST
FOR GLOBAL ORDER

The most prominent manifestation of the present globalization
process is that the phenomenon is gradually resulting in the emergence
of a universal culture or civilization. What this means is that global izalion
has led to the coming together of humanity and the increasing acceptance
of common values, beliefs, orientations, practices, and institutions by
peoples throughout the world. It has also resulted in or led to the
emergence of a world hegemon or state which has arrogated to itsetf the
responsibility of maintaining order and administering justice across the
globe the way Hobbes's Leviathan brokered peace in his political state.

Certain fundamental assumptions and happenings in recent times
serve as bases for these globalization realities. First ofthese is the
assumption supported by Francis Fukuyama's thesis, that the collapse
of Soviet communism means the end of history and the triumph of a
single Western ideology throughout the world. In The end of history
and the last man, Fukuyama (1989, 4) provides an elaborate argument to
the effect that the uniformity we are witnessing in the world today is not
only the end of mankind's ideological evolution but also the
universalization of Westem liberal democracy as the final form of human
government. He then presents a complex argument for the globalization
of values associated with liberal democracy and economic liberalism,
portraying these as representing the universal history of mankind. The
relevance of Fukuyama's thesis to us here is in its prioritization of certain
values, which he described as universal, over other distinct values
peculiar to various societies and cultures.

Again, the present era has witnessed increased interaction among
peoples in the areas of trade, investment, tourism, media, electronic
communication, and politics. Following from this, many came to the
conclusion that this increased interaction will automatically yield a
common world culture and that globalization is the only vehicle for
transmittingthis ideal into reality. The argumenthere is this: Globalization
is seen as promoting the various aspects of modernity or modernization;
aspects I ike i ndustri alization, increasin g leve I s of I iteracy, education,
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social mobilization and so on. Since for such scholars, Western culture
is usually taken to be the standard for measuring what it means to
modernize, they then assume that as other societies continue to acquire
the Western patterns of education, industrialization, and the like, in their
bid to modemize, this modem culture will eventually become the universal
culture of the world (see Cooper 2001,213-14). While recognizing
important differences in cultural practices peculiar to distinct societies,
these scholars believe that with the forces of globalization at work at the
moment, someday, this enormous richness and variation of human
cultures will be replaced by a single homogenous world culture.

What then will a fully globalized world look like and what are the
likely prospects for order in such a world? Since globalization is presently
bringing about increasing integration of economic processes, increasing
interconnectedness of political practices, and the subsequent emergence
of a common global culture, a fully globalized world then would be like a
single society with a single culture or set of values. In such a society,
accordingto Malcolm Waters (1995, 3), "territoriality will disappear as an
organizing principle for social and cultural life. . . it will be a society without
borders and spatial boundaries," or better still, a "global civil society"
(Hurrell and Woods 1995, 450). In this fully globalized world, there will
emerge a system ofglobal governance headed by "a supranational state
with dominant coercive and legislative powers" (Waters 1995, 100). The
argument here is that the presence ofa supranational state is necessary
for the establishment and sustenance ofglobal order, given the nature
and attitudes of states in the international system. In the absence of
such a body with over-bearing powers, the argument goes, states and
other actors in the international system are likely to continue to pursue
their interests recklessly, just like individuals, in the Hobbesian
hypothetical state of nature.

As the globalization process intensifies, the question of who
eventually steps into the shoes of the world hegemon then arises. One
ordinarily would have thought that the shoes of the world hegemon will
better fit the United Nations, since the UN is at the moment, the only
umbrella body which claims to represent the interests of all sovereign
member states in the world. But the IlN, it is now clear, has never and
may never be able on its own, to enforce collective order in any part of
the world, except under the influence of one superpower or the other.

Two good instances ofthe IIN attempt to maintain peace and order
that readily come to mind here are ( I ) the defence of South Korea against
aggression from North Korea and its Chinese ally in the early 1950s and
(2) the defence of Kuwait against the invasion by lraq in the early 1990s.
We, however, know too well now that in both cases, the United Nations
was used as a legitimizing umbrella for direct action by the United States
of America and her allies. And only recently, in defiance of the UN
refusal to give its backing to the US bid to take military action against
Iraq on the allegation that the latter possesses dangerous weapons of
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mass destruction, the United States still went ahead to invade Iraq and
sack its govemment. No punitive measures were taken against the United
States by the United Nations-a further confirmation of the IJN inability
to enforce order on its own and to play the hegemon.

The growing economic and technological strengths of the Asian
tigersand the emergence ofthe European union notwithstanding, the US
unchallenged dominance on the world stage since the end of the cold war,
as well as several other critical indicators, all point to the vital inevitability
of the globalizationprocess leading the United States to "that enviable
status ofthe great power" (Lane 1992, 158; see also 1 30). In fact, there is
a consensus that the United States "possesses imposing strength in all
categories of great power capability"; hence, it is gradually taking up the
role of leviathan in world affairs. This point is well discussed in Malcolm
Waters's book entitled Globalization. In this book, Waters examined some
levels on which transnational bodies, processes and practices operate. He
identified three of such levels to be the "economic," the "political," and
the "cultural-technological" (Hunter and Yates 2002,324). Waters observes
further that each ofthese levels is dominated by major institutions which
head the drive towards globalization at that level. ln corroborating Waters 's
findings, L. Sklair, in his Sociology of the global systen, concludes that
each ofthe major institutions dominatingthese different levels are all flom
the United States. This is how Sklair ( 1991 ,7) puts it: "there is only one
country, the United States, whose agents, organizations and classes are
hegemonic in all three spheres." Indeed, much of what we know as
globalization today is in both source and character undeniably American;
hence the popular claim that "globalization" is the same or synonymous
with "Americanization" (Hunter and Yate s2002,324). It is American culture,
values, technologies, ideologies, and lifestyles that are currently being
globalized. What the United States is currently doing by its presence in
various parts of the world-Iraq andAfghanistan inclusive-is to create
an international environment that will be conducive to American values.
The end result ofthis process is the eventual hegemonization ofthe United
States that we are currently witnessing.

Despite this hegemonization of the United States and the speedy
spread of Western cultural values across the globe, order in all its
ramifications has remained as elusive as ever in all parts of the world.
The reason is the presence of a dominant flaw in the underlying logic
behind the foregoing conception ofglobal reality.

To start with, the present drive of the globalization process that
has 1ed to the convergence ofvalues and the eventual emergence ofa
single universal culture has serious implications for the quest for order,
in a world populated by societies having distinct cultural norms and
values. One serious implication of having a single universal culture is
that the determination of the rightness or wrongness of any policy or
action will be from the perspective ofthis single culture. By submerging
the cultures, traditional values, idiosyncrasies, and lifestyles ofdistinct
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and unique peoples under a dominant Western type culture, the current
practice under globalization violates a basic philosophical rule which
enjoins respect for the autonomy and absolute intrinsic worth of the
cultural values ofdistinct groups, as well as respect for the opinions,
decisions and actions of these groups in the making of laws that affect
them and their immediate environment.r This way, the rule ensures that
the cultural values ofdistinct groups and societies are protected from
the tyranny of a prevailing opinion, values and feelings (Walsh 1985,
375). The commitment to a particular set of values which the present
practice under globalizatton encourages, has a way of depriving many
societies the opportunity of choices and options that would have been
instrumental to the attainment of relative order in their distinct areas.
Globalization is, therefore, a threat to local cultures, identities, and
traditions, and is bound to elicit responses or reactions in whatever form
from these cultures and traditions.

In every part of the world, humans are classified and owe their
allegiance to the groups to which they belong, and such groups have
their own practices and values, which they believe, serve their interests
and which they are ready to defend at all costs. Scholars like Hegel,
Machiavelli, and Hobbes, all agreed that groups, societies, and even
states are "morally separate and so cannot subordinate themselves to
any common principles ofjustice" (see Smith 1979,102). Even when
allowance is made for what may be described as universal moral principles,
such principles have to be overridden by the demands of the state. In
fact, in the opinion ofAlasdair Maclntyre (see pettman lg7g,19), it is not
even possible for a person to act morally independently of his or her
interests, values, affections, and social position.

The point being made so far is that the universalization of westem
cultural values and ideals, which the current practice under globalization
encourages, may in part be responsible for the pockets of reactions which
today go by various names.

It is not surprising, therefore, that, contrary to the widely articulated
assumption that the current globalizing era will bring about the end of
significant conflicts and the emergence of a relatively peaceful and
harmonious world, what we have are national, regional, and global
asymmetries characterized by social injustices and unequal exchange,
authoritarianism, fundamentalism, patriarchy, and imperialism. perhaps,
the quest for order in our contemporary world in which globalization is
the dominant trend may remain mere shadow-chasing, until the
globalization process is redirected such that instead ofthe drive for the
universalization of western cultural values, attention will now be on
appreciating the value, norms, beliefs, worldviews, and lifestyles of
distinct societies and deferring to the potency of these in the
understanding and resolution of problems affecting them as a people.
This cultural dimension to the quest for order is crucial becausL of the
potency ofescalation ofcrises that have cultural underpinnings.
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GLOCALIZATION AND THE PROSPECTS
FOR GLOBAL ORDER

Contrary to the spirit of globalization which aims at evolving, or at
best integrating global cultures under one dominant type, described as the
universal culture, glocalisation as an idea, draws attention to the need to
study, understand, respect, and appreciate the distinct cultures ofthe
many societies of the world. The attempt to overwhelm these cultures
through the super-imposition of Western cultural values may have been
responsible for the many crises currently plaguing our world. This is how
Samuel Huntington (1997,29) explains it:

A central axis ofthe contemporary (globalization) era is the
asymmetrical interaction of Western power and culture with
the power and culture of non-Western civilisations...As the
West (in the course of this interaction) attempts to assert its
values and to protect its interests, non-Western societies
confront a choice. [While] some attempt to emulate the
West...other Confucian and Islamic societies attempt to expand
their own economic and military power to resist and to balance
against the West.

lhe outcomes of this "resisting" and "balancing,, are what now
manifest as the "trade wars," "troubled relations," "intense rivalries,,,
"competitive coexistence," "terrorist acts," and arms race that we are presently
witnessing throughout the world (Huntington 1997,20j). And with
modemization making in route into many non-Westem societies, the peoples
and govemments ofthese societies are better empowered and are, therefore,
now better positioned to assert their own cultural values while at the same
time rejecting those imposed on them by the West through globalization.
And this crisis is likely to continue and be more intense because of the
significance of culture in the life of a people. As Huntington succinctly
explains, cultural commonalities and differences shape the interests,
associations, and antagonisms of the major actors in the world.
Consequently, the conflicts that pose the greater danger to world order and
social stability are those with civilizational or cultural underpinnings.

Conflicts with cultural underpinnings take either of two forms. The
conflict may be between groups from different cultures or "civilization"2
within the same state, or between neighboring states from different
civilizations. On the other hand, the conflict may be among,,core states"
(Siegel 1993,334) of different civilizations. Conflicts involving groups
and states from different civilizations can easily escalate, as other groups
and states from these civilizations rally to the support oftheirkin countries.
Take, for instance, the way Russia, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Iran, and Libya
were dragged into the Yugoslav conflict. while Russia provided diplomatic
support to the Serbs, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Iran, and Libya provided funds
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and arms to the Bosnians. They did this, not for reason of ideological
leaning, power politics or economic interest but because of culturral kinship.
On the other hand, when a conflict is among core states, each of them
attempts to rally support from countries and groups belonging to its
civilization wherever they may be. And the longer the conflict, the more
kin countries are likely to become involved. So, there is a relationship
between conflicts involving groups and states from different civilizations
and those involving the core states of major civilizations and both forms of
conflicts have the capacity to generate intense global crisis. The prospect,
therefore, of an enduring order in this era of globalization is very slim while
the possibilities for more intense crises are very wide open.

The point here is not to suggest that other known approaches to the
problem ofglobal order are no longer worth their onions, but that in addition
to these known approaches, this cultural dimension is also worth
considering. The problem of global order could be better managed if we
adopt the postmodernist temper, not in the sense of ..anything goes,,'but
in its rejection of any single, fixed, and overarching scheme by which
problems affecting different societies can be resolved, and its advocacy of
"a thorough going cultural pluralism in which alternative cultures are free
to plot their own future courses" (Walzer I 993, 3 I 4). A people's traditi on
and cultural values constitute salient factors in the determination ofwhat
isjust or unjust, andjustice could only be said to have been done to a
people when their particular values, traditions, and norms are respectfully
treated. The idea ofobjectively valid standards independent ofthe cultural
values and traditions of distinct societies, which the current practice under
globalization encourages, is not what one can defend on rational grounds.
By submergingthe cultural values of distinct societies, which are themselves
the very locus of political and social identifications under one dominant
type, these different cultures are only being exposed to the tyranny ofthe
dominant and prevailing culture-the western culture. This, as in all acts of
tyranny, is bound to elicit reactions from the submerged cultures.

CONC LUSION

In this paper, we have reflected on the prospects for global order in
an environment ofglobali zation. we have reexarrined the current practice
in which globalization is resulting in the universalization ofwestern culturai
values, and identify in this practice, a major source of all the conflicts
currently plaguing our world. we argued that acts ofterrorism and similar
other acts, are reactions to the perceived injustices of the present
globalization phenomenon. We identifi in these crises the prospect for
continued duration because of thei r cultural underpi nnings.

Drawing on the postmodernist philosophy, which not only rejects a
single over-arching scheme by which all societies could be judged, but
also advocates a thorough going cultural pluralism in which alternative
cultures are free to plot their own future courses, the essay is ofthe opinion
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that acts of terrorism, like similar other reactions to the present conception
of global reality, can be mitigated if global efforts are directed at
understanding, appreciating, and respecting the traditions and cultural
values of distinct societies rather than submerging them under one
dominant culture.

NOTES

1. This rule is an extended version of the Kantian formulation ofthe
categorical imperative, which recongnizes the absolute intrinsic worth ofa
being, as well as the autonomy of such a being to contribute to any decision
that will affect him and his immediate environment.

2. Civllization is used here not as a political phenomenon but as a
cultural one, though some civilizations may contain many political units
(states) with varying forms of govemment. In some other cases, a civilization
may spread into many states, such that a single state as a political unit can
have all its members belonging to different civilizations outside its
geographical boundaries. Also, a civilization may include people who share
and identi$ with its culture but who live in states dominated by members
of another civilization.
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The move from the modern to the present requires a
new paradigmfor philosophical thought. The Eurocentric
modern times were marked by individualism, objectivism, and
a secularism. The encounter with the East now opens religious
and interior horizons whichfor Huntington promised a clash
of civilizations. The alternativefor these gtobal times is to
broaden the philosophical parctdigm by thinking now in terms
of the whole, opening human subjectivie, and thereby
enablin.g a hermeneutics of mutual understanding and
c o op e r a t ion fo r a g lo b a I c ommun ify.

For Aristotle (Politics III, 7-8) democracy was the worst form of
government as it would invite unruly masses to take over; hence, he
concluded that polity (rule by the middle class) or aristocracy (rule by a
few) would be better. However, it would stiI be possible that a way might
be found for democracy to work, namely, ifthe people were not consumed by
self-interest, but could act rather in terms of the common good.

This suggests that for a global age it rnay be necessary to surpass
the modem individualist paradigm marked by competition and conflict which
has led to a monopoly of profit and a hegemony of power. one might then
see ifthe East could suggest a stronger sense ofharmony and hince of
community. If so this could guide us in the construction of a more holistic
paradigm appropriate for our newly global times.

In this regard there is news both bad and good. Let us begin with the
fonner as this n-ray direct us to the needed qr,ralities from Eastem thought
which can orient our efforts to construct the new paradigm.

THE MODERN WESTERN PARADIGM

Economic Roots and Individualism

In the west today the predominant theories of democ racy aremarked
by individualism. This does not serve an incidental function, but is rather
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their radical principle. To understand this one needs to return to william of
ockham in the critical period at the end ofthe Middle Ages. He discarded all
the unifying structures ofthe mind elaborated in westem thought overthe
previous 2500 years and proposed instead that we should begin by supposing
that each thing was entirely single with no internal similarity or external
relation to anything else. This passionate commitment ofthe renegade fliar
was worked out in a brilliantly reductionist logic. In ockham's nominalism
(see Mclean 2000,62-67), with its supposed radical singularity, any group
term could be only a name externally imposed for some pragmatic reason.

This was soon reflected "in the Reformation,'theology of Martin
Luther who accounted himself, as he said, to be "of the ockhamist faction."
It was reflected as well in the incipient modern philosophy of Thomas
Hobbes forwhom man was wolftoman, and allwere in principle locked in
a war ofall against all for the scarce resources needed for survival. This
state could be ameliorated only by surrendering some of one's native
freedom to a state where the hidden hand of the market, according to Adam
Smith, set all value and meaning. competition by individuals thus became
the great value of capitalist "Enlightenment', and the modem West.

Descartes (see Haldane and Ross 1969, 1:l-77) developed a
philosophical method for this inhis Rulesfor the direction of the intellect.
First, one must break all things down analytically to theirbasic components
or simple natures, each of which is clear in itself, or at least sufficiently so
that it can be distinguished from all else. These would not be left in their
condition as singles, but would then be reassembled. However, to this
latter process would be admitted only what had been reduced first to a
single reality clearly distinct fiom all else.

In view of the above, education for a capitalist economy would be a
trainingto manipulate and compete, or in the present educational parlance,
training for "competitiveness." If single individuals are to compete, it
becomes necessary to possess regarding the contents ofany situation,
clarity, precisely as the ability to understand the distinctness ofeach
basically single component. Education then becomes a process of taking
children out of the unity of their family and community. For twenty years
they are trained rigorously to approach all things analytically as single
isolates, to discount all that is not clear, and to unite them for merely
pragmatic goals and only as singles in principle unrelated to anything or
anyone else. It is the task ofthe teaching faculty to assure that no one be
certified for any responsible position in society until, and to the degree
that, they have shown that they can be counted on to interpret and respond
in a basically analytic manner.

This nominalist shattering of all into single individuals of
which any whole is but an artificial assemblage is the modern
paradigm. It is found not only in the West but in the modern
universities in Islamic or Asian countries which were the work of
the imperial powers in the 20th century when the University of cairo
replaced the al-Azhar and the University ofrehran was founded. Today
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the West insists upon changes in the curriculum of the Madrasas in
Pakistan and their inclusion ofthe "Westem" analytic approach to leaming.

If then global times require a way of living together which depends
upon thinking and acting in terms of the common good while modern
education is taken up with training the student in precisely the opposite
approach, then the modern paradigm is in deep trouble.

Political Roots and Secularism

This is true not only in economic interchange and thought,
but in the political order as well. John Rawls, in his workTheory of justice
(1 99 1 ) and later in his Political liberalism ( I 993), considers it necessary
to remove all wholistic, cosmic or religious elements by putting them behind
a veil of ignorance before one enters the political arena. Similar to the
economy, he sees this arena as a field of equal adversarial relations. All is
diversity and competition; there is no room forthe unity which comes from
the religions which, Samuel P. Huntington (1996) notes in the Clash of
civilizcttions and the remaking of l4orld Order, are the foundations of
cultures and civilizations. In this sense liberal democracy is often used
interchangeably with secular democracy.

In Rawls's presently predominant theory of liberal democracy, while
individuals can retain and be motivated by their private religious
commitments, there is to be no sign or symbol of this or of its cultural
derivatives in public space. Only for one for whom religion is a strictly
private and interior matter is this a neutral stance; for all others it is not
neutral but neutering. From this exclusion ofreligion as a unitive force
from the public arena, done precisely in order to reduce political and social
interaction to competition between multiple and diverse individuals, Rawls
foresaw two effects: (a) that adhesion to religion would be lessened and
(b) that where this did happen it would take several generations to form the
appropriate habits for a cohesive society. However, in these rapidly
globalizing times relegating religion behind a veil of ignorance in order to
constitute a secular, nonreligious realm is totally unacceptable to Islam
and Hinduism, neither is it really conceivable in Buddhist or Chinese
cultures. Where this process has been attempted on an accelerated basis
as in the Middle East the results have been not the unity of peace, but the
chaos of war, extemal and internal.

From this we can conclude that the modern paradigm since the
Western Enlightenment, as it works in terms of individualism and secularism,
is no longer viable in atime marked by a global interchange of civilizations.
This points to the need for a new paradigm which must not lose the modern
advances in the appreciation ofthe individual person and his or her rights,
but must enable these to be enriched by a sense of responsibility and
hence of community. More deeply and newly this community mustnow be
founded on a unity broad enough to embrace the world. Before attempting
to construct such a paradigm it is essential first to turn to the East to draw
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upon what its civilizations might contribute to, and require of, such a
paradigm in order to balance Western individualism with the broad sense
of community and deep harmony required for our global times.

EASTERN PERSPECTIVE

Today the world is engaged in a rapid-indeed, in historical terms, a
lightning-process ofglobalization. Economic, political, and informational
development force all peoples out oftheir isolation and into relations whose
nature they can no longer control. What worked in the West and in the
imperial and colonial periods shows itselfto be quite unworkable in these
global times despite "allthe king's horses and all the king's men." Beyond
the West, one finds peoples characterized not by individualism and
secularism, butbytheirintegrationboth horizontally infamily andcommunity
and vertically with heaven, man, and nature-the three indissociable
meanings of the one Chinese term for heaven, tian. With this term one
cannot say man without bespeaking nature and heaven, and vice versa.

The review of the present Western culture in the previous section
suggests the need to balance individualism with a sense of unity, and
hence secularism with a sense of the divine. lt is precisely these
characteristics which appear to charucterizeE astern civilizations.

Thus islam is radically monotheist and insists upon recognition that
God is one. In comparison to this emphasis on unity even the Christian
Trinity is considered inadequately one. Moreover, Moslem decorative arts
draw their design from calligraphy to the exclusion oficons or replicas of
any human figures lest there be a temptation to place any individual human
in the place of the one God. The term "lslam" itself bespeaks not personal
differentiation, but submission to the loving divine will-"lnsha-Allah', or
"God willing" marks the very plan and promise.

Hinduism is marked by a great variety of schools, but its great
restoration after 1000 years of Buddhism was led by Shankara whose school,
named nondualism (advaifa), directs the mind inward to the self beyond all
duality, that is, to the Brahma as existenc e (sat), consciousness (cil) and
bliss (ananda). Here again, unity is the fundamental ofwhich all diversity is
an expression-which Rhadrishnan readily, if perhaps overly, compared to
the Platonic tradition in Western thought.

Buddhism for its part avoids such affirmative metaphysical
exploration, but it hopes to overcome suffering by nonattachment to the
multiple realities which attract and thereby distract from peaceful
integration.

Confucianism is noted for its own great stress on harmony
and compassion. Interestingly, Tang Yijie (1991, chap. 9) notes that
Buddhism is the only non-Chinese religious philosophy of life to be truly
integrated by chinese civilization. His analysis shows thatthis is because
it relates to the inner goals of Confucianism in a way that improves their
attainment and even adds thereto.
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In all these cases, unity rather than multiplicity, with a special
emphasis upon the interior relation to the one, and hence an
emphasis upon harmony rather than competition are salient
characteristi cs.

Today, the world becomes increasingly interrelated.
Civilizations, which previously were separated by vast distances and
natural barriers ofwater or land, now interact intensively to such a degree
that our times are characterized precisely as "global.,' The challenge then
is to evolve a paradigm not for individualism and competition, but for unity
among civilizations. Certainly, the accomplishments regarding the human
person-its unique dignity in ancient thought and its rights in modern
thought-cannot be forgotten or attenuated, but to these needs to be
added a recognition of corresponding responsibilities.

Where under the modern rationalist paradigm the world is split
between unities that suppressed the person, on the one hand, and a stress
on individual rights that undermined social unities, on the other, we now
have the challenge and opportunity to unite the resources of East and
west in a new and richer paradigm adequate for global times. The challenge
then is to develop a new paradigm which will redevelop to the classicar
issue ofthe one and the many now in contemporary terms in which the one
is the unity of the global whole and the many are free and responsible
human persons, families, societies, cultures, and civilizations.

A GLOBAL PARADIGM

From the above review of West and East, of the present
challenges and resources from the ancient and most recent past, it is
possible to conclude three factors particularly important for a paradigm
for a global age.

Thinking in terms of the Global Whole

In contrast to the heightened individualism of western societies
there is need to include a sense of the common good grounded in a renewed
appreciation of a global community. Here the difiiculty has been that since
Aristotle developed a logic of abstraction, unity was attained by omitting
differences and conversely considering the recognition ofdifferences to
be destructive of unity. By the last half ofthe 20th century, this came down
starkly to the two sides of the Cold War: either the communist
"Internationale" or liberalism's "free" individual. The end ofthis Cold War
and the origin of global times now require thinking in terms of the global
whole. But to do so will require a new kind of thinking. What is this?

In his study of mind, Nicholas of Cusa (De mente 4: 53, 55)
distinguished three levels of knowledge, the first two are discursive
reasoning, the third is intellection. The first begins from sense knowledge
ofparticular material objects. This is incremental as our experiences occur
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one by one and we begin to construct a map of the region-to use a simile
of Ludwi g Wittgenstein in his Tr act atus I o gi c o - p hi I os o p hic us ( 1 98 1 ).

But for Cusa (De mente l: 59,63,65) the knowledge ofthe multiple
physical things by the lower powers of sensation and imagination raise
the question oftheir unity. This must be treated in terms ofthe concepts of
reason and intellect, for the forms in things are not the true forms but are
clouded by the changeableness of matter. The exact nature of anything,
then, is unattainable by us except in analogies and figures grounded
essentially in the global sense grasped by our higher powers.

Further, while sense knowledge is inadequate for a global vision,
Cusa considers innate knowledge or a separate world of ideas to be
unnecessary and distractive. Hence, he concludes: (a) that sense knowledge
is required; (b) that both the physical object and the mind are active in the
assimilation or shaping of the mind; (c) that in this process the mind with
its global matrix is superior in that it informs or shapes the work of the
senses, and (d) that it yet remains unable fully to grasp the nature of the
object in itself.

As a result, discursive reasoning as regards physical objects is limited
in a number of ways. First, it is piecemeal in that it develops only step by
step, one thing at a time, in an ongoing temporal progression. Hence, on
the macro level discursive reasoning can never know the entirety ofreality,
while onthe micro level it cannot comprehend any single entity completely
in its nature or quality. This is true especially ofthe uniqueness or identity
which for humans includes their personal and cultural identities.

The paradox of attempting to think globally in these terms is then
that as we try to fonn overall unities we abstract more and more from what
distinguishes or characterizes free and unique persons so that the process
becomes essentially depersonalizing. Indeed, in the 20th century the
technological implementation of depersonalization reached such a crises
that millions were crushed or exterminated-hundreds of thousands in
pogroms, six million in the holocaust, fifty million in the Second World
war, entire continents impoverished and exploited. continuing to think in
such terms is the danger we face in the present process of globalization. In
effect the limitations which cusa identified in discursive reasoning are
simply no longer adequate for the global whole in which we now live. New
modes ofthinking or a new paradigm is now an urgent need.

As the second mode of discursive reasoning conceived only formal
patterns internal to the mind, Nicholas of cusa (De mente 7: 63) tumed to
the third mode of mental assimilation beyond the work ofdiscursive reason,
namely, to intellection. Eugene Rice (l g5l , 358) contrasts the two
approaches to knowledge by likening discursive reasoning to a wayfarer
walking through a valley and encountering things one by one, whereas he
likens intellection to surveying the entire valley all at once from a hilltop.
In the latter global view, particulars are understood as component parts
such that each thing has its proper reality precisely as an integral
constituent of the whole. The unity ofthe scene as known by intellection
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is constituted neither by dissecting all in an analytic manner nor even by
their synthesis as a mere assemblage of single entities clearly distinct from
one another and juxtaposed in space or time, but by understanding the
multiple precisely as participations in a unity.

The distinction of analytic and synthetic modes of thought
will not suffrce. We saw above how with Descartes's Discourse on method
the modems undertook a search for knowledge that was both clear in the
sense of identifying the simple natures of each thing, and distinct in the
sense that such knowledge should be sufficient at least to be able to
distinguish one type ofthing from all others. Having determinedthat only
what was clear and distinct to the human mind could qualify for inclusion,
it was inevitable first that the uniqueness of each entity would be omitted
as not clear to the human mind and moreover that the organic character of
the whole also would be omitted because synthesis could assemble only
what was clearly distinct. For Descartes himselfthis bifurcated the human
being into a thinking substance and an extended substance and in turn
shaped the modern mind, setting its goals and its limitations.

For Cusa (see de Leonardis 1998, 60) in contrast, intellection is
knowledge in terms not ofthe parts, but ofthe whole in which all participate.
Here it is the intellect which grasps the meaning and value of the whole. It
works with the imagination and reason to work out the full range of
possibilities and to grasp how the many fit together: this "depends
not upon the number of things which are known, but upon the
imaginative thrust of the mind" to be able to know "all the
multifarious possibilities which are open to being." Finally, it is guided by
the senses to know which ofthese possibilities are actual. The significance
of the actual beings is not merely what we can garner by the senses, but
what is known primarily in terms ofthe whole by the intellect.

The implications of thinking in terms of the whole are great indeed
for then particulars are understood as contractions of the whole. Each is
primarily not an assemblage of atoms or molecules, but the whole precisely
as contracted to this particular. As this is true of every other particular,
rather than being so self-centered that any other is a potential threat, the
other is that contraction of the whole which I did not achieve-which I
lack-but by which I need to be complemented in view of my striving to
image the entirety. Thus the multiple are complementary and these plurality
and complementarity are needed not for the absolute one, but for the
perfection of any and all particulars or limited realities.

Would it not be better then to have multiple civilizations built on
multiple religions, rather than one only? And if these be complem entary,
they are also essentially related such that the perfection ofone pertains to
the perfection, meaning, and even definition ofthe other, much as that of
the "son" to "father," and vice versa.

If today, we live in a global age marked by unity, what can be the
meaning of the new encounter ofthe diversity of cultures and civilizations
in our present global times?
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The Global Community

But ifthis new sense of the whole is now needed and available we
must realize that it comes to us after 400 years of modemity which ended in
a cold war between a hyper centralization and a hyper individualization,
each of which pushed the other to extremes. Hence, the new global whole
must answer the extremes of both totalitarian centralization, on the one
hand, and a libertarian dispersive freedom, on the other. And ifthe work of
Tang Yijie is indicative beyond the Asian context, then it must do so in a
way that realizes more perfectly the authentic goals of each and thereby
adds possibilities for living in the newly global whole which the world has

recently become.
In response to the heavy hand of totalitarian ideologies and

their centralization of life in all its aspects, we face today the great
task of bringing the citizenry back to life as active and creative
participants in the democratic system. Key themes here are active
participation, aompetency, and the relevance ofthese competencies, not
only to various dimension ofpolitical decision-making, but inthe application
and implementation of those decisions.

More fundamentally this is reflected in, and implements, a deeper
development in public policy-making. Earlier, democratic life requiredthe
selection of a few who were capable of attending to all the affairs of the
Republic, while the rest of the population went about their private
business. In that situation, the form of democracy was focused on those
few representatives of the people. Now the developing complexity of
modern life renders that focus less adequate. Production, whether
technological or economic, has become so complex that broad
participation is required in order to assemble and keep track ofthe parts,
competition is so intense that only broad participation will enable a people
to succeed; today everyone is relevant and their competencies must be
engaged.

On the other hand, in response to excessive individualism, efforts at
social unity must still appreciate the modern advances in respect for the
person, and his or her rights and freeclom. Any step ahead must honor,
protect, and promote these. We are, I would suggest, in a situation
analogous to that of Greek times. In its terms, the directions taken by Plato
and Aristotle, as expressed in Raphael's famous painting ofthe two in the
Agora, were contrary and irreducible. Only later inthe new medieval context
of emerging monotheisms were the contributions of both able to be brought
into a cohesive unity.

Similarly, there is now new possibility of reconciliation and
advancement on the basis ofthe conjunction ofthe new external context
ofthe global whole as explored above and the new internal context ofthe
emerging sensitivity to human subjectivity. Through phenomenology and
hermeneutics this provides new ways for understanding the metaphysical
reality of cultures and civilizations, as well as their interrelation.
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Metaphysical Reality of Culture and Civilization

For the metaphysical significance of this, one might turn to
Parmenides who advanced as the first law of Being that it is
irreducible to nonbeing. while this can be seen in the impossibility
of annihilating without a trace even a stone, the positive character
of being appears in plant life which grows to fruition when in
supportive circumstances, and in conscious animal life which can
adjust to the circumstances, search out sustenance and defend itself-
fiercely where necessary.

When to these capabilities are added human intelligence and
imagination, then the ways both external and internal of seeking out one's
perfection or fulfilment are almost limitless. In this situation it is necessary
to set an order or hierarchy of preference as to what will be given more
weight in our decisions and choices. In terms of what has been said above
about modern times it is the issue of whether harmony or competition
would have the greater weight: hence, valere or "value." whichever is
chosen will be influential in orienting the actions of one life. As repeated
and practiced, one develops greater capability, strength or virtus lvirtue),
for what is valued.

The combination of values and virtues constitutes, in turn, a pattern
of life into which the young enter. This constitutes the way in which they
can be educated or their spirit cultivated; hence, it is called a .,culture."
when this is passed on or tradita from generation to generation it is called
a cultural tradition. As these, in tum, coalesce and penetrate the institutions
of public life they come to be called a civilization. samuel p. Huntington
(1996,42-43,47-48) notes that civilizations constitute the broadest sense
of identity, the-largest "we." He notes how each is built on a great religion;
and conversely how each great religion has generated its proper civilization
(except Buddhism which reaches across more than one civilization).

S u bj ectiv ity an d P h e no me n o I o glt

Beneath even this participation and initiative lies yet another level,
namely, that of attention not only to things in themselves as objects, but
to human subjectivity and its creative freedom. This is a matter, not
simply of individuals seen externally and as objects in competition, but
of participants as consciously shaping society as a whole according to
its proper and distinctive way of living and acting together. This sees
cultures and civilizations as being emerging into time in an Heideggerian
manner, and hence the values and virtues they have developed, the
cultures these constitute, and the traditions in which cultures are ienewed
and passed on.

For a global age then there is need for two relatively new dimensions
of philosophy, namely, phenomenolog,t to read all this from within human
consciousness and hermeneutics to interpret this interior life of others.
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The etymology of "phenomenology" bespeaks bringing something into
the light Qthe),that is, not only to shed light on the object known, but to
delve into the human consciousness and thence to bring to light the pattem
of its thought and will, the perduing commitments and the creative initiatives
that constitute a people's culture and shape its civilization.

Characteristic ofthe transition to a global condition from modern
rationalism and its objectivist and scientist hegemony has been the
reopening ofhuman awareness to this interior subjectivity or intentionality.
This was a convergent process. From the positivist or analytic tradition,
this can be seen in the transition by Ludwig wittgenstein from his Tractatus
logico-philosophicus (originally published ln l92l as Logisch-
Pilosophische Abhandlung) through the Blue and brown books (1953) to
his Philosophical investigations (1958). The inner ability ofthe mind to
relate elements outside and inside the mind, which at first had been
considered unutterable and relegated to the margins, gradually emerged
as the central reality ofhuman knowledge.

In a not dissimilar move, Husserl, in searching out the foundations
ofarithrrietic, came to recognize as well the unique character of intentionality,
to which he had first been introduced by FranzBrentano. But Husserl's
intense focus upon human consciousness could have left this
consciousness trapped in a self-referential process that would constitute
a veritable hall of mirrors, and thus an idealism. Hence, Martin Heidegger
(1962) took an essential step in grounding consciousness in Being such
that the life of the Dasein or conscious human being was precisely the
point of emergence of being into time. Thenceforward the free efforts of
human consciousness would be not auxiliary to objects, but the key to the
meaning of the human life-world. Hans-Georg Gadamer (2000), in tum,
would appreciate its communitary character and the hermeneutic
significance of its traditions. The first ofthese leads to the development of
cultures andcivilizations, the second to ways of living together in the
global whole.

A Hermeneutics of the Global ll/hole

From phenomenology it can be seen, first, that cultures are
works of subjectivity; second, that they consist in the cumulative
freedom of a people; third, that they constitute the sole purchase
that a people has on a life of dignity for themselves and their
children and hence that they will be defended, fiercely if necessary;
and fourth, that cultures are the place where the Spirit dwells.

The dialogue of civilizations needs then to be seen in terms of creative
human freedom. Hence, in the global age that brings us together we need
to ask how this freedom, which is essentially and intensively unique and
hence distinctive ofeach person and people, can relate to others who are
equally unique and distinct. That is, how can freedom be not.,from" but
"with" and "for" others as needed for the global whole?
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To help in this redirection ofthe sense offreedom from license to
cooperation there is, for philosophy, the relatively new dimension called
"hermeneutics." The term comes from Hermes, the messenger whom the
gods on Olympus sent down with instructions to men. Essentially,
hermeneutics is thus the science of interpreting the message ofthe prophet
on how to understand the message from God to man-or indeed one
civilization by another.

Very important here is the horizon, that is, one's vantage point
and all that one can see therefrom. Concretely, this is constituted
of one's culture as the cumulative experience and creativity of a people in
responding to the challenges it encounters in life. Like a pair of glasses,
this does not close one's eyes or blind them, but enables one to peer out at
the world with a special ability to see.

Still, as one's own, this horizon is perspectival; it sees only from
one's position in space and time. Hence, in order to extend one's horizon
and avoid being trapped in that which one's own culture has thus far
appreciated, there is need to meet others and to hear their stories and
those oftheir prophets. In this, one's attitude is all important. It must be
neither opinion, that is, asserting one's own position; nor sureness, that
is, unwillingness to consider any other viewpoint; nor argument, that is,
looking for the weakness in the other's statements. All of these leave one
trapped in one's own horizon, unable to learn or to grow. In contrast, the
hermeneutic attitude is rather that of willingness to revise one's position
or horizon, not by abandoning it, but by enriching it (Gadamer 2 000, 362-
69;McLean2003, 1-17). It is then a devout listening as in awe before the
message of another of God's prophets and of another human culture, a
readiness to experience this and to take it to heart.

Surprisingly, the orientation here is not so much to the other,
for that would mean adding alien factors from without. It is instead
an opening of self, that is closer to the Eastern heritage described
above as tuming inward through oneselfto Being Itself or in Hindu thought
to Brahma or the Absolute Self as Existence (sar), Consciousness (cit), and
Bliss (ananda). This enables one to draw more out of one's own culture
and civllization in an organic growth and expansion of one's horizon or
tradition. The deep conviction here is that one's cultural tradition and its
religious roots have more to say to him or her. In this lies real fidelity and
a paradigm for global times.

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION

From such a paradigm there results a number of indications for life
in a global age. A first implication of the recognition of culture as the
cumulative and creative freedom of a people is that all structures for
living together must avoid domination or suppression ofthis freedom,
that is, any reduction ofthe other to either a clone or a client. Rather, it is
essential to recognize that others are fellow free and creative humans,
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and that all are pilgrims on the path ofpeace and justice. This is the search
for even more full participation in the ultimately divine truth, goodness,
and beauty.

This paradigm entails three cautions regarding things to be avoided,
while revealing three principles for progress and three corresponding
conclusions.

(a) The cautions are against human hubris, that is, against:

- a pseudo generosity, based on the supposition that what
one people has worked out should be impoSed upon all others;

- a pseudo stability, which for a limited time can come from
overwhelming power ruthlessly applied; and

- a pseudo peace, that comes from suppression as practiced
in the so-called realpolitik.

(b) The principles: For living together it is necessary to recognize
instead three basic, and ultimately religious, principles, namely:

- that all are created equal and therefore free by the One
God, and hence that peace lies in the mutual pursuit of human
firlfillment;

- that the human person is essentially relational as reflecting
its one divine source and goal, and hence that our futures are
so bound together as to require mutual recognition, respect
and cooperation; and

- that peace can be had only from the free pursuit of human
harmony, and hence, especially in our global age, that "blessed
are the peacemakers, for they shall possess the land."

(c) The conclusions: From this we can draw the following conclusions
for life in a multicultural and multireligious world:

- that an understanding which transcends human egoism,
along with skills for responding to, and cooperating with, other
cultures must supplant ideol ogical aggressi on;

- that the only real safeguard for this is not closure upon
one's own protection, but openness of heart to the existential
concerns ofothers and to the cultures they have struggled to
create as their expression of God's gift of being; and

- that the true realpolitikisthat imaged by Isaias, namely, that
which sees all peoples, each on their own pilgrimage, all
converging onthe one holy mountain where God willbeAll in all.

Here the hope and task is that, as we approach the Divine center and
in so doing draw closer to one another, we will be able to appreciate as
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hymns the cultures of other peoples, raise our voices together, and unite
in a great symphony ofpraise, and hence ofpeace.
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The term "humanism" bears many meanings. The origin of
its usage is associated with the Renaissance, but it can also
be predicated on the thought ofearlier and later generations.
The most general purpose of this papel is to suggest the
inevitable reliance of an array of meanings of "humanism"
upon philosophical categories. To support this thesis, the
author attempts to clarify some fundamental differences
between the philosophical humanisms of Auguste Comte
[1798-]95U and Blaise Pascal fl623-1662J. For purposes
of expansion and clarification, Comte is associatedwithJohn
Dewey I I 859- ] 952J and Pascal with John Henry Newman
I I 801- I 890J. In conclusion, brief attention is given to some
'contrasting educational implications and to some
applications to the recent past.

INTRODUCTION

The use of the term "humanism" prompts numerous philosophical
questions. They include the following: Is there a universal human nature?
If so, what is it? What are the criteria of the "good life"? What are the
roles of reason and authority in becoming truly human? What is the nature
of human knowledge? Is there an ultimate end for human beings? If so,
what is it? Is there a Supreme Being beyond time and change? While this
last question may not seem to reflect a focus on the human person, one
might argue that it is the most fundamental of all issues concerning
humanism. In any case, determining the meaning of"human being" requires
an answer to it.

The first appearance of the phenomenon which became known
technically as humanism can be found in Italy toward the end of the
thirteenth century as an outgrowth of earlier traditions of rhetoric and
grammar teaching in Italian schools. The new development at this time
was "an educational and cultural program based on the study ofthe
classical Greek and Latin authors" (see Kristeller and Randall i 948, 3).
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This emphasis on classical studies remained the distinctive characteristic
of Renaissance Humanism as it spread to other European countries after
the mid-fifteenth century and reached a climax during the sixteenth century.

According to Lamont ( I 965, I 2), the term "humanism" was first used
in the sixteenth century "to designate the writers and scholars of the
European Renaissance." The Renaissance Humanists focused on the Greek
and Latin texts (such as those of Plato, Aristotle, Seneca, Cicero, and
Quintilian)with attentionto historical-philological criticism. Theirpractical
purposes included the use ofthe form and content ofthese ancients, but
also the use oftheir language and style as means of expressing their own
thoughts and feelings. One of the major outcomes of this phenomenon
was the development of what eventually came to be known as the
"Humanities," a program of studies "to educate and to develop a desirable
type of human being" (Kristeller and Randall 1948, 3). While there are
some common features ofthe kind of human being to be educated according
to the Renaissance Humanists, this educational goal gives rise to differing
interpretations. This fact provides a basis for my contention that
"humanism" requires an adjective in order to be truly meaningful.

Lamont appears to deny this thesis (concerning the need for an
adjective) by the title ofhis book, The philosophy ofhumanism. He(1965,
1 1) defines (his version of) humanism as "the philosophy best calculated to
liberate the creative energies of mankind and to serve as a common bond
between the different peoples of the earth...." However, further reading
indicates that there are several kinds ofhumanism which he ( 1 965, 19,2I-22)
rejects: Renaissance Humanism (as in Erasmus),Academic Humanism (as
that oflrving Babbit and Paul E. More), Catholic or Integral Humanism (of St.
Thomas Aquinas and Jacques Maritain), and Pragmatic Humanism (such as
found in William James). Furthermore, there are adjectives which he (1965,
l4) employs to describe his own version of humanism: naturalistic (the
foremost descriptor), evolutionary, secular, scientific, and democratic.r

Therefore, it seems clear that the term "humanism" requires an
adjective in order to be truly meaningful. While philosophy is not the only
source of the meaning of this adjective, it appears to be one ofthe most
basic sources. In other words, the adjective one utilizes in depicting a
specific variety of humanism rests, to some extent, on philosophical
principles, including especially one's view of the nature of human
knowledge, and the existence and nature of a Transcendent Being. A
similar situation arises in regard to the process of education. While all
programs of education are intended to be humanistic, some differ radically
from others because of the interpretations of humanism upon which they
are founded. This fact provides one important reason for serious attention
to philosophical analyses ofthe terms "humanism" and "education." While
a consideration of educational issues does not lie within the primary focus
of these remarks, several will be raised in the conclusion.

The general purpose of the remainder of this paper is to suggest the
inevitable reliance of the substantial meanings ofthe term '.humanism,'
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upon philosophical categories. An attempt is made to exempliff this thesis
with the positivist humanism ("beyond atheism") ofAuguste Comte I I 798-
18591 and the Christian humanism of Blaise Pascal 11623-16621. In this
context, selected principles ofJohn Dewey [1859-1952] are associated with
those of Comte, and selected principles of John Henry Newman I I 801 -
1890] are related to those of Pascal. Some educational implications are
noted to provide further evidence to support the general purpose, and
brief attention is given to some applications to the recent past.

THE HUMANISM OF COMTE AND DEW.EY

The central question of humanism is, "What does it mean to be a
human being?" Comte establishes the centrality of this question in his
own thought with his religion of Humanity. However, fundamental to his
philosophy of religion is his Law of the Three Stages: each individual
(barring premature death and certain abnormalities) and humankind as a
whole emerge from the theological stage through the metaphysical stage
to the positivistic stage (see Copleston 197'7 ,9:93-94,97). These three
stages, Comte (1 97 4, 2 5 -26) says, repres ent three

methods ofphilosophizing, the character of which is essentially
different, and even radically opposed: namely, the theological
method, the metaphysical, and the positive. Hence arise three
philosophies, or general systems on conceptions on the
aggregate of phenomena, each of which excludes the others.
The first is the necessary point of departure of the human
understanding; and the third is its fixed and definite state. The
second is merely a state of transition.

The first or theological stage involves a search for ultimate causes of
occurrences and discovers them in the will(s) of one or more personal
superhuman beings. The substages herein include the poly'theism of ancient
Greece and Rome, and the monotheism of Jews and Christians. In the second
or metaphysical stage of development, the personal God or gods (and
goddesses) are replaced by metaphysical abstractions such as theAbsolute
Idea of Hegel, or Nature of Schelling. The final and only mature stage of
human and cultural development is the positivistic stage, which Comte
introduces. No longer does one seek ultimate causes and inner essences.
Attention now is riveted upon phenomena or observable facts because all
knowledge is scientific. Knowledge in this mature, exclusively scientific world
is restricted to observable facts (phenomena) and their generalization into
descriptive laws. This is the only genuinekind ofknowledge because it is real,
certain, and useful. Of course, it also is relative because its only object is the
constantly changingworld (see Comte 197 4,26-27 ;Copleston 1977,9: 97 -99).

According to Comte (I97 4,32; see also 3 3-37), there are four "chief
advantages" of the Positive Philosophy, which has allowed the

171
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understanding ofthe three stages and the identification ofthe last stage
as a scientific stage. The first advantage is the provision of "the only
rational means of exhibiting the logical laws of the human mind." The
second advantageous effect is the regeneration ofeducation. The third is
to enhance the progress ofall the positive sciences (according to his
classification, ofcourse). The fourth beneficial effect is the reorganization
of society: (a) the theological stage is associated with authority and the
divine right of kings in a militaristic social order; (b) the metaphysical
stage is associated with a critique of the first stage, and with the acceptance
ofabstract rights and popular authority; (c) and the positivist stage is
associated with a developing industrial society and a scientific elite.

Recognizing that the history of the world as well as each individual
undergoes this threefold developmental, ascending transformation, Comte
sees the theological mentality represented by the ancient world (polytheism)
and the Middle Ages (monotheism); the metaphysical stage by the
Enlightenment; and the positivist period as his own-at least in its initial
phase. This final stage ofpositivism, introduced and promoted by Comte
himself, will be conducive to a naturally peaceful environment guided by the
scientific elite. This group will consist of the biologists, chemists,
astronomers, etc., but it will be led by the sociologists, who represent the
new natural science of sociology. Since all phenomena (facts) are known
only empirically, this new (empirical) "science of man" will provide the
knowledge by means of which the peaceful reorganization of society will
emerge. The new leaders of education and the proposed paternalistic
govemment will be the "high priests of science" or the positivist philosophers
now known officially as sociologists (Copleston 1977,9:99- 103).

Comte (1974, "Introduction," chap. 2) judges that the most basic
sciences, those which entail scientific theories without their application,
can be ordered as follows: from the most simple to the most complex, from
the most general and abstract to the most concrete, and from the most
removed from human phenomena to the most directly concemed with human
phenomena. They are mathematics, astronomy, physics, chemistry,
physiology and biology, and sociology (or social physics) (see Copleston
1977,9: I 03-104; see also I l4-15). In this new, positivist industrialized
society, where sociology is the supreme science and sociologists are the
rulers, where the basic reality is Humanity (since the individual is an
abstraction) and where duties are substituted for rights (subordinating
personality to sociability), the highest form ofmoral life is ,.the love and
service of humanity." In fact, Humanity or the Great Being, becomes the
object of positivist worship, replacing a Supreme Being. Comte worked
out an elaborate religious system, quite obviously based upon his early
Catholic upbringing.

Comte's central point lies in his thesis that the idea of God is
increasingly an unverified hypothesis in proportion to the substitution of
scientific for theological explanations of the (phenomenal) world. In his
elaboration of this thesis, comte denies that his positivism is atheistic
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because he does not assert the non-existence of God. What he does claim
to do is to abandon belief in a Transcendent God, not on the basis of the
demonstration ofthe non-existence of God, but because there is no positive
reason for believing in God. Since the mature mind and the scientific mind
are synonymous, only empirical descriptions of phenomena bear any
meaning. Therefore, atheism and theism become irrelevant. The question
ofthe existence of a Supreme Beingtends to disappear, requiring ahealthy
indifference (see Copleston 7 9'7 7, 9'. 7 02, 1 1 7). Although Comte apparently
did not use the phrase, this state of indifference to the question of the
existence of God has become known as a position "beyond atheism" (see,
e.g., de Lubac 1949).

One person who contributed to the twentieth-century development
ofthis conception in the United States is John Dewey [1 859- 1 952]. Widely
influential in philosophy, including philosophy ofeducation, Dewey was a
pragmatist whose theory of knowledge set the tone for his general approach
to reality and to all human circumstances. He claims that there ts only one
method of learning: an empirical problem solving process initiated by a
conscious lack of adjustment to the environment on the part of an individual;
and concluded by the resolution of that problem, a re-establishment of the
equilibrium between person and environment (both physical and social).

The method itself, usually enumerated in four or five steps, is referred
to by Dewey as "general" insofar as it is the only means of being rational
in human endeavors. By calling his method "special," he ( 1 9 1 6, chap. 1 I )
means that the use of the method on every occasion in any human life is
always unique in its specific characteristics. One reason for this specificity
is that every human problem (lack of adjustment to the environment by an
individual person) is always unique; no two problems are the same.
Engaging this method, Dewey (l 934) promulgated his philosophy ofreligion
in a series of lectures published as A commonfaith. He concludes that
authentic religious faith is common to all persons and takes one "beyond
agnosticism." This position, also beyond atheism and theism, signifies
that being reasonable by means ofthe exclusive use of his problem-solving
(thinking) process renders a question of the existence of a Supreme Being
irrelevant to life and reality. Dewey redefines "religion" and "God" as a
natural process in accord with his theory of knowledge.

Comte's positivist humanism and Dewey's pragmatic humanism share
significant common ground. Both philosophers present forms of humanism
intended to enrich the lives of human beings and to develop a more
harmonious society. Both rely for their formulations upon a theory of
knowledge which overflows into a philosophy of religion. Both theories
of knowledge represent forms of scientism: there is only one (general)
method ofhuman reflection (which is empirical) and one authentic mode of
knowledge (likewise empirical). In both philosophies of religion, atheism
(as well as agnosticism and theism) are seen to be replaced by an
indifference tothe question of lhe existence of God. These conclusions
provide substantial features of the meanings that Comte and Dewey give
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to "human being" and to the processes of human living. Comte was not
entirely original, of course, in his positivistic outlook, even within modem
philosophy. His position is a development stemming from classical British
empiricism, especially that of David Hume U711-17761. Also, it is not
unlike the basic philosophic posture of contemporary utilitarians, such as

Johr Stuart Mill [1806-1873]. Comtean positivism also has progenitors in
ancient Greece, of course.

THE HUMANISMS OF PASCAI, AND NEWMAN

If St. Augustine is right in claiming, after his intellectual-moral
conversion to Christianity, that human happiness must consist of the
possession of a good beyond all fear of loss, the principles of Comte and
Dewey are not sufficient for providing happiness for the human race. More
in concert with Augustine's pursuit of the good life based upon the Bible
and Christian Tradition are the principles of Blaise Pascal11623-16621and
John Henry Newman I I 80 I - I 890]. In some respects, the former anticipated
the latter, as will be shown. In any case, they both rely upon a theory of
knowledge which requires non-empirical as well as empirical knowledge,
and they both develop a philosophy of religion consistent with Christian
doctrine. These principles provide the basis for modes of Christian
humanism.

Pascal, among the most outstanding innovators in the history of
science and mathematics, has become even more famous for the Pensdes, a
series of unfinished manuscript fragments focusing primarily on his
philosophy of religion. Although he never relinquished entirely
mathematical and scientific pursuits, he turned his attention to the study
of human nature at about 1650; this was in conjunction with an entry into
polite society, and his reading of the ancient Stoic Epictetus [50- I 30 A.D.]
and the French essayist Montaigne [1533-1592]. These new attractions
affected dramatically his view ofthe nature ofknowledge, as the following
citation testifies:

I spent many years in the study of the abstract sciences,
and the small amount of human contact which they afforded
filled me with disgust. When I began the study of man I found
that the abstract sciences were not suited to humanity and that
I was drifting fuilher from my proper condition by my knowledge
than other men were by their ignorance. . .. (see Mortimer 1959,
l0s-106)

Pascal maintained throughout his life a passion for the facts and the
truth. Conceming the former, Mortimer ( I 959, 12-73,34, 1 46) testifies as

follows: "Pascal 's interest was in facts, or in sense-data if that term is
better. If they contradicted each other, then one must wait for an
explanation, but meanwhile retain them as facts since they had been
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observed. Comment. . .was free, but facts were sacred." A desire to know
the truth grew out of his early education at the hands of his father. In one
ofthe Provincial Letters, he claims that he detests "nothing so much as
offending against truth, even in the smallest degree" and wishes not only
not to falsify the truth, but not even "in the least to alter or distort the
sense of one passage." His early attachment to the truth was associated
with a persistent need for reasons, that is, for explanations of conclusions.

For Pascal these reasons or rational explanations until about 1650
consisted entirely of empirical evidence and mathematical logic. After
1650 and the onset of his study of human nature, he detected a distinct
need for another mode of approaching the truth. He speaks oftwo avenues
to the truth and of the Three Orders. What does he mean? Among the
terms he employs to distinguish the two avenues to truth are the natural
and the supernatural, also called by him the'oempire of the mind" and the
"order of charity," respectively. "Natural things," he notes, (according to
Mortimer i959, 158), "have to be known before they can be loved," whereas
"supernatural things come to be known only by those who love them.,'
We shall see later the significance ofthis remark.

The empire ofthe mind, according to Pascal (see Mortimer 1959, 1 58,
207 -208), entails "cold, exact, strenuous logical brain-work." This means
discursive reasoning, which yields empirical and mathematical conclusions,
which are always abstract. Some claim to know God in this way, but it is
not the real God. Yet we do meet God-how? The order of charity provides
the answer: ". . .God has willed to humble man's proud reason by decreeing
that these [supernatural truths] enter the mind through the heart." This
approach (the order of charity) Pascal developed after his second
conversion in 1654. But he is not suggesting that this faculty called the
heart is cardiac ratherthan cerebral. The heart, inthis case, is the brain;
better yet, it is the mind used in a manner dramatically different from the
way the mind is utilized in a typically "natural" fashion. Here it composes
or synthesizes instead ofseparating and analyzing. Interpreting pascal,
Mortimer observes that the heart "goes much more immediately to the core
and meaning of the object perceived."

The uses of the terms natural and supernatural are somewhat
misleading in this context because what Pascal calls first principles (in the
natural order) also are known by the heart in the order of charity. He (see
Mortimer 1959,208-209) says that

We know truth not only by the reason but by le coeur, and
it is by this way that we know first principles; and reason,
which has no part in it, tries in vain to overcome them. ... We
know that we are not dreaming, and however impossible it is
for us to prove it by reason, that impossibility only illustrates
the limits of reasoning and not, as skeptics affirm, the
uncertainty of our knowledge. For our knowledge of first
principles, such as space, time, motion, number is as sure as
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any knowledge we have. Reason has to trust these intuitions
of le coeur, and has to base upon them every rational argument.
Principles are intuited, propositions are inferred; there is
certainty throughout, but there are different roads to certainty.

Pascal's famous doctrine ofthe Three Orders represents a variation on
the same theme. Matter is one realm and mind is another; these constitute
what has been referred to above as the "natural." Mind, of course, is a
different kind of(natural) reality than matter and cannot be reduced to matter.
Itapplies to discursive processes ofreasoning, both inductive and deductive,
leading always to conclusions reducible to statistics and abstractions. The
third order, that of charity or wisdom, represents the faculty ofthe heart and
goes beyond the mind "infinitely more infinite" than mind goes beyond
matter. However, it must be stressed that, according to Pascal (Mortimer
1959,207),we canknow supernatural truths; we can lcnow God. This is
genuine knowledge, a point ofno small consequence.

Pascal (Mortimer I 95 9, 203 ) al so distinguishes in the Perzsdes between
mathematical thinking and intuitive thinking. (it is important to note that
he designates both as thinking.) In the former "the principles are palpable
but removed from common use; you have to wrench your mind aside to
attend to them. . .." lntuitive thinking, on the other hand, "deals directly
with the things before you. . ..You need only use your sight, but it has to be
good sight. The principles involved in such thinking are many and subtle."
With an interpretation of "intuitive thinking," Mortimer (1959, 202) links
Pascal directly with Newman:

Men [persons] were persuaded of such [intuitive] truths
not by any single-line chain ofreasoning but by the centripetal
and simultaneous influence of different sorts of testimony,
supporting each other and converging upon the central truth
to which they pointed. This is the essence of Cardinal
Newman's Gr ammar of as s ent.

One other dimension ofPascal's teaching sheds considerable light
on his Christian humanism, as such. In lhe Pensdes,the human being is
exalted above all nature and is in a state of grace because ofbeing made in
the image of God and sharing His divinity. On the other hand, this same
human being simultaneously lies in a state of corruption, fallen from grace,
and sinful and wretched. The following schema (see Pascal, Pensees,sec.
2) depicts this dualism inherent in the state ofhuman nature:

wretchedness
fallen nature
corrupt
greatness
capable of God

smallness
unworthy of God
happiness
state ofgrace
redeemed
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According to Pascal (Morlimer 1959,219), "Man's greatness is so visible
that one can even infer it from his misery."

Krailsheimer ( I 980, 45) refers to this dualistic appreciation of human
nature as "the starting point and frameworkforthe Apolog/" (referring to
Pascal's unfinishedlpologtfor Christianity, which became the basis for
lhe Pensees). Pascal's resolution (Mortimer 1959 , 723) of this paradox
became clear during that "timeless etemal momenf' on 23 November 1654,
his Second Conversion. The infirmity is due to human nature and the
power is due to God's grace. Human beings are preserved from the sin of
pride or presumption through awareness of fallen nature; they are preserved
from the sin of despair by the awareness of the redeeming love of God.
Pascal (Mortimer 1959,222-23) associates these facts with the essence of
Christianity:

. . .The Christian religion. . .teaches men these two truths, that
there is a God, of Whom men are capable, and that there is in
our nature a corruption which renders them unworthy of Him.
It is equally essential that men should know both these things;
and it is equally dangerous to know God without knowing one's
own misery, and to know one's own misery without knowing
the Redeemer Who can set one free. The one leads to the pride
ofthe philosophers, the other to the despair ofthe atheists.. .

It is merciful of God to have given us knowledge of these two
points. The Christian religion does this; that is what the
Christian religion rs.

In conclusion to these remarks on the philosophy of religion and
Christian humanism of Pascal, it must be noted that this paradox of human
nature and this doctrine of the Three Orders cannot be sufficiently
apprehended without the central concept of infinity. In fact, this notion,
derived originally from his study in the abstract sciences, provides the
unity of his mature thought. According to Mortimer (1959, 45),
"...mystically, this feeling for infinity will govem all his thought about
human nature and bring him to a point at which he will see and describe all
things sub specie aeternitatis." Thus, his general view is a religious one,
a Christian one; obviously, his humanism is a Christian humanism.

Perhaps, Newman was directly influenced by Pascal. Unquestionably,
as Mortimer notes, there is a connection between Pascal's understanding
of "intuitive reflection" andNewman's view of "implicit reason," which is
implemented through the convergence ofprobabilities and the illative sense
(see Copleston 1967 ,8: 284). Just as Mortimer adverts to Newman in
explaining Pascal, so Copleston ( 1 967, 8:272) adverts to Pascal in explaining
Newman. Copleston links the two in terms ofthe following: a concem with
Christian apologetics, attention to the role of belief effective in thinking, a
focus upon the manner in which human beings actually reason, and an
emphasis upon moral conditions in appreciating the strength of arguments
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for Christianity. In fact, Pascal's "intuitive thinking" might be seen as
culminating inNewman's view of "implicit reason." The latter wrote as a
Christian believer attempting to discover howihis religious faith could be
shown to be reasonable. In doing so, he elaborated a process ofreflection
concerning matters of fact (in particular, Christianity, but also relevant to
other religions and to innumerable factors in human living) in which one can
reasonably give unconditional assent to propositions only probably true.

Callingthis process one of implicit reason, Newman (1955, 254) says:

It is by the strength, variety, or multiplicity of premises,
which are only probable. . .that the practiced and experienced
mind is able to make a sure divination that a conclusion is
inevitable, of which lines of reasoning do not actually put him
in possession.

In other words, by an accumulation of probabilities, independent of one
another in a particular set of circumstances, converging toward a common
conclusion, a person can arrive at an indubitable and reasonable judgment
(see CoplestonT96'7,8: 284). This is the basis forNewman's definition
(1955,254; see also 283) ofproof as "the limit ofconverging probabilities.,'
Vital to this achievement is the illative sense, the power ofjudging and
concluding in concrete matters, which is "a rule to itself, and appeals to no
judgment beyond its own, and attends upon the whole course ofthought
from antecedents to consequents, with a minute diligence and unwearied
presence. . ." This process ofreasoning employs empirical data and methods,
but is not merely an empirical method; it employs logical reasoning, but is
not merely a process of reasoning from premises to conclusion by logical
rules. Its pattern cannot be predicted in that there is no set procedure
leading to a proper conclusion on a predictable timetable. Nevertheless, it
can lead to an indubitable conclusion-and one that is reasonable. As
noted, Newman emphasizes the use ofthis method in a person's conversion
to Christianity; it also is applicable to choosing a husband or wife!

SOME EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

We can plausibly presume that one's philosophical conception of
human ns1y1s-and, therefore, of humanism-represents an essential
element in educational planning since the educative process exists in order
to influence the human person toward the "good life." This process
obviously must be initiated and continued with some view of the human
being. Both common observation and philosophical perception contribute
necessarily to an appreciation ofthe nature ofthe being to be educated.
Therefore, one would expect that a theory of education consistent with the
positivistic humanism ofComte and the pragmatic-empiricist humanism of
Dewey would differ substantially from atheory of education consequent
upon the models of Christian humanism seen in Pascal and Newman.
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To clarify this last statement, we car consider a central philosophical
question suggesting some very direct and practical educational differences:
Is there some ultimate, transcendent reality (beyond time and change)
which serves as a source and criterion of meaning, truth, and value; or
does all reality constantly change, rendering meaning, truth, and value
totally relative? While the varieties of response to this question are
innumerable, the intellectually mature Pascal, along withNewman, clearly
accepts some version of the first alternative. The case of Comte may be
more questionable. His theory of knowledge and implications for his
position o'beyond atheism" imply a subscription to the second alternative.
However, does the Religion of Humanity (particularly, the notion of
Humanity, as such) align him to some extent, with the first alternative?
There is nothing explicit in Dewey's thought which would lead one to
question his association exclusively with the second altemative.

At any rate, no teacher can afford to overlook the aspect of human
life and living (thus, humanism), which raises a question ofwhere and how
to search for meaning, truth, and value. The modes of investigation
employed in teachers' personal lives cannot be separated, ofcourse, from
the kind of influence brought to bear upon their students. That is, where
and how I undertake to search for meaning, truth, and value must be
recommended to, promoted in, and demonstrated for my students. For
example, ifl believe that there is no transcendent reality, I would be foolhardy
ormalicious notto attemptto orientmy students' search inthis "direction."
On the other hand, if I believe that there is a reality beyond time and change,
which is a source ofmeaning, (ultimate) truth, and value-to say nothing of
human happiness-I would be foolhardy or malicious not to do everything
within my power to direct my students' attention to that reality in their own
search. This contention, of course, does not eliminate teaching points of
view opposed to my own-in fact, it invites them.

Varieties ofthe Transcendent, as referred to in this context, are found
in the philosophies of Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle; and in such religions
as Christianity, Judaism, and Islam. Methods of "approaching" such
Ultimates vary according to diverse circumstances. For example, if this
Final Being is an impersonal principle, the means to comprehending such
cannot depend upon Divine Revelation through the Bible orthe Koran. In
any case, assisting students in learning how to learn undoubtedly ought
to promote students to engage in processes associated with both
philosophy and theology. In other words, any tendency to indoctrination
must be eliminated for the sake of authentic teaching. That is, students
must become familiar with fi rst principles and the use of methods of refl ection
in order to understand the reasons for pertinent conclusions.

Dewey and Newman have written extensively on education, and
Comte and Pascal gave education at least a passing glance. I would like to
draw some general educational implications from the humanistic principles
discussed above. The following schema suggests some pertinent
pedagogical contrasts.
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1) Goals of ed ucation

Comte (andDewey)

a) To imbue students with a scientific spirit-(meaning that
only empirical methods of learning can be trusted to provide
valid conclusions)
b) To teach students how to think empirically as a means of
adjusting to the environment and creating a harmonious society

Pascal (und Newman)

a) To teach students to think empirically and mathematically,
and to become familiar with "intuitive" decision-making in
concrete matters (forNewman, to engage in processes ofexplicit
reason and implicit reason)
b) To irnbue students with the Christian spirit via love for and
familiarity with Biblical truths and Church Tradition)

2) Curriculum

Comte and Dewey

Science in its various aspects

Pascal und Newman

a) The Judaeo-Christian tradition
b) Other religious traditions, philosophy, history, science,
mathematics, I iterature.

3) Methods of teaching

Comte and Dewey

Discovering through experimentation-in the laboratory and in tife

Pascal and Newman

Lecture, laboratory, discussion-adapted to the subject matter

SOME APPLICATIONS TO THE RECENT PAST

Why give serious attention today to such mid-nineteenth and mid-
twentieth-century philosophies of rel igion (and subsequent humanisms)
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as those of Comte and Dewey? Have they not been superseded and become
dead issues? The answer is yes and no. Their principles likely are not
studied extensively and promulgated seriously in the exact forms in which
they were presented. However, the spirit of their thought did not die with
them-in fact, it almost certainly was stronger in the late twentieth century
than it was in their own times. For example, a leaflet circulated in April 1990
bears the following heading in bold print: "Now Free Inquiry can help
you do good and live well-without religionl" Free InquiryMagazine,
we are told, is addressed to those who prefer (or potentially prefer) seeking
their rewards on earth rather than in heaven. It represents "the world of
secular humanism," which is not a religion but a way ofliving. The magazine
(presumably not unaided!) replaces the clergy and a house of worship. Its
publisher, the Council for Democratic and Secular Humanism, aims "to
defend secular viewpoints and values against the attack of [B]iblical
fundamentalists and ultraconservatives." The magazine itself is intended
to fight the "tide of religious activism"-by trusting "human intelligence
rather than divine guidance." This last phrase is cited from the "secular
Humanist Declaration," featured in the first issue ofFr.ee Inquiry in 1980,
and appears to suggest the kind of indifference to the question of the
existence of a Supreme Being manifested in the thought of Comte and
Dewey-and still a major factor in American intellectual life.

Evidence abounds to support the contention that the spirit of Comte
and Dewey is still with us. In some instances, the same sources can be
employed to also indicate that the Christian religions and philosophical
positions of Pascal and Newman are still live options. For example,
according to Marsden (see Noll, Hatch, and Marsden 1 983, 128), a historian,
the prominence of what he prefers to call "relativist secularism" in American
culture is profound. This kind of secularist humanism is identified by
several interrelated principles, including the following: (a) all meaning is
based upon sensible observation and direct experience; (b) all reality
constantly changes; (c) fundamental beliefs concerning truth, morality,
and law are socially determined, and relative to cultures and eras. He
claims that this viewpoint "is a major cultural force in twentieth-century
America"; it is a "broad consensus of shared ideas that dominates American
intellectual life, politics and the media." "Ahrost every major development
in twentieth-century American life...has reflected the dominance of this
consensus world view."

Although these comments were published in I 983, Marsden has made
similar comments (more typically in reference to the role of religion---or the
lack thereof-in higher education in the US) in books published in 1990,
1994, and 1997 . In the most recent ofthese, he (1997,23-24) says that

...the norm for people to be fully accepted in academic culture
[American colleges and universities] is to act as though their
religious beliefs had nothing to do with education...if all
religions are discriminated against, it assures that none is being
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given special privilege. In fact, however, non-religious
viewpoints are thereby given special privilege.

Notice how in this context the claim that university culture is not hostile to
religion is plausible-that is, not drr ectly hostlle as in the case of atheistic
opposition. However, Marsden makes the point, implicitly at least, that
the indifference to religion (effected by having gone "beyond atheism and
theism") by omitting the question of a Supreme Being has afforded a
privileged position to nonreligious standpoints. (In fact, Dewey once said
that this indirect approach is much more effective in eliminating religion
than atheistic opposition!) Marsden, especially in his 1997 book, The
outrageous idea of Christian scholarship, explains his opposition to the
pervasiveness of relativistic and secularist humanism inAmerican higher
education by showing how a Christian outlook can be integrated into an
academic discipline in an hones{ m3nns1-and in a manner more
academically fluitful than the secularist stance.

A noted theologian (before he became Pope Boniface XVI), Joseph
Ratzinger (2004), concurs with Marsden in seeing the twentieth century in
Westem culture saturated with a secularism resting upon radical relativism,
that is, a relativism denying a Transcendent Reality and insisting that all
things constantly change. He is vigorous in opposing this view as
detrimental not only to Christians but to all human beings. Why? A denial
of truth, in the sense of a reality beyond time and change, leaves us with
only good intentions to guide our decision-making. These intentions are
derived from various sources, such as our feelings, expediency, practicality,
etc., all of which are determined subjectively (that is, without a
consideration ofany permanent, objective reality) and frequently arbitrarily.
This denial of truth constitutes not only a denial ofreligious faith, but also
of human reason. The result: rational arguments degenerate into power
struggles, and power struggles into crime and war. His answer: the reuniting
ofrational enlightenment and religious faith. The latter for him, of course,
is the Christian faith, which he defends as unique in the history of religions.

On this basis lie more practical matters, such as that of freedom.
Instead of accepting the relativist view of freedom as the capacity of doing
whatever one wishes, Ratzinger sees the theory and practice of freedom
tied to a consideration of all persons as well as to the truth, which he calls
the "yardstick ofreality." Crucial to his reconstruction ofthe bases of the
"good life" is a view of human nature. He claims that understanding the
meaning of "human person" cannot be separated from a quest for truth-
and for the infinite. This is tied to his insistence upon the necessity of a
Christian life in order to ascertain meaningful answers to such humanly
inevitable questions as those concerning life, death, and immortality.
Philosophically, he (2004, sec. 2) calls for combating the Enlightenment
and its aftermath by overcoming the bifurcations ofreason and faith, reason
and feelings, theory and practice, and the subjective and objective realms
of human conscious and intentional life.
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The point ofthese comments drawn from more recent literature is to
remind us that although Comte (and Dewey) and Pascal (and Newman)
died long ago, their modes of thought and discourse are still with us.
Whether we are aware of it or not, they and thinkers like them have framed
the patterns ofhumanism within which we direct our lives, and attempt to
influence the thought and lives ofothers.

CONCLUSION

We have seen that the paths of life derived from the Comte-Dewey
paths of rftought differ radically from the paths of life derived from the
Pascal-Newman paths of thought. According to our thesis, the divergent
paths of life can be attributed to the divergent paths of thought. The
question here is, Which pair is more true and real? This implies a more
practical question, Which paths of thought provide a more suitable clue to
the "good life" and authentic human happiness? We will not attempt to
answer that question here. However, there is a major distinction to be
made in response to the objection that choosing sides is not important
since both sides entail substantial subjectivity, and the differences in
degree ofsubjectivity are trivial. It is true that the philosophies ofreligion of
Comte and Dewey, on one hand, and those of Pascal and Newman, on the
other hand, involve subjectivity; that is, they depend for their portrayal on
an element of human creativity which cannot be assigned to the realm ofthe
objective (that which is independent ofhuman thought, feelings, etc.).

The distinction to be noticed can be described as that between the
object of knowledge and knowledge itself. This is not arecent discovery,
but it is a conception not infrequently overlooked. The object of
knowledge, generically speaking, is the knowable, that which can be known
by a particular individual. On the other hand, knowledge itself is the
awareness of this object by a human person. Comte and Dewey, because
they are closed to the Transcendent, maintain that all proper objects of
knowledge are empirical or experiential and changeable. Therefore, all
knowledge (of those objects) must likewise be changing. Pascal and
Newman insist that the highest and most proper object of knowledge is
Transcendent, beyondtime and change. This Being is God-Who can be
known by human beings, but only in a very limited and changing manner.
That is, while the object of knowledge is absolute and permanent, human
knowledge ofthis Ultimate Reality is finite and constantly in alteration.

What, then, is the major difference between the two sides?
Conceming the latter (Pascal and Newman), there is a permanent direction
provided for human learning and the process of education. There is a
stable criterion for indicating when one knows and does not know-thus,
a basis for one's direction in life, and for assisting others toward the good
life and happiness. A question arises as to how this stable, infinite criterion
can be known by a finite being, whose knowledge is limited and changing.
The answer is that this Ultimate Being cannot be known completely and
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finally in this life. However, knowledge of and union with this God of
christianity can be sought and partially attained. In fact, this represents
the goal of education and of living which (for pascal and Newman) provides
the key to human happiness-in this life and in the next life. This is a major
difference between the intellectual pursuits ofthe two sides.

While the understanding of both sides is that human knowledge is
limited and changing, Pascal and Newman seek anlJltimate Reality which
is absolute and permanent; and Comte and Dewey attempt to know only
natural, constantly changing objects. For this reason, we can distinguish
the latter view from the former by noting the latter's "radical relativity,"
signifying that the most proper object of knowledge as well as knowledge
itself is constantly changing. Another major difference between the two
sides lies in the supematural nature of the most proper object of knowledge,
according to Pascal and Newman. This means that natural reason and
Divine faith are employed in the process of knowing and living a christian
life. Comte and Dewey, as noted, deny even the question of a
Transcendental Reality and, therefore, the question of Divine faith in
knowing. Their use of faith, of course, is obvious, but it is a strictly natural
faith as proper to all human beings.

This contrast between the kinds ofhumanism represented by Comte-
Dewey and Pascal-Newman demonstrates the need forthe use of adjectives
in detecting the real meanings of "humanism." The humanist, by name,
strives to promote the human well-being of self and others. However, the
conception ofthe human person in each instance will contribute necessarily
to what "human well-being" means and to how it should be promoted. The
process (formal and informal) of education provides ample opportunity for
the application ofhumanistic principles. Now the adjective circumscribing
the kind of humanism at issue requires at least some philosophicar
enlightenment, as seen in the contrasting humanisms above. Therefore, if
the definition of humanism requires philosophy, and, if planning and
implementing a process of education requires a humanistic outlook and
approach (as it does because the human being is at the center of the
process), then planning and implementing a process of education requires
philosophy. Therefore, the area of study which has become known as
philosophy ofeducation (as the application ofphilosophical principles to
pedagogical issues) cannot be overlooked by any person engaged in
helping relationships. Finally, it is justifiable as an academic discipline
that philosophy ofeducation should be classified logicaily as a branch of
philosophy.

NOTE

l. Lamont (1965,26-27) says that Marxism is naturalistic humanism,
but ofa different variety than his own.
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SPEECH ACTS AND POETRY

Leni dlR. Garcia
De La Sulle University, Manila

Contrary to Austinb view that afanciful use of language,
like poetry, does not carry illocutionary acts and is therefore
"parasitic, " the authorfollows through C. Carroll Hollis's
work in showing that poets use illocutionary acts in a certain
way that may be studied meaninglfully, thereby making a
speech act aform of literary criticism. She does this by applying
the categories of speech acts in her study of some ofthe love
poems of a Filipino poet, Dr. Elynia Mabanglo. In the end, she
shows that even though the poet does not use language in
what Austin refers to as the "normal" sense, the mimetic
character ofcertain poetry does allow the use andfulfillment
of illocutionary acts.

I

The study of speech acts is probably the most interesting topic
right-brain-domipant persons have found within the field of analytic
philosophy. In speech acts, one finds "a point of intersection of a theory
of language and a theory of action" (Searle 1977, l7). One, therefore, does
not only analyze what the sentence "the cat is on the mat" means but also
what the person do es by saying it. Thus, Searle (1977, I 6-1 7) defends the
importance he gives to speech acts by presenting its social function. All
linguistic communication, he says, involves linguistic acts; and being thus,
any study of language that excludes the studyof speech acts is incomplete.

Searle's emphasis on the social function of speech acts has paved
the way for the possibility of the theory (of speech acts) used as a form of
literary criticism; an idea that John Austin-author of the popular How to
do thingswithwords, which caughtthe fancy of philosophers of language
by introduci ng the performati ves and the I ocuti on-i ll ocuti on-perlocution
classification of speech acts-was not entirely open to. Austin, in his
book, clarifies the use of the phrase "use of language,' with regard to
illocutionary acts. He (l 965, 104) says:

...we may speak ofthe use of languagefor something, e.g., for
joking; and we may use 'in', as when we say .in saying..p,, I
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was joking' or 'acting a part' or 'a poetical use of language' as
distinct from 'the use of language in poetry'. These references
to 'use of language' have nothing to do with the illocutionary
act. For example, if I say "Go and catch a falling star", it may be
quite clear what both the meaning and the force of my utterance
is, but still wholly unresolved which of these other kinds of
things I may be doing. There are parasitic uses of language,
which are'not serious', not the' full normal use'. The normal
conditions of reference may be suspended, or no attempt made
at a standard perlocutionary act, no attempt to make you do
anything, as Walt Whitman does not seriously incite the eagle
of liberfy to soar.

C. Caroll Hollis (1983)takes upthis challenge and usesAustin,stheory
of speech acts to study Walt Whitman's collection of poetry, Leaves of
grass. This paper is based on Chapter III entitled "speech acts and Leaves
of grass" ofHollis's book, Z anguage and style inLeaves of grass. It intends,
first, to show that contrary to Austin's contention, there is a kind of
illocutionary act employed by poets in some poetry and that the study of
illocutionary acts in these poems can be used as a form of literary criticism.l
This framework will then be used in evaluating another collection of love
poems in Filipino entitled Kerzeg di m an by Dr. Ruth Elyni a Mabanglo ( I 993).2

Hollis's analysis includes commentaries onAustin,s How to do things
withwords such as those ofOhmann, Campbell, Searle, Baron, and pratt,
giving system to Austin's original lecture and support to his thesis that the
notion of illocutionary act is very important in understanding Whitman,s
style. He says, for instance, that both Richard Ohmann and B. G Campbell
recognize the fact thatAustin focused on overtperformatives as carriers of
illocutionary act, forgetting other modes like stress and intonation,
punctuation in writing, verb mood, word order, etc. ohmann was particularly
aware of what he called "transf,ormations" which allow the illocutionary
force in a sentence to surface. He (quoted in Hollis 1983,67-68) says:

. . .negation often signals denial, the interrogative transformation
signals inquiring, the imperative often signals command, and
apposition contains the force of a'verdictive, like defining or
identifying. Sentence modifiers can show that the act is a
conjecture. . ..and there are many miscellaneous signals that every
speaker recognizes : . You & future is I ikely to be a predictor, an
order, or a warning; I & Future may be a promise; sentences
with value word in them are in part verdictives; etc.

However, the point ofAustin's book is to show that such statements
containing illocutionary acts cannot bejudged true or false as they are not
just statements from which we get information, but they make the spe aker do
something by saying them. Thus Austin proposes cdrtain rules to follow in

r93
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judging them felicitous or unfelicitous. In summary, the rules are as follows
(cited by Hollis 1 983, 68):

1. The circumstances must be appropriate.
2.The persons must be the right ones.
3. The speaker must have the feelings, thoughts, and intentions

appropriate to his act.
4. Both parties must behave appropriately afterward.

Like Searle who emphasizes the social function ofspeech acts, Ohmann
(see Hollis 1983, 68) comments that "whereas the rules of grammar concem
the relationships among sound, syntax, and meaning, the rules for
illocutionary acts concern relationships among people" and this is easily
construed from the said felicity rules.

Let us suppose that in every sentence studied these felicity rules are
followed, or, in Austin's terms, the illocutionary act is found "happy" or
felicitous. What happens to these when they are found in literature? What
happens to them when they are put in writing?

Most ofthe easily detectible illocutionary acts usually require being
spoken by an appropriate person. In other words, they demand physical
presence. For example, a priest cannotjust write the words "I now pronounce
you husband and wife," sign the document and send it to the couple trying
to get married because the wedding ceremony demands that certain people
be present and certain gestures be acted out by the priest for itto be a proper
marriage ceremony. If written, such illocutionary acts tum into a mere report
and thus lose their illocutionary force (Hollis 1983, 75).3

Hollis, however, shows that although most illocutionary acts must be
uttered, not all of them are. For instance, I can promise through a note,
request through a formal letter or profess my love through a personal letter.
And even those illocutionary acts as ordinarily spoken in order to carry its
force can be written down. Their force, however, is necessarily weakened
(Hollis 1983,76). This is the case in literature-literature being taken to
mean poetry here. Hollis, therefore, totally disagrees with Austin when the
latter said that a performative utterance that is said by an actor or written in
apoem is "in apeculiarway hollow orvoid."As he (1965, 22)argues:

Language in such circumstances is in special ways-
intelligibly-used not seriously, but in waysp arasitic upon its
normal use-ways which fall underthe doctrine ofthe etiolations
oflanguage. Allthis we are excludingfrom consideration. Our
performative utterances, felicitous or not, are to be understood
as issued in ordinarv circumstances.

Hollis and Ohmann both show thatAustin's emphasis on the normal
use of language prevents him from taking seriously the presence of
illocutionary act in literature. They show that literature is recognized as
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literature precisely because of its nonnormal use of language, but that this is
not a legitimate ground for considering the illocutionary acts in it to be
"hollow orvoid." Hollis (1983,77) quotes Dennis Baronwho says:

The literary speech act differs from other perlocutionary acts

in that the reality brought into existence works a change on the
audience (i.e., creates an effect) not by its literal truth value but
by the principal means offoregrounding available to literature:
the casting of the narration into a fictional mode within the
communicationevent.

Samuel Levin, according to Hollis ( I 983, 77), corroborated Ohmann's
view that in literature, the illocutionary force is mimetic. There is a "higher
sentence" that is taken for granted by readers when they deal with poetry-
the idea that the poet, before writing the first line ofhis or her poem, imagines
himself or herself in and invites the reader to conceive a world in which the
poem can be situated, its characters defined, its verses uttered by a persona.

In this context, the persona's speech acts can successfully carry illocutionary
force.

What happens to the felicity rules in this case? Having legitimized the
world of poetry in its fictional mode, we must allow the fact that an
illocutionary act carried out in a poem firlfills all four rules. What is essential,

however, is to show that there are two parties involved in this imaginary
world, following Searle's emphasis onthe social function ofspeech acts. In
poetry we have the persona, on the one hand, and the audience, on the
other. Thus, audience involvement is a necessary requirement for a successfirl
delivery ofthe illocutionary force.

Hollis (1983, 88) rediscovers Jakobson's statement in "Closing
statement: Linguistics and poetic5"-

The particularities ofdiverse poetic genres imply a differently
ranked participation of the other verbal functions along with the
dominant poetic function. Epic poetry, focused on the third
person, strongly involves the referential function oflanguage:
the lyric, oriented toward the first person, is intimately linked
with the emotive function: poetry ofthe second person is imbued
with the conative function and is either supplicatory or
exhortative, depending on whether the first person is
subordinated to the second one or the second to the first.

Since illocutionary acts are made to one or more persona, one must
then be on the lookout for the use ofthe second personal pronoun "you"
(whether used for an individual or a group of individuals) in studying a
poet's style, for only a direct addressee can be intensely engaged with;
only "you" in a poem can maintain the attenuated power ofan illocutionary
force.
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Having made the importance of audience involvement in writing
literature, Hollis then proceeds to exemplif, different kinds of illocutionary
acts by taking samples from Whitman's Leaves of grass. To enable us to
use the same method in studying Mabanglo's Kung di man, let us summarize
the guidelines Hollis proposes in using the theory of speech acts as a form
ofliterary criticism:

l. The critic must bear in mind that illocutionary force in
poetry is mimetic, that is it is only imitative of the word (or of
the "normal" use of language). Everything in it, therefore,
must be dealt with in the context of imagination.

2. There must be two parties involved. The persona in the
poem must directly address the reader or readers by the use of
the second personal pronoun "you" in order that the reader or
readers may identifli with the imagined addressee.a

Do the poems in Kung di manuse illocutionary force as style? How
does this help the affective delivery ofthe poems?s

II

The kinds of illocutionary acts are summarized in Hollis (1933)
according to the taxonomy proposed by Searle (19i9) in Expression and
meaning:

Assertives. The point or purpose of the members of the
assertive class is to commit the speaker (in varying degrees) to
something being the case, to the truth of the expressed
proposition.

Directives. The illocutionary point ofthese consists in the
fact that they are attempts. . . by the speaker to get the hearer to
do something.

Commissives. ...Those illocutionary acts whose point is to
commit the speaker (again in varying degrees) to some future
course ofaction.

Expressives. The illocutionary point of this class is to
express the psychological state specified in the sincerity
condition about a state of affairs specified in the propositional

. content...
Declaratives. It is the defining characteristic of this class

that the successful performance of one of its members brings
about the correspondence between propositional content and
reality.

It is according to this taxonomy that Mabanglo,s verses are to be
classified.6 As in any love poetry one will find that Mabanglo's poems are
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expressive ofthe joy as well as the anguish of a lover, sometimes pining,
sometimes blaming, and most ofthe time pleading for more chances to be with
the beloved. The intensity ofthese themes, it is to be shown, are achieved by
the poet's use of illocutionary acts in her verses. Her goal, obviously, is to be
able to connect, to communicate with the subject of all her feelings.

Assertives are described as "illocutionary acts that undertake to
represent a state ofaffairs, whether past, present, future, or hypothetical,
e.g., stating, claiming, hypothesizing, describing, predicting, telling,
insisting, suggesting, or swearing that something else is the case" (see
Hollis 1983, 69). Usually, in order for a lover to woo a beloved, he or she
must assert to the other that his or her own life depends on the other's
existence. The persona in Mabanglo's poems tries to do this: to convince
the addressee that he or she is the source of life without whom life would
be miserable. The following lines attempt to achieve this:

Ipininta ko ang mga arew na wala ka rito:
l4talang bubuglaw sa kanbas kundi larawan mo. (Poem 8)

[I painted the days when you weren't here:
nothing but your image will disturb the canvas.]

Walang araw na di kita nagugunita;
Panauhin ng balintataw ko ang iyong mukha,
Puno ng tinig mo ang aking tainga.
Kuyom ang alaala ng mga salat mo, Sinta. (Poem l8)

[Not a day passes by when I do not think of you:
Your face is my eyes'guest,
My ears are filled with your voice, 

,,

The memory ofyour touch is in rny hands, my love.]

In "Tila ako si Bidasari" the persona insists that she is comparable to
the Muslim princess in the greatness of her love, describing her own
experience of waiting for the sultan:

Tila ako is Bidasari-
Patay sa araw, buhay sa gabi:
Naghihintay kay Sultan Mogindra
Na sa buhay ko'y ihari;
Naghihintay ng maalamat na halik
Na isisiil mo sa dagat na dibdib
Upang ibangon ako
Sa masasamyong panagimp. (Poem 1 7)

[t am like Bidasari-
Dead at daytime, alive at night:
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Waiting for Sultan Mogindra
Who is to be king inmy life;
Waiting forthe mythical kiss
That you will lay in my ocean bosom
Towakeme
From fragrant dreams.]

The obsession felt by the love is also told to the beloved in the
following lines:

Hindi mo alam, iniuwi kita noong hapon,
At naging mapaggambala na ang gabi / Simula noon.

Mula rin noon,
Anino kang sumusunod sa aking anino
Busilok na liwanag na sa mata ko'y
Nagp ap amu I at. (P oem I 9)

[You do not know, I brought you home that afternoon
and the nights have become disturbed / Since then.

Also, since then,
You've been a shadow following my shadow
Bright light that opens
My eyes.l

Since directives are acts that intend to make the addressee do
something, it becomes indispensable in Mabanglo's love poems. Rarely
commanding, but most of the time pleading and requesting, this is the
persona's best bet at getting the beloved's attention and getting the
beloved to respond. The collection abounds with this type of illocutionary
acts. In "Kahit sa telepono" (Poem I ), in "Ibig kang makita,, (poem 3), and
in "Unang latay ng pag-Ibig" (Poem 4), the persona implores the beloved
to give a little (something) to satisfu hisftrer wanting:

Maanong patakan kahit sansaglit
Yaring kalis--

Ay, aking Mahal, maano ngang kahit
sa telepono

Ang kalis ko'y lagayan
Pahamugan saglit man
Ang dibdib kong natitigang. (Poem 1)

[Please let even just a moment drip into
mycuP-
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Oh, my Love, even just on
the telephone
Pour some drink into my cup
Moisten just for a minute
My parched bosom.l

Bayaang sa hangin tula ito ihibik
Dumating sa iyong matimyas na halik. (Poem 3)

[Allow me to blow this into the wind
to bring you a sweet kiss.]

Isang datya, isang sulyap, isang tawag
Liyagin mo ako kahit sa pangarap
Mahal tigibin ako ng mababangong pangako,
Sa gabing ito,
Dalawang katawa'y magtatagpo. (Poem 4)

[One touch, one glimpse, one call
Cheerme even in dreams
My love, fill me with sweet promises,
Tonight,
Ourtwo bodies will meet.l

In the following lines the persona invites the beloved to participate
in the game of love, giving instructions sometimes in grim seriousness and
sometimes in aplayful manner:

Bayaang mabunyag sa dibdib na hubad
Ang layong inaawit ng halik at hawak.

Sambahin ang panahong kapiling kita,'
At luwalhatit dalamhati'y di magkaiba. (Poem 5)

[Let it be divulged in my naked bosom
the distance that kisses and touch cover.
Worship the time that you're with me;
And joy and sorrow become one and the same.]

Halina, / Kita'y maghanapan ! (Poem 6)

fCome, /Hide and seek!]

" Patayin mo ang ilaw,
"Isaramo ang bintana;
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"Sige, kunin mo nang lahat";
Ang dasal ko'y ganap na natupad. (Poem 7)

["Turn offthe lights,
"Close the windows;

"Go on, take everything";
My prayers have all been granted.]

Huwag kang mag-alalaT
Di na ko tumatangis. (Poem 8)

[Don'tworry
I am no longer weeping.]

Kayat huwag na akong ibigin ng habambuhay
Sapat na ang sampirasong panahon,
B1sta_
Ibigin ako nang buong pagsuyot alab
Habang angmga saglit ay kanitang
pinagliliyab (Poem 9)

[That's why, don't love me forever
A moment in time is enough,
As long as-
You love me with all your heart
While in this moment
We burn in passion.]

Kayat doon, / Doon mo iamba
And salakab na dudupit
Sa mala'y ko I pagkamulat.
Lambat mo'y ihagis,
Ihain ang bitay,
Lamayin ako sa iyong magdamag. (poem 17)

[There, /That's where you aim
The weapon that will crush
My consciousness.
Throw the net,
Ready the noose,
Grieve me all through the night.l

Togetherwithdirectives, commissives are ableto show very effectively
the desire of the persona to own the beloved's attention by committing
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herself/himselfto do certain things. Commissives are used in these poems
to attract the beloved and maintain this attraction by promising:

Magpapahabag ako sa telepono
Upang makalagok ng alak ng tinig mo;

Iinumin koT sadyang di sasairin
Anumang sa kalis ay padadaluyin,
Balak ko palibhasang mga labi'y likumin
At sq qlaala'y isa-isang tuhugin.

Pagsapitng gabi, mulit-muli kong
kakalasin

Ang nabuong kuwintas ng pag-uusap natin. (Poem 1)

[I will humble myself on the telephone
to have a sip of the wine ofyour voice;

I will drink up to the last drop
Whateveryou will pour into my cup,
Because I plan to gather your lips
And string them one by one in my memory.

When nighttime comes, I will unstring again
'The necklace of our conversation.

Habang hinihimod ng silahis
Magdamag na tinalik ng ulan,
Aalalahanin kita.
Aalolahanin kita,
Sapagkat sa iyo,
Nabuksan ko ang talaarawan
Nangwalang takot.

Pangungulilang
Titik sa aking talaarawan,
Aalalahanin kita.
Aalalahanin kita
Sapagkat ikaw lamang, ikaw. (Poem l0)

[While being caressed by the first rays of the sun
After being ravished by the rain all night long,
I will rememberyou.
I will rememberyou,
Because ofyou,
I was able to open my joumal
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Without fear.

Through words of loneliness
Inmy joumal
I will rememberyou.
I will rememberyou

Because you alone, you.]

Titiisin ang gabi, gaano man kahaba
Ihahabi kita ng libong tula
Habang hinihintay ang umagang nasq. (Poem 1 1)

[I will bear with the night, no matter how long
I will weave you a thousand poems
While waiting for the moming I hope for.l

Declaratives are probably the ones used extensively by Austin in
introducing the "performatives" for these are "acts that bring about the
state ofaffairs they referto, e.g., blessing, firing, baptizing, bidding, passing
sentence" (Hollis 1983, 7 3).

Mabanglo's collection, howeveq lacks this declarative type ofillocution
for the simple reason that the persona, being the lover, does not avail himself/
herselfofany position ofauthority. Thus, the persona is not able to bless,
fire, baptize, bid or pass sentences. He/She is, more often than not, a
supplicant, asking for something, begging for love or hoping.T Except
perhaps, as a challenger, he/she says these words to the lover,

Kung ibig mo akong makilala
Lampasan mo an.g guhit ng mahugis na balat

Sunduin mo ako sa himlayang dilim
At sa madlang pagsukol ng

inunang hilahil
Ibangon ako at saka palayain.

Ialay mong lahat ito sa akin
Kung ibig mo akong kilalanin
Sisirin mo ako hanggang buto,
Liparin mo ako hanggang utak,
Umilanglang ka hanggang kaluluwa-(Poem 2)

I Ifyou want to know me
Go beyond the outlines ofthe shapely skin

Fetch me from the dark where I lay
And from the trappings of old sorrow
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Pick me up and then free me.

Offer rne all ofthis
Ifyouwantto know me
Dive into my bones,
Fly up into my mind,
Soar up to my soul-]

III

The use of illocutionary acts as style in Mabanglo's collection of
love poems may be better gleaned by reading the selected poems in their
entirety. It is, however, clearly shown in the preceding pages that the
author's use of the device follows the two guidelines previously set: the
presence of mimesis or imitative world in the poems and the heavy use of
the second personal pronoun "you" (the Filipino pronoun "ikaw" appear
also as "ka," "kita," and "kata" depending on its use in the poems.)

The poet does not use language in the "normal" sense but instead
puts the reader and the audience in a world of make believe where the
reader as the persona is the lover, wooing, waiting for, hurting because
of the beloved, while the audience is silently invited to play the part of
the pursued, spuming or willing beloved. And as the experience of loving
and being loved is universal, it is easy for one to be led into this mimetic
world.

Stronger is the poems' effect because the author writes "ikaw" (you),
instead of "siya" (helshe) in the verses, making sure that the audience is
deeply involved in the ongoing (while being read) romance. (It is no wonder,
therefore, that when Mabanglo reads her poems-being an excellent reader
herself--the audience is usually moved to tears.) She has achieved that
"personal involvement and intensity" necessary for the poem's affective
nature by the use of illocutionary acts. Imagine how it would be if the
persona in the poem told astory instead of talkedto the addressee. The
poems would probably have been less intense and effective.

The verses taken from the collection to exemplify the various
illocutionary acts mentioned may be subject to discussion. Being in
Filipino, the lines may be representative of not just one but two or more
illocutionary acts, especially when translations are attempted at. But that
is beyond the scope of this paper, the point of which is to show that
illocutionary acts can be used as a literary device, thus extending the
"use" of speech acts from verbal to written form. Having done this one
feels that we have come a long way ffom Austin's half-sarcasm (1965, 104)
in How to do things with words that in the parasitic use of language (as in
literature) one does not "attempt to do anything, as Walt Whitman does
not seriously incite the eagle of liberty to soar."

In the poet's world, Whitman did incite the eagle to soar and
Mabanglo did invite her readers to fall in love.s
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NOTES

1. The focus on illocutionary act is understandable, for literary style
would not focus on syntax and grammar (locution) nor on the audience's
response (perlocution).

2. The choice is not entirely whimsical. I have always loved the poetry
ofElyniaMabanglo and I have always been fascinated by the way her words-
and these being in Filipino makes them all the more engaging----captivate her
audience whether as listeners to a poetry-reading or readers of her works. I
chose this particular volume because it is a collection of love poems which, to
my mind, allows a more intense delivery ofillocutionary acts.

3 According to Dr. Rolando Gripaldo, in a class lecture in I 995, if it were
written, it would cease to be an illocutionary act as an illocutionary act is an
utterance or a speech act. Unless uttered in an actual speech situation, it is
simply a potential speech act although, of course, it still has meaning and
illocutionary force as when a note is handed to someone near the window:
"Please open the window" This someone reads or utters it silenly as a thought.

4. Hollis qualifies this by discussing the character of some poems as

being "overheard." When the reader cannot identify with the "you" in the
poem as when the personal talks to himself or herself, or addresses other
objects, the readerthen becomes an eavesdropper. He or she then "overhears"
the illocutionary act or acts inthe verses.

5. The translations ofthe poems into English are mine. These are,
however, more literal translations rather than an attempt at a poetic
correspondence between the Filipino verses and the English translations.
The main purpose is to render the illocutionary act understandable to non-
Filipino-speaking readers. Ideally, though, the poems should be understood
inFilipino.

6. Thenumber atthe end ofeach excerpt identifiesthe poem from which
it was taken. A list is provided at the end of the paper.

7. The absence of declaratives, however, does not invalidate the claim
that the poet has used illocutionary acts as a device to allow her verses to
deliverthe message of emotion.

8. In defense ofAustin's claim that speech acts in poetry are "hollow,"
Dr. Gripaldo has the following comments which, more than merely tangential
to the thesis ofthis paper, may be used as a springboard for another related
paper on speech acts. Gripaldo points out that there is actually no contradiction
between whatAustin said and what Hollis claimed. He agrees with Hollis that
in poetry there are illocutionary acts performed by the reader ofthe poems
(speaker) and the hearer (audience). These are, however, mimetic, or in the
realm of the imagination, as we have pointed out in the paper. Ifthe poem is
not read aloud, it makes no sense to speak of the illocutionary act (in the
"mimetic" form), but perhaps of the illocutionary thought ("potential"
illocutionary act). He brings up the difficulty that will be encountered when
the hearer is the reader himselflherself It seems that the reader/hearer performs
the illocutionary act and experiences the illocutionary effectatthe same time.
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This situation will show thatthe utterance ofthe illocutionary act is nonnormal,
again, as we have discussed. Bu! on the other hand, Gripaldo insists that
Austin is right in saying that the illocutionary act in reading poetry is "hollow"
from the point ofview ofthe normal utterance (performance) of such an act.
To Gripaldo's mind, therefore, both Hollis and Austin are correct ifwe specify
the context ofthe illocutionary act, i.e, in literature or in actual speech reality.
This, however, does not directly contradict the thesis ofthis paper.
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KUNG DIMAN:

1. Kahitsatelepono
2 Kungibigmoskongmakilala
3. Ibigkangmakita
4. Unanglataynglamig
5. Ang mga sandaling kapiling kita
6. Taguan
7. Lugod
8. Angmgaaraw nawalakarito
9. Ayokong maniwalang walang hanggan and pag-i big mo
I 0. Sapagkat ikaw lang ikaw
I l Laging mahaba ang gabi
12. Sa iyo na hindi ko masabi ang ngalan
13. Ibig kang bulabugin
14.Iniisipka
15. Salamat

16. Paano ko sasabihin?
17. TilaakosiBidasari
18. Yakap
1 9. Nang huli tayong magkita
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The position of the other in identity politics is a defining
place for subject formation for it serves as a space not
only to delineate what one is not, but also where one
dffirs. This paper inquires into the political implications
to Filipino identity formation of looking at Thailand as a
"parallel other." In this context, suchform of otherness
is considered not as a subordinated alterity, but as a
template upon which one can locate a meaning that
would otherwise be dismissed as incoherent or
unrecognizable. It is through the lens of the Thai
experience that the paper locates the formation of
Filipino identity, not as an inferior position, but just as
a different modality for finding social meaning. It is
through this that the paper shows the possibility of
locating in the Thai template a canvas upon which the
Filipino political experience can be drawn and mapped.

INTRODUCTION

The other in identity politics is a defining place for subject
formation for it serves as a space to delineate what one is not and
where one is different from. While the position of "not being" may
appear to be the same as the position of "being different," it is argued
that in fact it is distinctly different, considering that even if one is
not the other, the position of otherness can still become a parallel
domain of similarities. In this paper, what is highlighted is the fact
that while I am not a Thai, and Thailand is an "other" it being not
the place where I define my being a subject, there are parallelisms
between the manner by which certain Thai social institutions shape
the existence of being Thai and those by which Filipino social
institutions shape the existence of being Filipino.
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The main focus of this paper is the inquiry into the political
implications of looking at Thailand as a "parallel other," to identity
formation, particularly on postmodern identities. tt will be argued
that there is enormous potential in looking at parallel otherness in
deepening an understanding of power as practiced in the shaping of
the self and the subject.

POLITICS OF OTHERNESS AND DIFFERENCE

The idea of "difference" takes its linguistic roots from Derrida
(1973,1982, 1988), who refers to it as efforts by human subjects to
use language, through oral and written forms, to differentiate the
meanings of "signifiers" (or symbols) in terms of the "other." Derrida,
using Saussure (1983), considers language as a system of"signifiers"
in which social meaning is established not from the signifiers'
correspondence to a world they are supposed to represent but instead
in terms of their inherent relations to "difference." As Agger (1998:
58) pointed out using a Derridean framework, "meaning is a product
of linguistic difference rather than of language's representational
correspondence to the world." This process of constructing social
meanings becomes political when language acquires the capacity to
establish hierarchies and obscure otherness. Derrida argues that
language is not capable of transparently conveying social meaning.
In fact, language tends to simplify the cornplexity of human
experiences, even as it effectively hides the inherent hierarchies that
reside there. This is done through the effective use of dichotomies to
privilege one position by defining it in terms of "presence" of certain
desirable traits, and then define the "other" position in the dichotomy
as a subordinated "alterity" (or difference) marked by the absence of
such traits. Thus, ferrininity acquires a social meaning only through
its difference from or "alterity" to masculinity, which is the privileged
position in the dichotomy of maleness/femaleness. The political
implications of this is expressed as the discursive roots of patriarchy,
where women are subordinated to men in a male-ordered world where
maleness becomes the privileged "presence" and femaleness is the
non-male "other" whose subordinated alterity is defined as the absence
of such maleness.

However, through his concept of "deferral," Derrida argues that
the construction of social meaning is never final, fixed nor stable,
and that there is a pervasive "undecidability" whiclr denies any
textual vantage a privileged position relative to the establishment of
social meaning. This enables political contestations and makes it
possible for alternative meanings to emerge and provide challenges.
Otherness and difference have been defined in the context of social
marginalization, where positions of "difference," brought upon by
social and political cleavages, such as class, race, and gender, are
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used to define the "other" as positions of marginalization. In fact,
Derrida's argument about difference and alterity posits the existence
of a hierarchy that makes alterity a subordinate position. However,
the position ofthe "other" is also useful in launching acts ofresistance
against the dominant social and political institutions, through
movements associated with identity politics. This is also enabled
by Derrida, through his concepts of "defferal" and "undecidability,"
in which he argued about the instability of texts to produce social
meaning, and the inability of any one framework to provide stability
to such texts, respectively.

The historical context for the production of otherness and
difference, in terms of presence and alterity, is a challenging task in
colonized societies, when the "other" is now an integral part of the
"self' and that there is a complex web of identity templates which
make it difficult to simplify categories into linguistic dualisms. To
define a "Filipino" in the context of what is not a "Filipino," and to
further argue that the latter denotes the "Western" presence that is
privileged vis-d-vis the local Filipino alterity, are extremely difficult
tasks. To search for signifiers to define "being" a Filipino on the
basis of what is "not being one" is complicated by the historical
legacies of colonial rule, where layers of alienation have become
the characteristic trait of the process of "becoming." This is further
made complicated by a globalized environment, in which the process
of colonization is no longer done by invading armies and friars, but
by invasive symbolic force.s facilitated by the information
superhighway. There is also a concept of the "other" as a parallel
alterity, one in which the other is not subordinated, but is simply a
position that is different. Hence, the logic of presence and alterity
does not exist as a hierarchical position of a privileged presence,
and where alterity is the subordinated absence relative to such
presence. This is what pervades the concept of"iba" (or "other") in
Sikolohiyang Pilipino (Filipino Psychology), where a person that is
"ibq" is not necessarily one who is subordinated, but is simply
different (Enriquez 1 994).

It is within these two domains of discomfort-the colonial
effect, and the nonhierarchical concept of difference and otherness,
that one can effectively locate the tensions, but also the opportunities,
for a re-imagination of the Filipino self vis-d-vis its Asian "others."
The Filipino self, as a product of colonial discourses and practices,
is a complex terrain for the production of identities vis-d-vis an
equally problematic Filipino other. The cultural constructs of what
defines "what we are not" fail to provide any reliable basis for what
really constitutes "us." This is due to the fact that ours is an
amalgamation of foreign influences, from our cuisine to our religion
to our systems of governance. This leads to a situation wherein
what is truly indigenous is in fact even considered as the "other" by
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the mainstream Westernized Filipino society. On the other hand,
there exists a social psychological terrain in which one can
occasionally find the nonhierarchical concept of alterity in indigenous
Filipino psychology, through our definition of "self'as less on being
different from the "other," but more through our self-identification
with "others" to which we can share close affinity, and therefore a
sense of trust and community that renders the "other" as no longer
different from us. This paper will contextualize this re-imagination
of the Filipino self as it encounters a parallel Asian "other," the Thai.

ENCOUNTERING THAILAND AS A PARALLEL OTHER

Thailand is a country that is, on the surface, very much different
from the Philippines. It is a Constitutional Monarchy, while the
Philippines is a Republican state. It has never been directly colonized,
while the Philippines has been under two colonial rulers. It is
predominantly Buddhist while the Philippines is predominantly
Roman Catholic. It is a single land mass while the Philippines is an
archipelago. Linguistically, it is more homogenous; its language is
tonal compared to the Philippines. There are fewer ethnic groups in
Thailand compared to the Philippines.

My personal interest in Thailand started as a venture into its
exotic culture and food. I began to have a liking of Thai cuisine
when I was in the United States as a graduate student. This was
driven by the fact that its use of spices and coconut milk was
something I was familiar with, growing up in the Bicol Region in
Southeastern part of Luzon Island in the Philippines, except that its
taste was more engaging and complex than the "Bicol Express,"
owing to the use of other spices and herbs in Thai cuisine. Thus, my
personal encounters with Thailand as an "other" began with a sense
of familiarity even as I was also engaged by its being different.
Beyond food, I also relished the sensation not only ofthe different
culinary tastes, but of the sense of empowerment when I am able to
pronounce the difficult Thai names in ways which Thais themselves
considered as almost like being a natural. I was so mesmerized by
my first sight of the krathongs floating in the lagoon near the East
West Center during the November festivities held by the Thai
Students Association, a visual image which became embedded in
my own construction of my self as a Filipino in my own definition
of my identity. It was an experience that was both alien and
welcoming.

This fascination with the Thai culture was further embedded
in my sense of being during one of my official visits, now as a young
professor doing research in community-based forestry, in one of the
Royal Forestry projects in Northern Thailand. As our vehicle bearing
the Thai Flag was traveling on a narrow mountain road, we
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encountered a long line of primary students on their way from
school who were in various stages of youthful playfulness, but
whose revelry shifted to formal reverence as they executed the
wai in linear succession almost like dominoes as soon as we passed
by them and they saw the emblem of authority in our RFD vehicle.
At that instant moment, I felt deprived as a colonized Filipino now
living in a society whose local traditions have been replaced by
Western imprints. I looked for an equivalent experience in my
travels in my own country, and found the search difficult.

The Thai became an exotic other that has attracted not only my
personal appetite for novel experiences, but also my academic
endeavors. I was fortunate that my scholarly pursuits have brought
me to Thailand on many occasions. In all these years, I have
established a strong partnership with Thailand-based scholars
(though not necessarily Thai nationals) and academic institutions,
as well as scholars interested in Thailand, to provide me the
opportunities to savor the sights, sounds, smells, and tastes of Thai
culture even as I go through my scholarly pursuits. This was further
given impetus when I was awarded the Asia Fellowships by the Asian
Scholarship Foundation, which enabled me to stay in Thailand,
mostly in Chiang Mai, for a period of six months to conduct an in-
depth research on the linkages between political transformation and
forest governance. I conducted the research as a comparative study
between Thailand and the Philippines. The experience provided me
a new avenue to locate my ontological reflections about Thailand as
a familiar "other." Indeed, my research revealed that Thailand is
very much different from the Philippines. But in the same template
of comparison, I also discovered the presence of significant
parallelisms in the historical trajectories that shaped the development
of forest governance institutions, and the similar implications of what
otherwise could appear as divergent modes of political
transformation. A closer look at these transformations even revealed
some similarities in terms of historical patterns and tipping points
in the trajectories, although presented through different historical
events and forms.

Thailand has no history of direct colonization, of which the
Philippines has plenty. Nevertheless, the historical trajectories of
both countries reveal a commonality in the general structure by which
political spaces are contested in search for freedom and are
consequently opened for democratic participation by civil society
forces. Both countries are children of authoritarianism, with Thailand
experiencing much of its post-absolute monarchy period under
military rule, and the Philippines experiencing about l4 years of
Martial Law under Ferdinand Marcos. While political and economic
elites in Thailand have their own autonomous spheres (phongpaichit
and Baker 1995), which was only broken during the period of prime
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Minister Thaksin Shinawatra, the boundaries between them are
porous in the case of the Philippines. Howeveq despite this difference
in the structural origins, elites in both countries were able to establish
political institutions that were exclusive of ordinary people. The state
in both countries emerged as a domain for elite privilege, and a
site for elite competition. This led to a yearning for a kind of
freedom that was associated less with the State serving its contract
with the people, but more as expressed through political rights based
on legal entitlements and the right to self-determination. This is
consistent with James Scott's (1998) argument that the concept of
freedom in the Southeast Asian context is found not in association
with the State, but in being freed from its power.

The waves of social and democratic movements which
challenged elite politics in both countries share many similarities.
From working in clandesline mode during the early years, civil
society forces composed of students, academics, and the middle-class
joined forces with workers and peasants to eventually openly
challenge authoritarian forces manifested in the military-led
government in Thailand and the martial law regime in the Philippines.
These culminated in people-led events that led to regime change,
with the People Power "Revolution" in the Philippines ousting
Ferdinand Marcos in 1986, and mass demonstrations in Thailand
paving the way for a full return to civilian government in 1992 (see
Table 1). Communist movements also emerged in both countries,
albeit differing in their outcomes, with the Thai State effectively
neutralizing theirs even as forces of the left remain in the Philippines,
though in a much reduced state of potency. It is also interesting to
note that Islamic secessionist movements are present in the Southern
portions of both countries, even as more efforts for institutionalizing
autonomy arrangements have been exerted in the Philippines
compared to Thailand.

My engagement of Thai political institutions was done in the
context of a comparative study of forest governance, particularly in
the role of civil society movements in the development of forest
policy (Contreras 2003). This inquiry has revealed enormous levels
of similarities in the historical trajectories. Both countries have a
kind of forestry science that draws its roots from a colonial discourse,
even if Thailand was not directly colonized like the philippines. Such
science was deployed to lend support to the extractive activities
which colonial forces enable, and which State structures and policies
have formalized. The ensuing plunder of forest reSources has
resulted in steep ecological and social costs, which eventually led
to the mobilization of social forces in civil society to provide
alternative discourses for forest management and governance.
These parallel patterns in terms of broad trajectories, howeveq had their
distinct manifestation in each of the two countries, owing much to the
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Table 1. Key Political Events

r 896

1 898

1932

1946

1972

r986

Philippines
Spanish Colonization

Philippine Revolution

American Colonization

Philippines gained
independence from the
United States

Declaration of Martial Law

EDSA I people power
"revolution" : President
Ferdinand Marcos ousted

EDSA 2 people power:
President Joseph Estrada
ousted

Attempts to oust President
Gloria Macapagal Arroyo
through impeachment and
coups failed

Thailand
Absolute monarchy

Establishment of
Constitutional
Monarchy

Military dorninated Thai
Government

Full return of civilian
government after massive
demonstrations in Bangkok

Prirne Minister Thaksin
Shinawatra ousted through
a coup

2000

divergent political and economic structures that precede and contain
the transformation (see Table 2).

The development of democratic institutions in Thailand and
the Philippines offer divergent trajectories, even as one can find
similarities in the form in which they are manifested. One of the
defining moments in the historical trajectories of both countries is
the role of social institutions in the maintenance of social and
political stability, albeit differently manifested. In Thailand, the
Monarchy has been seen as a source of social and political
consolidation. From becoming an absolute source of political power
during the pre-1932 period, it became a constitutional source
ofstability that enabled Thai polity to navigate the otherwise
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Table 2. Development of Forest Governance Institutions

l 863

Philippines

Establishment of Inspeccion
General del Montes

Enactment of the Philippine
Forestry Act

Existence of the Philippine
Council for Wood Industry
Development (PCWID)

Passage ofthe Forestry
Reform Code

Implementation of the
Forest Occupancy
Management Program (FOM)

Implementation of the
Comrnunal Tree Farming
Program (CTF)

Implementation of the
Family Approach to
Reforestation Program (FAR)

Thailand

Establishment of the Royal
Forest Service (later to be
renamed as the Royal Forest
Department or RFD)

Enactment of the First Thai
Law to Protect Forests

Establishment of a separate
Forest Industrial
Organization (FIO)

Passage ofthe Land Code
which enabled farmers to
own the land they cultivate

Conversion of FIO into a
parastatal under the Ministry
ofAgriculture and
Cooperative, separate from
RFD

Implementation of the
Forest Village Program
which granted amnesty to
residents of public forests
and provided funds for
forest village development

Implementation of the Sit
Thi Thamkin as a
community-oriented

t904

r938

t947

t954

1956

1970

197 5

t978

1979
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t982

I 985

I 988

1989

r 990

1992

Issuance of Letter of Instr.
(LOI) 917 which mandated
all logging concessions
to allocate 5 percenl. of their

areas to wilderness reserves

Issuance of Presidential
Decree (PD) 1159
requiring loggers to reforest
their concession areas

Issuance ofLOI 1260
establishing the
Integrated Social Forestry
Program (ISFP)

Establishrnent of the Natural
Resources Development
Corporation (NRDC)

Launching of a nationwide
reforestation program through
Department Administrative
Order (DAO) 39, which
included participation by civil
society and local communities

Implementation of the
Community Forestry Program
(CFP) through DAO 123

Implementation of the Forest
Land Management Program
(FLMP) through DAO 71

Passage of the National
Integrated Protected Areas
System (NIPAS) Law
through Republic Act
(RA) 7586

Passage ofthe Local
Governrnent Code through

project but was seen more
as a counter-insurgency
measure

Beginning of civil society
activism in forest
governance

Passage of the National
Forest Policy

Imposition of total logging
ban

Civil society forces called
on government to legislate
a community forestry law

Implementation of Ihe Khor
Jor Kor Program, which
required the resettlement of
forest-based cornm un ities

Banning of private plantations
that were more than eight
hectares

Revision of the 1985 National
Forest Policy by increasing
the area ofprotection forests
25%o and decreasing the area

RA 7I on forests to 75o/o
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r993

r994

I 995

1996

1997

Nationwide implementation
of CFP was mandated
throtrgh DAO 22

Launching ofthe Forest
Land Managernent Program
(FLMP)

Institutionalization of
Cornmunity Organizing
as an approach in the
implementation of forestry
progralns through DAO 62

Issuance ofExecutive
Order (EO) 263 which
adopted community-based
lorest rnanagernent as a
national policy

Passage of the Indigenous
People's Rights Act (IPRA)
through RA 8371

Commercial Forest
Plantations were again
legalized

Launching of a nationwide
reforestation program

Drafting of a comrnunity
forestry bill

Passage of the Wang Narn
Khew resolution that
recognized the coexistence
ofpeoples and forests

j

Revocation ol the resolution
and reversal to the old
strategies for forest
management

I 998

tumultuous, and on many occasions, bloody political transitions. The
institution of the monarchy permeates the consciousness of the Thai
identity, effectively providing both the necessary restraint and
impetus for political and social action and arrangements, with the
former being the case in the role of the King in tempering the bloody
events of 1992, and the latter manifested in the manner by which
legitimacy was bestowed on the coup of 2006 which ousted prime
Minister Thaksin Shinawatra. The Thai Monarchy has been
effectively embedded in Thai consciousness as well as in the
operations of its social and political institutions. It became the salient
force that both shapes and restrains the development of the Thai
"self." It has become the lifeblood for Thai social capital, as it
becomes a force that cements collective action particularly during
times of crisis.
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The Philippines does not have a Monarch to rein in its political
excesses. The tempering presence of a benevolent king is a visual
image that has no historical presence in postcolonial Philippines.
However, the Filipino derived its sense of political restraint as well
as motivation from a variety of social institutions. The Catholic
Church has for many times provided that role, but has since waned.
On separate occasions, religion has provided either the conservative
force that quelled dissent, or the progressive force that inspired
resistance. The 1986 events that led to the ouster of President
Ferdinand Marcos saw how the institutionalized Church, particularly
represented through the iconic presence of Jaime Cardinal Sin,
became a significant player in the history of political mobilization.
Nevertheless, such display of influence was seen as more of an
outcome of a confluence of events, rather than as a controlling driver
for resistance. Such event is a powerful revelation of the potency
not of a single institution to provide the leverage for collective action,
but of a larger, perhaps amorphous, civil society that manifests
enormous capacity to provide social capital. Our sense of
"monarchy" lies not in the visible institution of the king and its
sometimes invisible political power, as seen in Thailand, but on the
relatively invisible array of multiple "communities" that are visibly
manifested in the way Filipino political life is able to survive despite
its many crises. Social capital in the Philippines is thus firmly rooted
in its organic base in civil society, interpreted broadly to include
institutions beyond the private domain of the household but do not
exist in the official domain of the State.

It is this organic nature of social capital, one that I see not
lodged in formal state institutions, but in local communities and
their attendant institutional processes, which foster resiliency,
creativity, and the capacity among Filipinos to bear the burdens of
modern life. The Filipino sense of moving on, of "pakikisama,"
and of the image of the "fiesta" makes it possible for social collectives
to maintain stability. The images of Filipinos celebrating like a
festival the otherwise dangerous events such as the People Power
mobilization along EDSA in 1986 is an imprint of a people whose
politics derive its logic not from the formal rituals of government
but from the ordinary rituals of community. A personalistic attitude
towards politics, seen in the easy association of politics with celebrity,
makes the Filipino relocation of politics to a familiar terrain of social
meanings, away from the exclusive halls of the State and its
institutional and organizational abodes,.as an effective counter-
discourse to elite politics. The elevation of the celebrity politician
to a significant position in Philippine political life is integral of the
resistive conceptualizations of politics, where resistance is no longer
driven by an overt reading ofideology as a grand narrative, but as a
silent force that enables people to smile despite their sufferings. This
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becomes what constitutes, in the context of Pierre Bourdieu's
(1991) work, our "habitus."

The idea of an enigmatic smile in a world of suffering has
always been the object both of awe and condemnation. There are
those who lament that kind of smile as a symbolic form of
acquiescence to domination, and which makes it possible for elites
to establish a kind of social and political stratification whose
foundations lie on a consciousness that propel such domination
through the power of silent, if not smiling, acceptance. Others,
however, would see in these smiles a form of social autonomy that
exists outside the confines of repression, and enable the ordinary
experience of happiness as a protective shell to insulate the citizen
from the corrupting effects of power politics as they are manifested
in formal social and political institutions, such as the state and its
associated forms of traditional politics.

My engagement of the Thai "other" actually emanates from
the parallelism of the Thai's search for and enjoyment of "sanuk."
Thailand is also referred to as the land of smiles. The drawing power
ofThai cuisine lies in its appeal to me not only with its being different
in terms of form manifested in a blend of spices and ingredients
distinct from ordinary Filipino cuisine. It is engaging since it
provides a structure for the search of the good life, shared in
communal eating, where a community actually celebrates its being
one not only as a sociological entity, but as an ontological construct.
Sharing a meal among Filipinos, dipping in a common sauce, eating
on a common plate, drinking local wine using a common glass, are
undoubtedly measures of how deep one is in community with those
who are "others." It becomes the transformation of the "other" from
becoming a different entity into one that is familiar. It becomes a

symbol for the subversion of 'ootherness" as a subordinated
difference. It is our version of searching for "sanuH' even as we
celebrate the power of community, which is the repository for our
social capital, our silent "monarchy."

POLITICAL IDENTITIES IN A POSTMODERN WORLD

The dominance of the image of the "smile" in my engagement
of the Thai as a familiar "other" of my Filipino "self is not without
its political implications. Politics here takes on two levels of meaning:
one being in terms of how power is exercised in visible institutions of
governance; the other in terms of how power is exercised as an invisible
force in the formation of political identities.

The resilience of the Filipino vis-d-vis the many crises that he/
she encounters is a silent force that has enabled him/her to survive.
The enormous capacity of the Filipino to convert tragedies into comic
situations has produced a Filipino citizen that has subjected the grand
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narrative of politics to irreverence, seen in his/her readiness to
treat politicians as capital for stand-up comedy shows, and the
talent to dish out political jokes to parody political events and
personalities. To the Filipino, politics is just one spectacle, a source
of amusement to a public that has accepted its limits, and has
searched elsewhere for political sanity. The Filipino has relocated
political logic in the domain of popular culture, as delivered through
mass media, information technology and through the internet.
Filipinos, while remaining as active participants in electoral
exercises, with the Philippines registering one of the highest voter
turnouts, have also become active participants in the new domain
of virtual reality and simulation which popular media has enabled-
as TV audience, cellphone users, SMS message senders and
receivers, and internet gamers, chatters, and bloggers. Thus, the
Filipino citizen has become a postmodern inhabitant of a
postmodernized community, one wherein traditional politics is no
longer seen as the only venlle for representation. Ideology is no
longer seen as a grand narrative authored by dead white men, but
as silent argument manifested in the social meanings of everyday
life-in the soap operas, game shows, and internet game rooms
where citizens have migrated to find their social bearings.

It is in these silent incarnations of ideology that the ,,smile',
becomes a subtle symbol for many forms of citizenship. A smile, when
matched with a shaking head is an expression of tolerance, a polite
demeanor of a citizen seemingly disgusted with the way government
has turned out, dismissive of the seriousness of the flaw but cognizant
ofthe authority that one has to acknowledge but not necessarily accept
and respect. A smile could also be a form of resistance hiding behind
the fagade of congeniality, a "weapon of the weak" particurarly when it
becomes the extemal facial expression that attends feigned ignorance.

The political events which are now labeled as,,EDSA 1,, and
"EDSA 2," with the former leading to the ouster of Ferdinand Marcos,
and the latter with that of Joseph Estrada, are events that have been
dominated by images of happiness among the crowd. Even as rage
was the driving force, the festive atmosphere in both occasions were
not seen as orgies leading to violence, but were more seen as a
counter-narrative to the dominant construct of a mass-based
mobilization. The term "people power,, to refer to nonviolent,
nonelectoral political transitions is an offspring of the first EDSA
and has since become part of the political discourse. It was later
appropriated to refer to democratic rnobilizations in Indonesia,
Malaysia, and Thailand, even in China. The presence of such a
"happy" atmosphere was manifested in the ,,smiling coup,, which
toppled Thaksin in 2006, when people merrily posed with soldiers
and their tanks, offered flowers to them, and the mood was
celebratory. This was in contrast to the bloody coups in the past,
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even including the massive mobilization that rocked Bangkok in
1992 in which the same "smiling" rage was absent.

Traditional and the more liberal political critics have launched
a guarded and qualified appreciation of the value of ..people power,'
and of extra-constitutional means to affect a political transition.
While the 1986 EDSA event was seen in a more positive light, the
second EDSA in 200 l, as well as the recent coup in Thailand in
2006 were seen in a less positive light by those who value more the
formal processes of constitutional democracy. There are those who
argued that the events in the Philippines and in Thailand are
dangerous developments vis-d-vis the need for constitutional
restraints on people power. These criticisms deploy the argument
that the best cure for ailing political systems still rest on a regime
change that is brought about by the rituals of electoral exercises,
rather than that of any form of extra-constitutional mobilization.

However, these criticisms fail to understand the organic roots
of political life. The modes by which power is institutionalized in
many societies, including that of Thailand and the philippines, are
less statistthan their visible appearances try to project. The discourse
of strong states is more to be seen as a public transcript that is used
by the elites to justify their attempts to control the lives of the ordinary
citizens, but are in fact unable to totally penetrate the hidden crevices
of their everyday lives. Despite the distinct differences between
Thai and Philippine political culture, the prevailing sense of
community that one finds in the organic internalization of institutions
that cement cohesion among the divergent forces in civil society
provide citizens alternative 'u".rtr", for political consolidation, and
for the production of political meanings and identities. In Thailand,
it is the reverence to the institution of the Thai Monarchy that serves
as the lifeblood for rituals of acceptance of either the status quo or
of challenges to it. In the Philippines, it is the organically rooted
sense of community that provides it the stability during times of
crises, even as it has also propelled forces ofdissent to affect political
transitions. In both of these cases, it is the sense of a coilective
"selfl' that has provided such political communities their power, a
"self' defined not in juridical notions of citizenship, but are in fact
ontologically grounded in the concept of being one with ..others.,,

The Filipinos have a term for this: "pakikisama'. and.,,pakiki-isa.,,
The Thais transcend otherness through an intermediary discourse of
loyalty to the King, who serves as a symbol of unity.

The Filipino desires a happy ending for the drama of life,
something which is not characteristic of most in Asia, including that
of Thailand, where the virtue of detachment is dominant. MostAsian
soap operas reflect this through its sad or, at best, melancholic
endings, even as Filipino soaps would always have to end in a happy
note. It is this predisposition that renders the Filipino a perfect
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audience to the drama of politics. The smiling face of the Filipino
political psyche will turn into rage when there is a dramatic moment
that highlights the soap operatic impact of a political event, and turn
the "bad ending" into something that could not be tolerated and must
be challenged not only with a frown but with a political movement.

The act of cheating in an election may cause anger among
Filipinos, but such would not be enough to mobilize such rage as a
driving force towards a political transition. Attempts to unseat Gloria
Macapagal Arroyo failed in the absence of a visible victim. Fernando
Poe Jr. was already dead at the time that the "Hello Garci"
controversy erupted. Despite the cinematic outburst captured live
on TV of the grieving widow, movie actress Susan Roces, the drama
was no longer there. She was simply seen as a character lashing out,
but not as a political figure around which people could rally. It
could have been different had Ms. Roces declared her leadership of
a political rnovement. Events in 1986 were, however, much different.
The tragic image of a grieving widow of an assassinated politician
being victimized by electoral fraud has provided the political drama
its focal character, and which found its expression in EDSA 1.

Similarly, in 2000, the drama of the impeachment process, which
has been likewise captured on TV served as the lynchpin which
translated anger into becoming a potent force for EDSA 2.

One can argue that the process of democracy in the Philippines
and Thailand are in better hands if left to organic structures and to
civil society institutions, instead of the formal processes associated
with statist political institutions. Civil society modes of
institutionalization in which the positive virtues of community, either
as a silent force that creates social capital, or as a consciousness
inspired by a visible institution such as the Thai Monarch, are allowed
to flourish. This is an appeal to a postmodern political practice, an
appeal to radical pluralism, and a celebration of a community-led
political culture. This would be an exciting prospect, particularly
when one locates the nexus of political action not in the formal
institutions of governance, but in the local institutions for the
establishment of social order.

It is in this context that the Filipino political experience becomes
distinctly different from the Thai experience. Thai society has been
characterized by many as fully embedded in norms and rituals that
are derived from a stable self-consciousness of culture. The image
of the schoolchildren executing a linear succession of "weis" on
that country road when they saw the royal emblem in a government
vehicle is one of the many instances where reverence to cultural
norms is evident in everyday lives. A hierarchically structured Thai
society, that has put much capital on correct forms and stringent
norms, is the bedrock upon which one can explain the emergence of
a singularly expressed oppositional civil society identity as a logical
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outcome during periods of resistance. A society that lives on strict
adherence to culturally defined modalities of social interaction-
from the correctness of doing a "wai" to the elaborate details of
food preparation-undoubtedly produces a form of resistance that
would be as singular and rigid in form, and would be manifested as
one in strict opposition to well-defined dominant structures. Thai
NGOs, for example, have taken a constant suspicious demeanor on
any activity from the Thai State, even as the latter have deployed
antagonistic moves against the former.

In this context, the Thai "self'becomes an embodiment of social
control, whose search for freedom necessitates a discourse of
resistance that may be prone to violence, if not intransigence and
hostility. This is evident in the preponderance of bloody coup
attempts in its history and the oppositional stance of civil society
based movements. However, the rich cultural templates found in its
communities have offered a counter-ideology to an elitist and
globalizing State. These provide metaphors for resistance that are
more organically rooted, as expressed in indigenous worldviews and
local knowledge, It is in these domains that the Thai "self' becomes
a terrain for contbstations between a centrally located control nerve
manifested in public policy and other official acts of the State through
its institutions, and a centrally mobilized forces of opposition. The
"self' thus becomes a battleground between the grand narratives of
state control and of resistance.

It is, however, important to point out that Thai society is a
complex array of articulations between indigenous social constructs
and Western influences. Thailand has not been directly colonized,
but it was nevertheless subjected to the same forces that have
colonized other societies in Southeast Asia (Winichakul 1994). Thus,
identity formation and the construction of the Thai political "self'
are at the crossroads ofthe local and the global, the internal and the
external. This is captured by Ganjanapan (2000, 12) when he argued,
in the context of the emergence of a discourse of resistance to State
forestry, that:

... Although the practices of community forestry in
Northern Thailand may have some basis on local values
and customs, it cannot simply be regarded as a reflection
of an idealistic sense of community because it is, in
most cases a creation of a new culture as a dynamic
response to changing situations. Particularly, in
encountering with changes in property relations,
community forestry can be seen both as a production
of local idioms and a construction of a new discourse
with an adoption of a universal concept of rights, which
allow local communities to articulate their claims to
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collective rights in resources. However, the reconstruction
of collective rights as an anti-hegemonic ideology can be
fully realized by local people not only through social
struggles but also with a reinforcement of local idioms,
which is possible with cultural processes of ritual.

Thus, the formation of identities and discourses in Thai society
becomes a process of social constructions and reconstructions, albeit
done in the context ofa firm grounding on a historical narrative ofa
well-defined national consciousness, one that is sustained by and in
the end also sustains the institution of Monarchy. The volatility of
politics is tempered by the unifying presence of the King, and the
sense of "moderation" that is inherent in most Southeast Asian
cultures. While there is flux, there is also the unifying presence of
the Thai monarchy that provides a stable anchor.

Similarly, the Filipino society has always been in constant
flux. However, and unlike Thailand, we have an amorphous
template upon which to draw our social cohesion. The
revolutionary process at the turn of the century was interrupted,
thereby leading to an incomplete process of nation building. The
Filipino nation remains as a construct that is still being imagined,
and such process has become increasingly made more complex at
a time when politics of identity is confronted by the political
reaiities of a globalized world. This may have produced what some
have labeled as a problematic cultural aonstruct-a "damaged
culture" and a fractured polity. The Philippines does not have a
political center, even as its colonially constructed State apparatus
would mimic those found in its Western roots. Even its discourses
of resistance bear the colonial imprint, as it borrows Western
metaphors of social refusal, from Marxism to Feminism to Western-
inspired identity lnovements. These are empirical evidences of a
Filipino identity that is socially constructed from the dialectical
relationships between the "self'and the,,other,'in a fluid
environment, where these dual categories are hard to imagine as
purely colonial or purely colonized.

The Filipino political identity is one that is produced in a context
of fluidity and uncertain representation. Here, no single language
could provide a firm grounding for the production of the Filipino
political self. It is somewhat kin to what Derrida has labeled as
characteristic of deferral and undecidability. There is no stable
epistemological or ontological light upon which to hold rhe Filipino
self visible for definitive construction.

In this context, and unlike the Thais, the Filipino identity is
easier to see in a more postmodern lens. It is through this lens that
one can understand why grand narratives of resistance have failed
to produce a solidly grounded Filipino "selii.",Any great refusal, would
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simply be not authentic to Filipino experience, for what would be
required is a movement that would match the organic nature of social
oppression-as manifested in everyday and ordinary lives. The
Filipino political experience warrants an understanding of these
everyday forms of power, for without such understanding any move
to reform political practice would simply be producing a synthetic
body of institutional structures and processes that would be not
organically rooted.

CONCLUSION

Thailand, like the Philippines, is a land of good sense of humor
and parody. Both countries provide a thriving habitat for gay beauty
pageants, and beauty contests for fat people, among others. Both
have a natural tendency towards festivity and for the good life. Good
humor becomes an embedded symbol of stability in the political
psyche of both Thais and Filipinos. For the Filipino, the Thai is a
familiar "other." The "familiar" is seen in the important similarities
in the historical trajectories which saw the emergence of social and
political institutions in both countries. I have used this view as a
vantage point from which I look at the production of the Filipino
political "self."

I have argued that the rigid norms upon which Thai identities
are produced naturally leads to a strong state, which warrants equally
strong oppositional forms of resistance. Thus, even as the fabled
smile is characteristically constructed as a bearer of the Thai external
fagade, the Thai polity can also easily erupt in bloody confrontations.
However, the institution of monarchy in Thailand, together with its
society's natural predisposition for "senLtk," provides the Thai polity
a potent source of political stability.

On the other hand, the Filipino self is a product of a process
that is constantly becoming a more open process mediated by
seemingly contradicting forces of globalization and localization.
This fluidity, which for some is the root cause of its flawed systems
of governance and political consol idation, could also be its source
of political stability, as it is able to interrupt the grand narratives of
domination not through unified forms of resistance, but by relying
on the potent power of its "silent monarchy"-the visible presence
of its many forms of community, both real and virtual, and its capacity
to render elite politics irrelevant, even as it is able to recuperate
from its many crises.

The process of defining a modality for imagining the production
of the political self vis-d-vis its difference from a familiar other has
proven to be a meaningful exercise, as it forces one to engage such
forms of otherness not as subordinated forms of alterity, but as
templates upon which one can locate a meaning that would otherwise
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be dismissed as incoherent or unrecognizable. It is through the lens
ofthe Thai experience that one can see that such parallel "other" could
indeed provide the Filipino its template for differentiation-not as an
inferior form, but just as a different modality for finding social
meaning. The Filipino lives in a postmodern world that is never named
as such. In this context, the formation of identities could also be
made relevant to the interest of the Filipino subject defining its "self,
when one is forced to look for another Iens to see the promise that lies
in such position of difference. This paper attempted to show that it is
possible to locate in the Thai template a canvas upon which the Filipino
political experience can be drawn and mapped.
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This big book, about the impact of modern ideas in the I 7th and 1 8th
centuries, is a delicious, bounteous banquet of facts. It is the first volume
of a trilogy that meticulously details the reception (and rejection) of modem
ideas in every comer of Europe in the century after the death of Descartes
I I 650- 1 7 50]. Jonathan Israel, an acclaimed historian of the Netherlands,
demonstrates how that small country, in its "Golden Age," was the clearing
house of modern ideas in the 17th century. Israel is convinced, and
convinces me, that Spinoza's role in the Enlightenment was much more
important and central than has been previously recognized. He calls
Spinozism the "intellectual backbone of the European Radical
Enlightenment, everywhere, not only in the Netherlands, Germany, France,
Scandinavia but also Britain and Ireland" (vi).

The author's choice of the "radical enlightenment" for the first part
of his three-part treatment of the period is logical. It is first because it
presents the new ideas in the blackest and whitest of terms. The
Enlightenmentwas the promulgation of radically new ways to consider the
natural and social world. Materialist and mechanical conceptions ousted
Aristotelian ones. Mathematics ousted metaphysics. For those few who
were well educated and aware ofthe revolution in human thought, it was
an extraordinary time to be alive. For most of society, deeply traditional,
the new ideas were dangerous, to be suppressed whenever, wherever
possible. Superstition only slowly and sporadically, under protest, gives
up the ghost.

Radical is the right word for Spinoza and his movement. Spinoza is
the principal source of modern materialist, naturalist ideas. Israel makes
his thought clearer to me than any other treatment I have read-more than
a few, as he has always interested me. Shocking, threatening the moral and
political order, patently destructive ofthe underpinnings of religious faith,
diabolically dangerous were the ideas of Spin ozafor most who learned of
them. For the few in agreement with them they were the very embodiment
ofreason.
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"Spinozist" was the most derogatory term imaginable (in most circles)
in the period studied. All damnable things have a large public chorus. But
the logic of materialism in the new age was inescapable. lts threat to
tradition was so overpowering in its implications that most ofthe educated
elite who understood what the new science implied, opted for the middle
way: Deism. That is the subject of Israel's second work: Enlightenment
contested: philosophy, modernity and the emancipation of man t 670-
1752 (2006, Oxford), which treats of the "moderate" enlightenment of
Locke, Voltaire, Diderot, and the encyclopaedists.

lsrael takes us on a tour ofthe libraries ofa host ofthe learned
savants of the age. Archival research (estate inventories, wills, etc.) has
brought to light when and where the dangerous new books were to be
found in the libraries of many significant thinkers of the period. In the
Republic of Letters, forbidden books got round surreptitiously, most of
them came frorn the Netherlands. How ironic that the French people, in the
age of Louis XIV could only read Descartes in smuggled contraband
editions from abroad.

The battle of ideas was furious. Israel presents it in fascinating
detail. In each land it was different (Catholic censorship was usually
more rigorous than its Protestant variant). But everywhere the same
issues raised hackles and excited intense reaction. In the early
modern age religion and governments based their legitimacy on the
same metaphysical foundations. These were implicitly questioned
by the new scientific view of nature. No one challenged them more
cogently than Spinoza and his followers, who were, it seems, to be
found everywhere. That is central to Israel's thesis. He wishes:

To convey, however imperfectly and tentatively, a sense
of the European Enlightenment as a single highly
integrated intellectual and cultural movement, displaying
differences in timing, no doubt, but for the most part
preoccupied not only with the same problems but often
even the same books and insights everywhere from
Portugal to Russia and from lreland to Sicily. (v)

Each chapter substantiates this. A good example is Chapter 7,
"The learned journals," in whicli Israel shows how from the 1680s
"erudite periodicals" played an important role in educated society.
"Everywhere, awareness of new ideas and knowledge, new books
and debates, had been enhanced and enriched. It was indeed no
exaggeration to maintain that through the journals, Europe had for
the first time, amalgamated into a single intellectual arena" (142).
He details how the journals were the principal conduit of information
about new books, debates, controversies, and scientific advances
throughout Europe. They transformed international lines of
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communication. In each place the production and distribution ofjournals
was different. Israel discusses them all. He makes his case with abundant
evidence.

Part Two of the book, devoted to Spinoza, is a rich immersion
in the thought of l Tth century Netherlands. It puts Spinoza in his
context with the same rich detail evident throughout. We come to
understand the man and his thought in terms of the fascinating
community of other thinkers of which he was an integral part. He
became notorious in his own short life. His ideas were important
and disturbing enough to be dispersed throughout the whole of
Europe through the new networks of communication. His ideas, more than
those of any other figure, pointed to the logical implications ofthe new
philosophy.

Interestingly, his ideas were not new. Says Israel (160):

Of course the Naturalist and materialist philosophies
of ancient Greece and Rome had persisted in the
consciousness of western man in a widely suffused if
strongly repressed, furtively cultivated, fashion in the
writings and conversation of the libertines erudits. Butit
was only in the 1650s and 1660s that prospects for
reviving and reformulating such notions in conjunction
with the mechanistic reasoning of Galileo and Descartes
arose.

No thinker was bolder, less frightened of condemnation than
Spinoza. One can only imagine such a figure in the tolerant Dutch
Republic. (lt was the land of choice for Descartes and the refuge of
thousands of French Huguenots.) His life was simple. He had a profound
interest in religion and scripture. He believed like a Stoic that conformity to
nature is the secret of human happiness. His influence was great in his
own age as Israel very skillfully demonstrates.

This is a book to broaden the mind. It brings the reader into a world
only vaguely imaginable and richly enlightens itwith extraordinary attention
to interesting historical details. It is beautifully written and endlessly
interesting.

Patrick Filter
Ph ilo s op hy C entr e Jinj a

Nkozi Universitlt
Jinju, Uganda
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PHILOSOPHICAL ASSOCIATION
OF THE PHILIPPINES

NATIONAL ANNUAL CONFERENCE, 2007

THEME: Pltilosophical Reflection on the Faces of EviI
in Contemporary Times

VENUE: Caleruega Retreat House, Batulao, Nasugbu, Batangas
DATE: l1-13 April 2007 (Wednesday to Friday)

11 April 2007 (Wednesday)

l. Introduction ofParticipants/Convention Announcements. Feorillo
P.A. Demeterio III (San Beda College, Manila).

2. Launching ofthe PAP Monograph, Vol. 2. Engaging philosophical
traditions: Filipino perspectives on certain philosophical topics. Edited
by Dr. Rolando M. Gripaldo (De La Salle University, Manila), Dr. Jove Jim S.
Aguas (University of Santo Tomas, Manila), and Dr. Jovino G. Miroy
(Atneo de Manila University, Quezon City). Selected philosophical
Conferences delivered at PAP Conferences.

3. Keynote Lecture: The faces of evil in contemporary times. Jove
Jim S. Aguas (University of Santo Tomas, Manila).

4. Plenary Lecture: Human nature is evil: A contemporary reading of
Hsun Tzu. Manuel Dy (Ateneo de Manila University, euezon City).

5. Simultaneous Lectures: (a) Evil as violence against strangers:
Derrida and Homer on (in)hospitality. Michael Ner E. Mariano (Ateneo de
Manila University, Quezon City) and (b) Plato on evil. Jesus D. principe
(Ateneo de Manila University, Quezon City).

12 April 2007 (Thursday)

6. Plenary Lectures: (a) Analogues for evil. Dionisio Miranda, SVD
(SVD Provincialte, Philippine Cenrral province) and (b) The malady of
apathy and the task of philosophy. Jovino G. Miroy (Ateneo de Manila
University, Quezon City).

7. Sirnultaneous Lectures: (a) Arendtian reflections on ethical
overconsumption. RowenaA. Palacios (Ateneo de Manila University) and
(b) Against alienation: Karol Wojtyla's notion of participation. Edward
Mejos (University ofAsia and the Pacific, pasig).
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13 April 2007 (Friday)

9. Plenary Lecture: Contemporary faces of evil. Romualdo Abulad,
SVD (University of San Carlos, Cebu City).

10. Simultaneous Lectures: (a) Gianni Vatimo's concept of nihilism:
The project of emancipation in the postmodern world vis-a-vis the
phenomena of evil. Virgilio A. Rivas (Polytechnic University of the
Philippines, Metro Manila) and (b) Banal and implied forms of violence in
Levinas's ethical phenomenology. Fleurdeliz R. Altez (Jniversity of Santo
Tomas,Manila).

PAP MIDYEAR CONFERENCF,, 2OO7

THEME: Tlre Philosophical Thougltts of Riclrard Rorty
VENUE: Don Bosco Technical Institute, Makati City
DATE: 27 October 2007 (Saturday)

1. Video Presentation - Excepts oftalks ofRichard Rorty.
2. Plenary Lecture: Rorty's pragmatic rationality. Dr. Tomas Rosario,

Jr. (Ateneo de Manila University, Quezon City).
3. First Concurrent Discussions: (a) Some useful lessons from Richard

Rorty's political philosophy for Philippine postcolonialism. Dr. Feorillo
PA. Demeterio III (San Beda College, Manila) and (b) Unjustifiable hope:
Richard Rorty on religious provenance. Dr. Mark Joseph T. Calano
(University of the Philippines-Baguio, Baguio City).

4. Second Concurrent Discussions: (a) Common sense about
knowledge and truth: Richard Rony's epistemological behaviorism. Dennis
Apolega(De La Salle University, Manila) and (b) Would Rorty be in heaven?
Reflections on Rorty's liberal ironism and Christian love. Geoffrey A.
Guevara (Ateneo de Manila University, Quezon City).
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PHILOSOPHICAL AS SOCIATION
oF NORTHERN LUZON (PANL)

sTH REGTONAL ANNUAL CONVENTTON, 2007

THEME: Understanding Cultare: Towards an Interface between
P h ilo s op hy an d Sp rit ua lity

VENUE: Immaculate Conception School of Theology, Vigan City,
Ilocos Sur

DATE: 26-27 October 2007

Plenary Lectures

1.Fr. Adalbert Barut, PhD [San pablo Seminary, Baguio City].
From inward generation to transcendence through symbolic
consciousness. 26 october 200i. 1030- 1200 HRS. ICSTAuditorium.

2. Dr. Narcisa P. Canilao, phD [University of the philippines,
Baguio, Baguio Cityl. Adda kadi kaes-eskan ti Biag; Towards an
interface of philosophy and Asian spirituality in wittgenstein's
Tractatus. 27 October 2007. 0800-0930 HRS. ICST Auditorium..

Concurrent Lectures

l Gerardo Palcon, MA [Divine World College, Bangued, Abra].
cultural spirituality and the search for well-being among the Itneg
of the cordillera of Northern Luzon.26 october 2007.1400-1530
HRS. Conference Room l, ICST

2. Dexter Lawrence Ladia, MA lst. Louis University, Baguio
cityl. Educational hospitality as a form of spirituality. 26 october
2007.1400-1530 HRS. Conference Room 2, ICST

3. Fr. Julio Rebollido, MA [University of Baguio, Baguio City].
Spirituality of suffering: Reflections on Abraham Heschel's path to
philosophy. 27 october 2007. r000-1130 HRS. conference Room
I, ICST.

4. Romano Bulatao, MA [St. Louis University, Baguio City].
LINAWA: An anthropological exegesis of Malinac Lay Labi:
Towards understanding Pangasinan spirituality. 27 october 2007.
1000-1130 HRS. Conference Room 2, ICST.
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ANNE F. POMEROY, Ph. D. (Fordham University), is currently
Associate Professor of Philosophy at the Richard Stockton College
and specializes in social and political philosophy, existentialism, and
dialectics. She is the author of Marx and lVhitehead: Process,
dialectics, and the critique of capitalism.

GEORGE. MOUSOURAKIS, Ph. D. (University of Edinburg,
Scotland), is Senior Lecturer in Law at the University of Auckland,
New Zealand, and Professor of Law at Niigata University, Japan.
He has published articles and books, and has read papers locally
and abroad. ln 2007 he was Visiting Professor at the University of
Parma, Italy.

FRANCIS OFFOR, Ph. D. (University of Ibadan, Nigeria) is
Lecturer at the Department of Philosophy, University of Ibadan.He
specializes in social and political philosophy and logic. He has
published chapters in books and articles in reputable journals.
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America) is Professor Emeritus at the Catholic University ofAmerica.
He writes voluminously and travels extensively in different
continents to read papers or organize joint seminars with local
universities. He is currently the secretary-treasurer of the Council
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general editor ofover 200 books.
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Senior Research Fellow at the Institute for the History of philosophy
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She has published and read myriad papers.
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